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Introduction



INTRODUCTION Welcome We know training is a vital component of retaining the value of your Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012. investment. Our quality training from industry experts keeps you up-to-date on your solution and helps you develop the skills necessary for fully maximizing the value of your solution. Whether you choose Online Training, Classroom Training, or Training Materials; there is a type of training to meet everyone's needs. Choose the training type that best suits you so you can stay ahead of the competition.



Online Training Online Training delivers convenient, in-depth training to you in the comfort of your own home or office. Online training provides immediate access to training 24 hours-a-day. It is perfect for the customer who does not have the time or budget to travel. Our newest online training option, eCourses, combine the efficiency of online training with the in-depth product coverage of classroom training, with at least two weeks to complete each course.



Classroom Training Classroom Training provides serious, in-depth learning through hands-on interaction. From demonstrations to presentations to classroom activities, you receive hands-on experience with instruction from our certified staff of experts. Regularly scheduled throughout North America, you can be sure you will find a class convenient for you.



Training Materials Training Materials enable you to learn at your own pace, on your own time with information-packed training manuals. Our wide variety of training manuals feature an abundance of tips, tricks, and insights you can refer to again and again:



Microsoft Dynamics Courseware The Microsoft Dynamics Courseware consists of detailed training manuals, designed from a training perspective. These manuals include advanced topics as well as training objectives, exercises, interactions and quizzes. Look for a complete list of manuals available for purchase on the Microsoft Dynamics website: www.microsoft.com/Dynamics.
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Microsoft Dynamics Courseware Contents Test Your Skills Within the Microsoft Dynamics Training Materials you find a variety of different exercises. These exercises are offered in three levels to accommodate the variety of knowledge and expertise of each student. We suggest you try the level three exercises first, if you need help completing the task look to the information in the level two exercises. If you need further assistance each step of the task is outlined in the level one exercise.



Challenge Yourself! Level 3 exercises are the most challenging. These exercises are designed for the experienced student who requires little instruction to complete the required task.



Need a Little Help? Level 2 exercises are designed to challenge students, while providing some assistance. These exercises do not provide step by step instructions, however, do provide you with helpful hints and more information to complete the exercise.



Step by Step Level 1 exercises are geared towards new users who require detailed instructions and explanations to complete the exercise. Level 1 exercises guide you through the task, step by step, including navigation.



Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned At the end of each chapter within the Microsoft Dynamics Training Material, you find a Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned page. This interaction is designed to provide the student with a moment to reflect on the material they have learned. By outlining three key points from the chapter, the student is maximizing knowledge retention, and providing themselves with an excellent resource for reviewing key points after class.
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Documentation Conventions The following conventions and icons are used throughout this documentation to help you quickly and effectively navigate through the information. CAUTION: Cautions are found throughout the training manual and are preceded by the word CAUTION in bold. Cautions are used to remind you of a specific result of a specific action which may be undesirable. HINT: Hints are found throughout the training manual and are preceded by the word HINT in bold. Hints are used to suggest time-saving features or alternative methods for accomplishing a specific task. NOTE: Notes are found throughout the training manual and are preceded by the word NOTE in bold. Notes are used to provide information which, while not critical, may be valuable to an end user. BEYOND THE BASICS: Advanced information found throughout the training manual is preceded by the words BEYOND THE BASICS in bold. Beyond the Basics provides additional detail, outside of standard functionality, that may help you to more optimally use the application. EXAMPLE: Examples are found throughout the training manual and are preceded by the word EXAMPLE in bold. Examples bring to light business scenarios that may better explain how an application can be used to address a business problem.
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Student Objectives What do you hope to learn by participating in this course? List three main objectives below. 1.



2.



3.
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CHAPTER 1: BILL OF MATERIALS OVERVIEW Objectives The objectives are: •



Define a bill of material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012.



•



Understand the concept of site specific BOMs and routes.



•



Explain the main BOM features and its structural elements.



•



Describe the different Bill of materials forms.



•



Describe the standard BOM creation process.



Introduction This course introduces some main elements and concepts of the bill of material functionality in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. A bill of materials is a comprehensive list of all the components, parts, raw materials, assemblies and their quantities that are required to make a finished product. In addition to a review of key features and concepts, this course presents a brief description of levels and lines in the BOM tree structure. It also describes the forms that are used to work with BOMs and provides an overview of the procedural steps to perform when users create them.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario A new product designer at the Contoso, Ltd has requested an overview of BOM functionality in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. The product designer wants only an introduction at this point and not an in-depth training.



General Concepts BOMs define the relationship between the components and the finished product or sub-assembly. A clear definition of this relationship is important for the following. •



Scheduling of operations or jobs



•



Creating production orders



•



Costing of the BOM



Every item that must be financially accounted for in an inventory or in the costing phase must be included in the BOM. The level of detail for this is determined by the company's production and accounting needs. For example, items such as nuts, bolts, screws, and nails are frequently not included in BOMs because the cost of tracking these items are higher than their actual value. Although BOMs define the components and their relationships, they do not define the sequence of steps to produce or assemble the finished item. These steps are defined on the route. Refer to Standard Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 manuals on Discrete Manufacturing Basics for more information about Routes.



Product Types Used For BOM Line Components BOMs can contain two types of product in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, depending on whether the item is purchased or produced in-house or defined as a service. The product types that are used in a BOM are as follows: •



Item: An item in a BOM that is defined as product type Item is either purchased from an outside source or produced in house depending on the default order settings type, (Visit the Released product list page, Manage inventory tab, Default order settings button, Default order type field). When the default order type is set to purchased, then the item is purchased.



When the default order type is either production or Kanban, then the item is manufactured.
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview Kanban is used in lean manufacturing as a pull signal that represents demand and triggers process and transfer activities for a unit of a specific item or item family. Refer to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Lean Manufacturing Training course manuals for more details. •



Service: An item in a BOM that is defined as product type Service represents and quantifies a service that is a part of the manufacturing process. For example, it can be the number of hours put in by each resource for services performed during the manufacturing process.



Lines, Configurations, and Versions A BOM can have a BOM version. It is a specific configuration of a bill of material to include an item. An unlimited number of versions can be allocated to BOM items. Versions enable items to be associated with many different BOMs. At least one BOM version must be created when you work with BOMs. Zero or more BOM versions can be valid or active for any item at any given point in time. However, only one version can be applied. The applied version is selected based on time, site, or quantity. However, different versions can parallel exist based on product dimensions, such as color, size and configuration. Users can also attach component items to a BOM as lines and specify configurations for the item on the line. BOM items usually consist of several BOM lines, each with a unique BOM number.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 NOTE: In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, all products with type Item can have BOMs. In the following figure, an item with components lines is represented as a BOM.”



FIGURE 1.1 BOM STRUCTURE



For planning, calculation, and consumption purposes, each BOM line must specify whether the item has any configurations. A configuration is a standard component combination, such as a satellite speaker and a sub-woofer that can be specified for a BOM item during the ordering process. An item can have configurations if you specify the following criteria: •



Product subtype is equal to Product master



•



Product dimension group is specified



•



Configuration technology is specified



NOTE: For more information about item configurations, refer to the Chapter, “Working With Bill of Materials and Item Configurations.”
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Using BOMs and Routes in Multisite Production Environments A site is a grouping of business resources, such as warehouses and production facilities. These share interrelated transactions and are located at a particular geographical location. The site is an inventory storage dimension that provides the structural foundation for the multisite functionality. Users can create and configure a general BOM for all sites and site specific BOM and routes in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, that is, a different BOM and route for each site. In multisite production environment, this feature makes sure that an appropriate BOM is created, produced, and stored at the same site. Production at multiple sites may involve a BOM whose component items can be produced at and moved between different sites, and the sites share common item numbers. BOM versions for the component items must be structured to support the mandatory site dimension. Warehouse operations that support material consumption and item storage must also be aligned by a site. When planning materials and resources in an environment that has multiple production sites, the system selects the BOM version and the route version based on the site of the requirement, a valid date interval, product dimensions that are active for the item and the quantity.



BOM Features and Elements The main conceptual features and structural elements of BOMs in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 include the following. •



Overview of BOM features



•



BOM levels



•



BOM lines



•



BOM line types



Overview of BOM Features Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 supports the BOM features, shown in the following table. Feature



Description



Version Control



Version control enables ongoing changes to be made to the item and different configurations to be employed depending on the manufacturing circumstance. Version control also supports phasing out of old components so that new components can be produced or bought.



Graphical BOM



The BOM designer lets the user select to work with the BOM structure in a graphical format.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Feature



Description



Sub – BOM Control



Sub-BOMs can be independently sold, revised, or planned in alignment with the parent production. For more information about sub-BOMs, refer to “BOM Levels” in this chapter.



Sub Contracting



If a BOM component is supplied by a subcontractor, a purchase order BOM list is shipped to the supplier. If it is necessary, a list of all components bought from the contractor can also be created. An additional BOM line of type Service is included to book the cost of the subcontracting. Alternatively if the BOM line is a sub-BOM, then an additional production order will be created, and such a production order will be of type vendor. For more details, refer to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Discrete Manufacturing Advanced course.



Quantity Dependent BOMs



Quantities on BOMs can be used to control which version of the BOM is used in production. For example, if less than 500 pieces of a BOM item are ordered, version 1 is used; when more than 500 pieces are ordered, Version 2 is used.



Site dependent BOM and Routes



A finished product can be set up so that part of it can be made at a different production site. When multiple sites share inventory that have the same item number, the BOM and the route can be set up so that the components of these items can be produced at a different site. When this feature is used, the corresponding routes must also be defined based on site. NOTE: Refer to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Discrete Manufacturing Basics course.



Phantom BOMs



Any item that is a BOM can be used as a phantom in a BOM line. Use a phantom BOM to collapse BOM levels when orders are created for the parent item.



BOM Levels When a BOM contains another BOM as its component, then it is known as a multilevel BOM, where the sub BOM is referred to as level one and its components as level two. BOMs can consist of as many levels as necessary, depending on the type of product being produced. Refer to Figure 1.2.For example; adult bicycles consist of two wheels, a seat, handlebars, and a frame. All these components are reflected in the bicycle BOM. However, the frame also consists of several discrete items (three or four tubes welded together). Therefore, the frame has a BOM of its own. It is known as a sub-BOM, that is, a bill of material within the bill of material for the end-product, the bicycle.
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview Complex BOM items frequently have several sub-BOMs. The number of levels, or sub-BOMs, a BOM has depends on how the item is managed. Generally, an item needs its own level in the BOM if, at a particular stage, the item must be: •



Tracked



•



Stored



•



Sold



The more levels a BOM has, the better the control and the more accurate the estimated costing and forecasting can be.



Example of BOM with Multiple Levels To use the previous example of the bicycle, assume that a BOM is created to assemble bicycles. The following items are set up as the product type. The products types are used in the BOM and do not require assembly. •



Wheels



•



Seat



•



Handlebars



However, the bicycle frame is assembled in production. This part of the process is set up as a BOM. However, a sub-BOM includes the following items. •



Tubes



•



Welding wire



•



Brackets or brace



FIGURE 1.2 A BOM WITH MULTIPLE LEVELS
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Example of BOM at Multiple Sites Company Fabrikam Part Design is a midsize manufacturer of bikes with five production sites that are located throughout the United States.



FIGURE 1.3 A BOM AT MULTIPLE PRODUCTION SITES



Four of the sites are general-purpose production sites producing bikes for several (non overlapping) states in their vicinity. The fifth site manufactures highly specialized sports bikes with carbon frames that are sold nation-wide. The sales force is associated with the production site in their area, and is not allowed to place orders with other sites. Orders for the carbon framed sports bikes are placed with the local production sites. These act as a distribution center for the fifth plant.
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview BOM Lines The lines in the BOM are the individual items or components that make up the BOM. Each item has its own BOM line. An unlimited number of lines or items can make up the BOM. To navigate to the BOM line form, click Product information management, Common, Released products, Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Lines button.



FIGURE 1.4 BOM LINE FORM



There can be four types of BOM lines in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. •



Item



•



Phantom



•



Pegged supply



•



Vendor
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 BOM Line Types The line type determines how the line is managed when the BOM is produced, or when the item is planned in production. Line Type



Use When



Item



The item is a raw material or semi-finished item that must be picked from inventory.



Phantom



An item is a transient (non-stocked) BOM item. A phantom BOM represents an item that is assembled, but frequently not stocked in inventory until it is actually needed in the manufacturing process. Phantom BOMs enable the Material Requirement Planning (MRP) logic to calculate requirements for the needed components, even though the item is only occasionally used in the manufacturing process. The Phantom line type can only be specified for a BOM.



Pegged Supply



Select pegged supply when you want to include an item for which the pegging rules should apply, irrespective of the type of production. When a BOM Line is set to pegged supply then that item will be pegged (signaling a product demand requirement) according to the method of production (lean or normal) and not fixed by a warehouse. NOTE: For more information about pegging, refer to the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Lean Manufacturing Training course.



Vendor



A vendor provides the component item and the method through which the item is provided depends on the default order type for the component item. The production is conducted by using a sub contractor. This option can also be used for product-type Service and for a subBOM.



The selection of a line type in the BOM calculation influences both the cost calculation and the MRP. This provides the basis to calculate the component quantities. This also helps to determine the relevant BOM versions and route versions when users apply quantity-sensitive BOMs and routes, and to amortize constant costs.



Costing on the BOM Bills of material calculations use data from several sources to calculate the standard costs of a manufactured item. The sources include information about items routing details, indirect cost calculation formulas, and the costing version. The purchased item information that is used in a standard cost BOM calculation includes cost, cost group, and warning conditions.
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview The manufactured item information that is used in a standard cost BOM calculation includes standard order quantity for inventory and warning conditions that are embedded in the item's BOM calculation group. The bill of material information that is used in a standard cost BOM calculation depends on the following. •



BOM version



•



BOM line item quantity



•



BOM line item scrap



•



BOM line item valid dates



•



The default order type of the BOM line item



•



Parameters for the cost calculation



•



Sub-route for a manufactured component



•



Operation number



•



Impact of operation scrap percentages



The user can ignore BOM line item in cost calculations, if it is required. The costing version information that is used in a standard cost BOM calculation includes costing type, mandated fallback principle, blocking flag for pending costs, specified site, and the start date. For more information about costing on the BOM, refer to “Working with BOM calculation” chapter.



Bills of Materials Form Overview The forms described in this section are the base forms that are used when you work with BOMs in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. Other forms that might be needed are described in the content that is specific to its functionality. BOMs can be created from the following locations: •



The Released products list page, the Released products details form, in the Product information management module



•



The Bills of materials form in the Inventory and Warehouse management module



Typically, users can create BOMs in the Released products list page and view them in the Bills of materials form. The users use the Bills of materials form to work with the BOMs that are not assigned to any items. Create BOM lines in the BOM designer form or the BOM line form.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Released Products List Page To navigate to the Released products list page, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products.



FIGURE 1.5 RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



To create a BOM for an item by using the Released products list page, make sure that the following prerequisites are met: •



Product type is selected as Item



•



Item model group is specified



•



Storage dimension group is specified



•



Tracking dimension group is specified



You can specify these settings in the following forms: •



Released products details form (on the Released products list page, click the Edit button on the action pane): to create a BOM for an existing item



•



New Released product form (on the Released products list page, click the Product button on the action pane): to create a BOM for a new item



NOTE: For more information about products and product dimensions, refer to the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Distribution and Trade course materials.
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview After you select an item on the Released products list page to create a BOM for, you can attach versions and component items in the BOM line form (on the Released products list page, click the Engineer tab followed by the Lines button on the action pane).



FIGURE 1.6 BOM LINE FORM, OPENED FROM THE RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



An unlimited number of BOM versions can be created and attached to an item. An item can have several active BOM versions attached to it, as long as different dates, sites, product dimensions, or quantity intervals are defined for each version.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Bills of Materials Form The user can create a BOM that is not associated with an item in the Bills of materials form. Here, the user can also modify existing BOMs even if they are attached to any items. To navigate to the Bills of materials form, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials.



FIGURE 1.7 BILLS OF MATERIALS FORM



The Overview tab contains two sections: •



The upper section lists BOMs, with the name, site, item group, and identification of an employee who approved the BOM.



•



If one or more items are linked with the BOM, the lower section lists the items, stating the item number and version start and end dates. The user can also verify here if the version is active and approved.



Items and BOMs are linked through versions. The Overview tab is where the information is managed, about the date of validity, whether it is active, and who approved the BOM. Here the user can create multiple BOMs for an item with different versions based on different sites. On the Overview tab, users can manage the active version of the BOM and, at the same time; work on a new version that can be activated later. As soon as the user creates a BOM in the Bills of materials form, the user can add component items in the BOM line form. The BOM lines form can be accessed by clicking the Lines button.
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview BOM Line Form Use the BOM line form to create and edit BOM versions and their related BOM lines. Access the form from either the Released products list page or the Bills of materials form. The form looks and functions differently depending on where you open it. In the BOM line form, you can assign material consumption to a resource. The resource refers to a production unit that defines a picking warehouse. Assigning material consumption to a resource is useful when the BOM version does not refer to a particular site but is valid for all sites.



BOM Lines from the Released Products List Page The BOM line form contains two sections, when the user accesses it from the Released products list page. •



The upper section shows BOM versions associated with the BOM item in the Released products list page. In this section, the user can link the new BOM versions and edit the existing ones. At least one BOM version must be associated with a BOM item.



•



The lower section displays the BOM lines of the BOM. In this section, the user can create and edit BOM lines.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 To navigate to the BOM line form, click Product information management, Common, Released products, Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Lines button.



FIGURE 1.8 BOM LINE FORM, OPENED FROM THE RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



BOM Lines from the Bill of Materials Form The BOM line form displays the component lines for the BOM selected on the Overview tab, when it is accessed from the Bills of materials form. If a version is attached to the BOM, click the Lines button to open the version related-BOM line form.
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview To navigate to the BOM line form, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, Bills of materials, and then click the Lines button.



FIGURE 1.9 BOM LINE FORM, OPENED FROM THE BILLS OF MATERIALS FORM



BOM Designer Form The BOM designer form lets users create new BOM versions graphically, change existing versions, organize routes, and assign items and sub-BOMs to operations.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 To navigate to the BOM designer form, click Product information management, Common, Released products, Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Designer button.



FIGURE 1.10 BOM DESIGNER FORM, OPENED FROM THE RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



The BOM designer form can be accessed from either the Released products list page or the Bills of materials form. The BOM designer enables the users to do the following.
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•



Drag items to add them to BOMs, edit items, or delete them from BOMs.



•



View a list of items from the Released products list page so that you can filter or sort to find BOM components.



•



Link items or sub-BOMs to specific operations on the route.



•



Use the button panel to complete principle tasks, such as print, delete, and calculate.



•



Set up selection criteria for BOM lines and Route display to customize the view.



Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview BOM Designer Accessed from the Bills of Materials Form When the BOM designer form is accessed from the Released products list page, all features of the BOM designer are available. However, when the BOM designer form is accessed from the Bills of materials form, not all functionality is available. BOM versions can be created and edited, but route or operations information is unavailable. This is because BOMs created in the Bills of materials form are not linked to any items. To navigate to the BOM designer form, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, Bills of materials, and then click the Designer button.



FIGURE 1.11 BOM DESIGNER FORM, OPENED FROM THE BILLS OF MATERIALS FORM



Bill of Material Creation Process The following table provides an overview of the steps to create BOMs. Step



Procedure



Create BOM



Create a new BOM through the Released products list page or in the Bills of materials form.



Create BOM Version(s)



Create BOM version (s) to link the items to the BOMs. In the BOM line form, approve, and activate the BOM version. This is performed either before or after the component items are added. However, because versions are required when the BOM is created from the Released products list page, if a version has not been created, it must be added from the Bills of materials form.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Step



Procedure



Add Items



Specify which items to include in the BOM. This is performed in the BOM designer or in the BOM line form: BOM designer: Drag the items to include in the BOM from the Released products list page, which is also displayed in the BOM designer form. BOM line: Add a new line for each item by pressing CRTL+N and then add an item.



Create Configurations



If it is necessary, set up any configurations and associated rules for the BOM. NOTE: For more information about configurations, refer to the Chapter, “Working With Bill of Materials and Item Configurations.”



Create Site Specific BOM and Routes



Create site-specific BOMs and routes to enable for the automatic selection of the correct BOM and route version in addition to the item dimensions, when you work with multiple sites. The site for a new BOM version is set up in the Bills of materials form and in the BOM line form accessed from the Released products list page. All BOM lines must be associated with the same site through a BOM version or a BOM.



Summary Some necessary features in the bill of materials functionality include the following: •



BOM versions, levels, configurations



•



BOMs at multiple sites



•



BOM designer



•



Steps to create BOMs



BOM overview lets users gain the basic knowledge to work with BOMs.
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview



Test Your Knowledge Test your knowledge with these questions 1. What does a BOM define?



2. How many levels can BOMs consist of?



3. Which form in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 provides a graphical overview of a BOM?
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 4. What are BOM lines?



5. Which of the following are the BOM line types that are used in a BOM? (Select all that apply) (Select all that apply) ( ) Item ( ) Phantom ( ) Kanban ( ) Service 6. Which are the locations from where you can create BOMs? (Select all that apply) (Select all that apply) ( ) Released products list page ( ) Designer ( ) BOM line ( ) Bills of materials form 7. What are the purposes of having version control with BOMs? (Select all that apply) (Select all that apply) ( ) It lets users independently sell, revise, or plan sub-BOMs in alignment with the parent production ( ) It lets users make ongoing changes to the item and to use different configurations depending on the manufacturing circumstance ( ) It keeps history of all BOM versions that are created ( ) It supports phasing out of old components so that new components can start to be produced or bought
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview



Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. What does a BOM define? MODEL ANSWER: A BOM defines the components needed for a product. 2. How many levels can BOMs consist of? MODEL ANSWER: BOMs can consist of as many levels as is necessary. 3. Which form in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 provides a graphical overview of a BOM? MODEL ANSWER: The BOM designer lets users graphically create new BOM versions and change existing versions. 4. What are BOM lines? MODEL ANSWER: The lines in the BOM are the individual items (or components) that make up the BOM. 5. Which of the following are the BOM line types that are used in a BOM? (Select all that apply) (Select all that apply) (√) Item (√) Phantom ( ) Kanban ( ) Service
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Chapter 1: Bill of Materials Overview 6. Which are the locations from where you can create BOMs? (Select all that apply) (Select all that apply) (√) Released products list page ( ) Designer ( ) BOM line (√) Bills of materials form 7. What are the purposes of having version control with BOMs? (Select all that apply) (Select all that apply) ( ) It lets users independently sell, revise, or plan sub-BOMs in alignment with the parent production (√) It lets users make ongoing changes to the item and to use different configurations depending on the manufacturing circumstance ( ) It keeps history of all BOM versions that are created (√) It supports phasing out of old components so that new components can start to be produced or bought
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Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs



CHAPTER 2: CREATING SIMPLE BOMS Objectives The objectives are: •



Create simple BOMs by using the Bills of materials form.



•



Work with BOMs by using the BOM designer form.



Introduction In Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012, BOMs can be created from the following locations, the Released products list page, Released products details form and the Bills of materials form. BOMs that are associated with items are created in the form that is accessed through an item from the Released products list page. NOTE: For more information about BOMs that are associated with items, refer to the “Creating BOMs with Versions” chapter. Simple BOMs that are not yet associated with items, or that are in the initial planning stages, are created in the Bills of materials form. Users can create and modify as many simple BOMs as they want to, without having to worry about attaching any items to them. In addition, the Bills of materials form and the BOM designer form have the following characteristics: •



Bills of materials form: The form is divided into an upper and a lower section (The upper section shows the BOMs that are in the user's company, and the lower section shows the BOM versions that are defined for each BOM that is selected.



•



BOM designer form: The BOM designer provides a visual tree structure view of a BOM. It is accessed directly from either the Bills of materials form or the Released products list page. The BOM designer is an alternative for users who prefer to work with BOMs by using a graphical user-interface (GUI) instead of a linear one.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario Emil, the Product Designer at Contoso, Ltd, has hired an assistant and put her in charge of creating all initial BOMs for the company. At this point, no BOM versions exist and no items are attached to the BOM. Emil explains that his assistant can work with BOM items in either the Bills of materials form or the BOM designer form, but he points out that simple BOMs are normally created in the Bills of materials form. Emil demonstrates this process so that the new employee can understand the differences and select the method she prefers. Emil also informs the assistant that a BOM must not contain itself and explains that Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 provides a check function to make sure that this does not occur. However, the check can only reach up to 40 BOM levels, a constraint that is dictated by the physical limits of the computer.



Using the Bills of Materials Form to Create Simple BOMs If a BOM does not yet have any associated items, it can be created in the Bills of materials form. This is useful for new orders that are in the initial planning stages. The user can create as many BOMs in this form as it is necessary. To navigate to the Bills of Materials form, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials.



FIGURE 2.1 BILLS OF MATERIALS FORM
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Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs Scenario: Creating a BOM for a Home Theater System Contoso, Ltd wants to manufacture a new model of a home theater system, but does not have any inventory items available yet. The assistant to the Product Designer is asked to create an initial BOM so that the management can determine whether the production can start. The assistant creates a simple BOM without a version in the upper section of the Bills of materials form. The assistant also creates component items for the home theater system by clicking the Lines button and by using the BOM line form. After the component items are added, the BOM is approved.



Procedure: Creating a Simple BOM in the Bills of Materials Form Perform the following steps to create simple BOMs in the Bills of materials form, to add lines to it, and to approve the BOM: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and Warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials.



FIGURE 2.2 BILLS OF MATERIALS FORM



2. In the Bills of materials form, click the New icon to add a new BOM. (The value in the BOM field is determined by the setup of a number sequence. If the number sequence exists and is not set to manual allocation, the number will be generated automatically. Otherwise, the user must enter a unique identifier for the BOM). 3. In the Name field, type a unique name for the BOM. 4. In the Site field, select the appropriate site. 5. In the Item group field, select an item group. The selection of the item group in the upper section will filter the items that are displayed in the Item number field in the Versions pane.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 HINT: You can use ALT+F9 to delete the entries.



Procedure: Adding Lines to a BOM in the BOM Line Form Perform the following steps to add lines to the BOM: 1. In the Bills of materials form, click the Lines button to open the BOM line form.



FIGURE 2.3 BOM LINE FORM



2. In the Item number field, select the item to add to the BOM. 3. Enter other optional information, such as Configuration, Size, Site, and Color. 4. Select the Resource consumption check box to assign material consumption for the BOM line to the resource center. The resource center is a part of a production unit that defines the picking warehouse. Assigning material consumption to the resource center is useful when the BOM version does not refer to a particular site but is valid for all sites. If the BOM is valid for all sites, define a different picking warehouse for each site in the Warehouse field in the BOM line form. If the Resource consumption check box is not selected and the Warehouse field is blank, the picking warehouse is taken from the item master data.



Procedure: Setting Quantity for Each Series and Configuration Group in the BOM Line Form Perform the following steps to specify item quantity and configuration group in the BOM line form: 1. In the Quantity field, type the number of items that are included in one unit or one series of the BOM item. 2. If the quantity is calculated for each series, indicate the basis of the series in the Per series field. For example, if a BOM item is generally referred to in 100-pound packages and there are ten pounds of component item A in each 100- pound package, the quantity will be ten for every series of 100.
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Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs 3. In the Configuration group field, select the relevant group for the item. The value in this field depends on the product subtype and the configuration technology that is defined for the product. For more information about item configuration, refer to the chapter, “Working with BOM and Item Configurations.” 4. In the Unit field, view the BOM unit as specified in the BOM unit field. NOTE: The BOM unit field is on the Engineer fast tab in the Released product details form (Click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. Click the Product tab on the action pane and then click the Edit button.)



Procedure: Approving BOM in the Bills of materials form After all lines are added, close the BOM line form. Perform the following steps to approve the BOM: 1. In the Bills of materials form, click Approve. All BOMs must be approved before they can be used in further transactions. 2. In the Approve bill of materials dialog box, click the Approved by arrow and select the employee number of the person/group to approve the BOM. 3. Click OK. NOTE: To restrict the user from removing the approval of an approved BOM, select the Block removal of approval check box in the Bills of materials tab of the Inventory and warehouse parameters form. To block edits to an approved BOM, select the Block editing check box in the Bills of materials tab of the Inventory and warehouse parameters form.
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Lab 2.1 - Create a BOM without a Version Scenario As a new assistant to the product designer at Contoso, Ltd, you are asked to create a simple BOM for a new home theater system. Use the following specifications and approve the BOM by using employee 000083, Emil Karafezov. Remember you do not have to add versions to this BOM. Create a simple BOM by using the following parameters: •



Name: Home Theater System



•



Item group: HTS, Site 2



•



Item: o o o o o o



1161 (configuration group: Satellite) 1171 (configuration group: Subwoofer) 1301 (configuration group: 2.1 Recvr) 1705 6009 6018



•



Quantity for each item: 1



•



Approver: 000083, Emil Karafezov



Challenge Yourself 1. Create a BOM. 2. Add the items as defined in the scenario. 3. Approve the BOM.



Need a Little Help? 1. Open the Bills of materials form and create a BOM titled “Home Theater System.” 2. Specify the item group. 3. Open the BOM line form. 4. Press CTRL+N to add the items that are defined in the scenario. 5. Verify the quantity, warehouse, and configurations for each line. 6. Open the Approve bill of materials dialog box and approve the BOM that is created.
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Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Click the New icon to add a new line. 3. In the Name field, type “Home Theater System.” 4. In the Site field, select “2.” 5. If you get a Confirm site change infolog, click Yes. 6. In the Item group field, select “HTS.” 7. Click the Lines button. 8. Click the Item number arrow and in the drop-down list, click the Production tab. 9. Locate and select “1161.” 10. In the Configuration group field, select “Satellite.” 11. Press CTRL+N to add the second line. 12. Click the Item number arrow and in the drop-down list, click the Production tab. 13. Locate and select “1171.” 14. In the Configuration group field, select “Subwoofer.” 15. Press CTRL+N to add the third line. 16. In the Item number field, locate and select “1301.” 17. In the Configuration group field, select “2.1 Recvr.” 18. Press CTRL+N to add another line. 19. In the Item number field, locate and select “1705.” 20. Press CTRL+N to add another line. 21. In the Item number field, locate and select “6009.” 22. Press CTRL+N to add another line. 23. In the Item number field, locate and select “6018.” 24. Verify that all the items have warehouse “21.” 25. Verify that all items have the quantity “1.” 26. Close the BOM line form. 27. In the Bills of materials form, with the BOM, “Home Theater System” selected click Approve. 28. In the Approve bill of materials dialog box, click the Approved by arrow and select employee “000083,” Emil Karafezov. 29. Click OK. 30. Close the Bills of materials form.
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Working with BOMs in the BOM Designer The BOM designer form can also be used to work with BOMs. The BOM designer functionality is different depending on where in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 it is accessed from. To create simple BOMs, the BOM designer is accessed from the Bills of materials form. It can also be accessed from the Released products list page. However, when this is the case, it is used primarily to create and work with BOMs that are associated with inventory items.



Scenario: Changing a BOM Item in the BOM Designer The new assistant to the Product Designer at Contoso, Ltd is now asked to change the item 1151 - Center Channel Speaker Model 01 so that the component item 5002 – Grill screws is used instead of 5001 - Grill. To work with a graphic view of the BOM tree structure, the assistant opens the BOM designer form for the BOM item 1151. From here, the assistant opens the Edit BOM line form and replaces item 5001 with item 5002.



General Features of the BOM Designer Use the BOM designer to perform the following actions:
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•



Create new BOM versions or edit the existing ones.



•



Edit and delete BOM lines.



•



Check BOMs for errors, for example, BOM circularity.



•



Check which BOM versions (if there are any) are attached to the selected BOM.



•



Check at which sites the BOM versions are assigned.



•



Print BOM and BOM lines for the selected BOM.



•



Verify the site to which the BOM line belongs.



Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs To navigate to the BOM designer form, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, Bills of materials, and then click the Designer button.



FIGURE 2.4 BOM DESIGNER FORM, OPENED FROM THE BILLS OF MATERIALS FORM



To move items from the right pane to the BOM that is in the left pane, doubleclick them, or use the drag-and-drop method.



Procedure: Creating BOMs in the BOM Designer Perform the following steps to create BOMs by using the BOM designer: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Click the New icon to add a new BOM. 3. In the Name field, type the BOM name and select the item group in the Item group field. 4. Click the Designer button. In the item list that is in the right pane of the BOM designer form, double-click items to add them under the highlighted BOM. 5. To add quantities, click Edit to open the Edit BOM line form, and in the Quantity field, enter the quantity. HINT: Alternatively, click items and use a drag-and-drop operation to move them into the tree structure. An insert line appears when the drag-and-drop method is used. This line indicates where the item will be positioned in the tree structure. When placed on a BOM node, the node is highlighted and the item adds to the bottom of the tree structure. You can also right-click an item in the right pane and select the Add BOM line option to add the BOM component item to the tree structure.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 NOTE: The BOM version and Print buttons are available when you select a sub-BOM.



Procedure: Editing BOM Lines in the BOM Designer Perform the following steps to edit BOM lines by using the BOM designer: 1. In the BOM designer form, click Edit to open the Edit BOM line form for a component line. Note that you can also edit a component line by right-clicking it and selecting Edit.



FIGURE 2.5 BOM DESIGNER FORM, EDIT OPTION



2. To change the item, click the Item number arrow and select a different item. 3. Change any other parameters on the General and Setup tabs. 4. Close the Edit BOM line form.



Methods for Deleting BOM Lines in the BOM Designer To delete BOM lines in the BOM designer, use one of the two methods:
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•



Click Delete when on the component line.



•



Right-click the component line and select the Delete option.



Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs Access the BOM Designer from the Released Products List Page and Released Products Details Form When you access the BOM designer from the Released products list page, you will connect a BOM to a certain item. It enables a user to create or edit BOM versions and assign items or sub- BOMs to specific operations. To navigate to the BOM designer form, click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. Click the Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Designer button.



FIGURE 2.6 BOM DESIGNER FORM, OPENED FROM THE RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



On the Designer tab, the user can view and edit the tree structure of the current BOM, the route that is attached to the BOM and items that can be added to the tree structure. On the Setup tab, the following parameters are set up: •



Criteria for which configuration, version, and BOM lines are displayed



•



Display-criteria for inventory dimensions, BOM line, and route details



•



Parameters for line editing and deletion



•



Print setup



The Setup tab also provides a legend for the symbols that are used in the BOM designer. The legend is located under the Used Symbols field group.
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Lab 2.2 - Create a BOM in the BOM Designer Scenario As a new assistant to the product designer at Contoso, Ltd, you have received a new specification for the enclosure side. An item is not set up for this specification. Therefore, you only need to create a simple BOM with component lines. Create a BOM titled “Speaker Enclosure Side Exercise” and assign it to the Encl Comp item group at site 1. Use the BOM designer to add the following items and quantities from the list and approve the BOM by using employee 000083, Emil Karafezov. Add items with warehouse 11 and the following quantity: •



8001 (3 Square feet)



•



8002 (3 Square feet)



•



8005 (2 ounces)



•



8006 (2 ounces)



•



8011 (2 ounces)



Challenge Yourself 1. Create the BOM by using the information described in the scenario. 2. Approve the BOM.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Bills of materials form, create the BOM for the enclosure side. 2. Open the BOM designer. 3. Add the items and quantities that are listed in the scenario to the new BOM. 4. Approve the new BOM. Note that you can examine this new version in the BOM lines form by accessing it from the Bills of materials form and comparing the creation process.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Click the New icon. 3. In the Name field, type “Speaker Enclosure Side Exercise.” 4. Click the Site arrow and select “1.” 5. Click the Item group arrow and select “Encl Comp.” 6. Click the Designer button.
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Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs 7. In the item list on the right pane, locate item “8001” and double-click it to add it to the BOM. 8. In the BOM tree structure on the left pane, click item “8001.” 9. Click the Edit button to open the Edit BOM line form. 10. In the Quantity field, type “3.” 11. Verify that the item has warehouse “11.” 12. Close the Edit BOM line form. 13. In the item list, locate item 8002 and double-click it to add it to the BOM. 14. In the BOM tree structure, click item “8002” and click Edit to open the Edit BOM line form. 15. In the Quantity field, type “3.” Verify that the warehouse is “11.” 16. Close the Edit BOM line form. 17. Repeat steps 7-12 for items 8005, 8006, and 8011; specify quantity “2” for each of them, and verify that the warehouse is 11 in the Edit BOM line form. 18. Close the Edit BOM line form and the BOM designer form. 19. In the Bills of materials form, with the BOM “Speaker Enclosure Side Exercise,” selected, click Approve. 20. In the Approve bill of materials dialog box, click the Approve by arrow and select employee “000083,” Emil Karafezov. 21. Click OK. 22. Close the Bills of materials form.
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Summary This course, Creating Simple BOMs, described how to create and work with simple BOMs in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. Simple BOMs do not require BOM versions and they need not be attached to items at the initial stages. This course also described how to create and work with simple BOMs that are attached to items. The user can apply the following two forms when creating and working with simple BOMs: •



Bills of materials form



•



BOM designer



The BOMs or BOM versions can be used on several or all sites if the site is not specified for a BOM. For more information about BOM versions, refer to the Creating BOMs with Versions’ chapter. Understanding the creation of simple BOMs serves as an introduction to BOM functionality in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.
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Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs



Test Your Knowledge Test your knowledge with these questions. 1. What special feature does a user have while editing BOM lines in the BOM designer?



2. When do the BOM version and Print buttons become available in the BOM designer form?



3. Which of the following statements is not true about the BOM designer features? ( ) BOM designer enables users to create new BOM versions. ( ) It checks BOMs for errors, for example, circularity. ( ) BOM designer enables users to print a BOM and BOM lines for the selected BOM. ( ) BOM designer enables users to create new BOMs.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 4. Which of the following statements is true about the BOMs? ( ) A BOM is connected to a certain item in the BOM designer form that is accessed from the Bills of materials form. ( ) BOMs can be created in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 in two forms, the Released products list page and the BOM designer form. ( ) The user can create a definite number of BOMs in the Bills of materials form. ( ) Simple BOMs that are not yet associated with items, or that are in the initial planning stages, are created in the Bills of materials form. 5. How can the component items be added to the BOM tree structure? (Select all that apply) ( ) Double-click items in the item list. ( ) Right-click an item in the item list and select Move to BOM. ( ) Click the Add item button. ( ) Use a drag-and-drop operation to move component items into the tree structure.
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Chapter 2: Creating Simple BOMs



Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. What special feature does a user have while editing BOM lines in the BOM designer? MODEL ANSWER: The user can edit the BOM lines by using the drag and drop feature to add items in the BOM designer form. 2. When do the BOM version and Print buttons become available in the BOM designer form? MODEL ANSWER: The BOM version and Print buttons in the BOM designer form are available when a sub-BOM is selected. 3. Which of the following statements is not true about the BOM designer features? ( ) BOM designer enables users to create new BOM versions. ( ) It checks BOMs for errors, for example, circularity. ( ) BOM designer enables users to print a BOM and BOM lines for the selected BOM. (•) BOM designer enables users to create new BOMs. 4. Which of the following statements is true about the BOMs? ( ) A BOM is connected to a certain item in the BOM designer form that is accessed from the Bills of materials form. ( ) BOMs can be created in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 in two forms, the Released products list page and the BOM designer form. ( ) The user can create a definite number of BOMs in the Bills of materials form. (•) Simple BOMs that are not yet associated with items, or that are in the initial planning stages, are created in the Bills of materials form. 5. How can the component items be added to the BOM tree structure? (Select all that apply) (√) Double-click items in the item list. ( ) Right-click an item in the item list and select Move to BOM. ( ) Click the Add item button. (√) Use a drag-and-drop operation to move component items into the tree structure.
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CHAPTER 3: CREATING BOMS WITH VERSIONS Objectives The objectives are: •



Describe the concept and purpose of Bills of materials (BOM) versions.



•



Create BOMs from the Released products list page.



•



Describe how to activate BOM versions.



•



Describe how to copy and change BOM versions.



•



Describe how to copy and change BOM versions.



•



Describe how to use the Bills of materials form to assign and create BOM versions.



•



Create and edit BOMs by using the BOM designer.



•



Describe and create a quantity dependent BOM.



•



Explain validity dates and sub-BOMs on BOM component lines.



Introduction Creating BOMs with Versions describes the concepts and version-related functionality that are associated with BOM versions and version control in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012. The following topics are covered: •



Create BOM versions in the Released products list page the BOM, and the BOM designer forms.



•



Approve and activate BOM versions.



•



Create and change BOM versions by using the Copy functionality.



•



Define quantity dependent BOM versions.



•



Use version-related functionality including validity dates and subBOMs in BOM component lines.



•



Use BOM versions based on site.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario Emil, the product designer, and the process engineers at Contoso, Ltd, work together, to create the most marketable and cost-effective BOMs for television production. Collaboration with the Product Builder and the Product Configurator teams shows what types of customized items are requested most frequently. If demand for these items is sufficient, they are introduced into standard production. If the process engineers have to phase out or change a BOM or components of an existing BOM, it might be simpler for them to create a new version of this BOM instead of creating a new item. The process engineers can make the changes to the components in the new BOM version and then phase out the original BOM. For example, the sales data at Contoso, Ltd shows that when a process engineer orders the satellite speaker model 01, customers rarely accept the standard injection molded speaker housing eight-inch model 01; instead they request an injection molded speaker housing eight-inch model 02. Because of this finding, management decides to phase out the injection molded speaker model 01 and to start production of the satellite speaker model 01 with an injection molded speaker housing eight-inch model 02. Because this speaker model requires a functional change to the component, process engineers create a new BOM version. The new version has a start date of May 10, 2011 and the old version is phased out with an end date of May 9, 2011.



BOM Versions Overview A BOM version is the link or reference between an item and the main BOM. With BOM versions, an item can be associated with many different BOMs. Version control lets the user start and stop production of a selected BOM version. All BOM versions have an expiration date. However, this date can be preempted by validating a new version. Validation tells the system to phase out the old version automatically, and make the new one active. The system then immediately starts to plan and buy based on the information in the new BOM version. For example, Contoso, Ltd decides to start production of their best seller, a subwoofer model, at the second site. Therefore, a new BOM version of this subwoofer model, identical to the main version but for different site has been created, approved and activated.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions Version Control Methods Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 offers several methods to control active and inactive BOM versions used in production. Users can select one of the following methods: •



Date and Quantity control



•



Site Control



Version Control by Using Date and Quantity Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 can handle multiple active BOM versions. The system can control versions by using the same: •



Dates, but with different quantities



•



Quantity, but with different dates



•



Quantity and dates, but different sites



In the graphic, Item number C version control shows the following: •



Version 1, although still active, is no longer valid and will not be used after December 31, 2010.



•



Version 2 is active as of January 1, 2011 but only for orders less than 500 pieces.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 •



Version 3 is active for all orders over 500 pieces, as of January 01, 2011.



•



After March 31, 2011, there is no active version for orders less than 500 pieces.



FIGURE 3.1 BOM VERSION CONTROL, DATE AND QUANTITY RESTRICTIONS



These options provide companies with the ability to control automatically which BOM version is used. All approved versions can be used if they are assigned manually to production orders.



Version Control by Using a Site Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 lets users control BOM versions ready for production depending on a production site.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions A company can have multiple BOM versions identical in quantity and dates but different in site. If the company uses multisite functionality, the user creates a BOM version in the BOM line form and specifies the site for which the BOM version is valid in the Site field. If the user does not specify the site, the BOM version is valid for all sites.



Deactivate BOM Versions Users can stop the production of a certain BOM version, either temporarily or permanently, and the simplest option is to deactivate the BOM version. In the BOM line form, the user can deactivate the active BOM version by clicking Activation and the Active check box is therefore clear for that version.



BOM/Route Version Assigned to Multiple Items Based on the Site The user can assign a BOM to multiple items, or versions, if the item has to go through different manufacturing processes, depending on where it is used. For example, the item may be processed by different Resources at different sites depending on the routes attached to the BOM version. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 also lets the user assign BOMs to multiple items, if different companies use different item numbers for the same item. When this occurs, the company produces the item with the same BOM, but assigns the item two different numbers. For example, Item A has two versions: one active and one inactive at site 2. The Active check box in the BOM line form is selected for Version 1 and is clear for Version 2. For this item: •



BOM Version 1 is active and related to one set of BOM component lines.



•



BOM Version 2 is inactive and related to another set of BOM component lines.



Therefore, when item A is ordered, BOM version 1 is used in production. On Site 1 Item B only has Version 1 and it uses BOM number 14, for example. The BOM 14 appears on both Item A (Version 1) and Item B (Version 1). The same BOM is assigned to multiple items at one site.



Example of BOMs at Multiple Sites Oscar, the process engineer, and Tony, the production manager, are assigning BOM/routes of speaker model 07 for two different sites. Earlier this speaker model was used at all sites, but recently the production team discovered the necessity of this model production at sites MPW and M1W.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 The following flow shows how to attach a BOM/Route version to different sites. As the base item New speaker model 07 has already been created, the existing BOM/Route is assigned to the site “MPW” in the Bills of materials form. The existing BOM/Route is copied to new versions and as a result, new BOM/route versions are created. The new BOM/Route versions are assigned to the site M1W.



FIGURE 3.2 BOM\ROUTE STRUCTURE OF SPEAKER MODEL 07 FOR SITE MPW AND M1W



It is common industry practice that companies use the same BOM to produce an item at different sites, by using different routes. To support this, the user can now define a general BOM version that does not specify a site or a warehouse. The BOM line consumption that is assigned to a resource becomes the resource consumption. The resource references a production unit, which further states the picking warehouse. For more information, refer to the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Discrete Manufacturing Basics course.



Creating BOMs by Using the Released Products List Page Creating BOMs from the Released products list page enables both the BOM and the item to be setup, or changed, at the same time. A new BOM can be added to an existing BOM, or a new BOM can be created. If a new BOM item is created, the component lines are added in the BOM line form.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions Click Product information management, Common, Released products, Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Lines button in the BOM group.



FIGURE 3.3 BOM LINE FORM, OPENED FROM THE RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



To add a new BOM item, create new record on the Released product list page with product type “Item” and update the required setups on the new released products lookup, click Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Lines button in the BOM group. Click Create BOM to create the new BOM in the BOM line form. Enter the below information also in the upper section of the BOM line form. •



BOM name



•



The date interval for which the version is valid



•



Whether the BOM is active



•



Whether the BOM is approved and who approved it



•



The site to which BOM production belongs



Creating BOMs by Using the Released Products List Page The bottom section of the BOM line form is used to add component lines or edit the existing component lines that make up the BOM. The Item number and Unit fields are mandatory when the user creates the component line. Remember that because BOMs can be associated with more than one BOM item, changes here may affect other BOM items. Also, make sure that new BOMs do not accidentally contain themselves.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario: Creating BOMs from the Released Products List Page Emil, the product designer at Contoso, Ltd, is asked to create a BOM for the new item 1208 - Home Theater System 5.1 Channel Model 03. The theater system has several components. Because the new item resembles existing home theater system items, Emil creates the new BOM by copying the existing home theater system BOM. He then updates the component lines with the new item specifications. Before production can start, the new BOM has to be both approved and activated.



FIGURE 3.4 NEW BOM LINE FORM
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions Procedure: Adding a New BOM from the Released Products List Page Follow these steps to create or maintain a BOM from the Released products list page: 1. On the navigation pane click Product Information management Common, and then click Released products. 2. On the Released products list page, click Product to open the New Released product form.



FIGURE 3.5 NEW RELEASED PRODUCT FORM



3. In the Product type field, select the product type Item. 4. Enter the required values in the Product number field and the Product name field. 5. In the Storage dimension group field, select the storage dimension group to attach to the item. 6. In the Tracking dimension group field, select the tracking dimension group to attach to the item. 7. Click OK. 8. Click Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Lines button in the BOM group. 9. In the BOM line form, click Create BOM. 10. In the Description field, enter a brief description for the BOM. 11. Click the Site arrow and select the appropriate site to which the BOM version in the BOM line form will belong. Note that, if left blank, the version will be available for all sites. 12. Click OK.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Creating a New BOM in the BOM Line Form Follow these steps to add validity dates and the minimum quantity that is valid for the BOM version: 1. In the From date field, enter the date from which the BOM version is valid. 2. In the To date field, enter the last date for which the BOM version is valid. 3. In the From qty field, enter the minimum quantity that is valid for this BOM version. NOTE: When you generate orders, the system selects a BOM version automatically, which is based on the specified quantity and other criteria that is specified. If the field is left blank, this BOM version is valid for all quantities. For more information about quantity dependent BOMs, refer to the Quantity Dependent BOMs section.



Procedure: Adding Items to a New BOM Follow these steps to configure new items for the BOM: 1. In the lower section of the form, click the Item number arrow and select the item to add to the BOM. 2. Enter other optional information, such as Warehouse, Configuration, Size, and Color. 3. In the Quantity field, enter the number of units of the item included in one unit or one series of the BOM item. 4. If the quantity is calculated for each series, indicate the base of the series in the Per series field. 5. The Unit field is populated with the BOM unit specified in the BOM unit field of the Released products list page. 6. Click the Configuration group arrow and select the relevant group for the item.



Procedure: Approving a BOM Perform the following steps to approve the BOM: 1. After all lines have been added, click Approve. All BOMs or BOM versions must be approved before they can be used in updates. 2. In the Approve version form, click the Approved by arrow and select the employee number of the person/group to approve the BOM or the BOM version. 3. Select the Approve bill of materials? check box if you are approving a BOM version and have not approved the BOM itself.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions 4. Click OK. Notice that a BOM or BOM version approval can be removed by clicking Approve and selecting the Remove approval check box in the Approve version form. This makes the BOM or the version inactive. BOM approvals might be removed, for example, if a component is temporarily unavailable. 5. Click Activation to make this the active version of the BOM. More than one BOM version can be active, as long as the valid time periods, sites, or quantities do not overlap.



Activate Multiple BOM Versions Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 can handle multiple active BOM versions per item. If the user activates a BOM version based on time periods, the dates must not overlap. If the user activates it based on quantities, the quantities must be different. If he or she activates a BOM version based on site, the sites must match. An error message is generated if one or more of these conditions are not maintained. Active versions are the only versions with relevance throughout the system. For example, the Production module deals only with active versions. Unapproved, non-active versions are used only to construct or make changes to BOM composition. Approved versions can still be used, but must be selected manually. All automatic selection of BOMs on production orders is done based on active versions.



Activating BOM Versions and Validating Lines At least one BOM version must be active before production can start. If there are multiple BOM versions, the user must select active version manually. The active BOM version(s) are the ones used when the BOM item is engaged in one of the following processes: •



Creating sales orders



•



Reporting BOM as finished



•



Running calculations for the BOM item



•



Creating production orders



Additionally, to activate a BOM version, individual BOM lines can also be valid or invalid, depending on the validity dates that are specified on the lines. This is useful if you need to assign a different item number to a BOM version for a certain site or a period.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 For example, a component of Subwoofer model is available for 30 days and accordingly the BOM version is created and activated, the period for component item is indicated on the line. The system selects this BOM version in the given timeframes for production. Follow these steps to activate BOM version and validate lines: 1. Create a new BOM version for a BOM item. Fill in the quantity and date related fields. The Site field is left blank because the BOM version is available for all sites. 2. Click Lines and add needed lines. Select the Warehouse for each line to validate them.



Copy BOM Versions When the BOMs are similar in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, the Copying functionality can simplify the creation of new versions. Users can copy existing BOMs in the Copy bom/route form. Additionally, a user can copy the existing BOMs from Base data or Production and include them into Base data or Production. After you copy the BOM items, users can change or delete the BOM lines that do not correspond to the new version, and then insert new lines. If the existing BOM contains configurations, the system also copies the configurations, together with their rules and routes to the new BOM.



Copying BOMs To create a BOM version by copying from an existing BOM, use the Create BOM function or click Functions and then click Copy from the BOM line form. Either method opens the Copy bom/route form.



FIGURE 3.6 COPY BOM/ROUTE FORM
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions When a user copies the BOM, he or she must specify the following information: •



The Item, BOM, or Production number from which to copy



•



The BOM or Production number to which to copy



The procedures that follow illustrate how to copy a BOM for a new BOM and to an existing BOM.



Procedure: Copying a BOM for a New BOM Follow these steps to copy a BOM for a new BOM: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management Common, and then click Released products. 2. In the Released products list page, click Product to open the New Released product form. 3. In the Product type field, select the product type Item. 4. Enter the required values in the Product number field and the Product name field. 5. In the Storage dimension group field, select the storage dimension group to attach to the item. 6. In the Tracking dimension group field, select the tracking dimension group to attach to the item. 7. Click OK. 8. Click Manage inventory tab on the action pane, and then click the Default order settings button in the Order setting group. 9. In the Default order type field, select Production. 10. Close the Default order settings form. 11. Click Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click Lines button in the BOM group. 12. In the BOM line form, click Create BOM. 13. In the Create BOM form, in the Description field, enter a descriptive name for the BOM. 14. Click the Site arrow and select appropriate site. 1. Click OK. 2. A new BOM line is created for the item. 3. Click Functions and then click Copy. 4. The Copy bom/route form opens.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Attaching an Item Follow these steps to attach an item to the BOM: 1. In the Copy bom/route form, the BOM number field is populated with the associated version number. If multiple versions exist, the first version in the list appears. If this is not the correct version, click the BOM number arrow and select the relevant number. 2. Click the Site arrow and select the site to which the BOM copy belongs to. 3. Click the Item number arrow and select the item number that the BOM is attached to. 4. If configuration is applicable, click the Configuration arrow and select the configuration to be copied from. 5. Under the Copy to field group, the BOM number field is populated with the new BOM number. 6. Under the Setup field group, leave the method set to “Add” because the new BOM does not replace the existing one. 7. Click OK. 8. Change the BOM items, if it is required.



Procedure: Copying a BOM for an Existing BOM Follow these steps to copy a BOM for an existing BOM item: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. 2. In the Released product list page, select a line with a product type Item. 3. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab, and then click the Lines button in the BOM group. 4. In the BOM line form, click Create BOM. 5. In the Create BOM form, in the Description field, enter a descriptive name for the BOM. 6. Select the Copy check box. 7. Click the Site arrow and select the site, if it is required. 8. Click OK. 9. The Copy bom/route form opens.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions Procedure: Attaching an Item for an Existing BOM Follow these steps to attach an item to the BOM: 1. In the Copy bom/route form, the BOM number field is populated with the next available number from the number sequence. If number sequences are not set up or numbers are set up manually, specify the BOM number for this new BOM. 2. Click the Item number arrow and select the item number that the BOM is attached to. 3. If applicable, click the Configuration arrow and select the configuration to be copied from. 4. Under the Setup field group, leave the method set to “Add,” because the new BOM does not replace the existing one. 5. Click OK. 6. Make the changes to the BOM if it is required.



Change BOM Versions Users can make changes to BOM versions if the components change, or if the vendor that is associated with the BOM version changes. BOM versions might also be changed because the original item is out-of-stock or it has to be upgraded. The following steps summarize how to make changes to a BOM version: 1. Create a BOM and a BOM version. 2. Approve the new version. 3. Specify the dates/site for when and where this version is active and activate the version. 4. Copy the BOM from an existing version. 5. Make any changes to the required item or items in the new version.
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Lab 3.1 - Creating a BOM with a Version from the Released Products List Page Scenario The sales department has identified a need for Enclosure sides, with the color cherry instead of the stain ash. As the product designer, you are asked to create a BOM item by using the following specifications: •



Item number: 700162



•



Item name: Enclosure sides - cherry/12-by-36 inches



•



Item group: Encl Comp



•



Storage Dimension group: PG_1



•



Tracking Dimension group: PG_1



•



Site 1



•



Approved by: 000083, Emil



NOTE: Because item setup is not the purpose of this lab, only required fields for the scenario are to be filled in. First, create a version named Enclosure sides, cherry/12-by-36 inches. Because the configuration setting is the same as for item 7001 Enclosure sides - ash/12by-36 inches click item 7001, make a copy of the existing BOM version, BOM 7001-1- 1. After the components are copied to the new BOM, remove item 8007 and add item 8011 for a quantity of 2 ounces. Employee 3300, Emil must approve the version. Do not activate the BOM because the item is not ready for use yet.



Challenge Yourself 1. Create the BOM by using the copy feature. 2. Update the component lines as defined in the scenario. 3. Approve the BOM.



Need a Little Help? 1. Open the Released products list page and create a BOM item by using the information specified in the scenario. 2. Open the BOM line form and use the Create BOM function to create a version named “BOM-700162-1.” 3. Copy configurations from item 7001, BOM 7001-1-1.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions 4. Change the copied component lines; remove the 8007 item and include 8011 with a quantity of 2 ounces. 5. Approve the BOM by selecting employee “000083, Emil.”



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. 2. Click Product on the toolbar to add a new record for Product type an “item.” 3. In the Product number field enter 700162. 4. In the Product name field, enter Enclosure sides - cherry/12-by-36 inches. 5. Click the Item model group arrow and select “FIFO.” 6. Click the Item group arrow and select “Encl Comp.” 7. In the Storage Dimension group field, select “PG_1.” 8. In the Tracking Dimension group field, select “PG_1.” 9. Click OK. 10. Click Manage inventory tab on the action pane, and then click the Default order settings button in the Order setting group. 11. In the Default Order type field, select “Production.” 12. Close the Default order settings form. 13. Click Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Lines button in the BOM group. 14. Click Create BOM. 15. In the Description field, enter 700162-1. 16. In the Site field, select “1.” 17. Click OK. 18. A BOM line is created for the item 700162. 19. Click Functions and then click Copy. 20. The Copy bom\route form opens. 21. Under the Copy from field group, click Item number arrow and select item “7001.” 22. Verify BOM number is populated with “BOM 7001-1-1.” 23. Verify Site field is populated with “1.” 24. Click OK. 25. On the Overview tab, select item “8007.” 26. Click Delete. 27. Click Yes in the Confirm deletion dialog box. 28. Press CTRL+N to create a new line for the version.
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Click the Item number arrow and select “8011.” In the Quantity field, enter “2.” Verify Unit is “FlOz.” Click Approve. Click the Approve by arrow and select employee “000083.” Select the Approve bill of materials? check box. Click OK.



Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions



Create BOMs with Versions in the Bills of Materials Form Typically, in the Bills of materials form, the user creates BOMs that are not yet associated with an item or as the main point of entry when he or she reviews existing BOMs and their related versions. However, the user can also create BOMs with versions or add versions to existing BOMs in this form. Multiple items are attached to the same BOM when the item has a different manufacturing process; for example, if the item has to go through different Resource or has different routes. To navigate to the Bills of materials form, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials.



FIGURE 3.7 BILLS OF MATERIALS FORM



BOMs are displayed in the upper section of the Bills of materials form, and their related versions are displayed in the lower section of the form. This means that all new BOMs will be added to the top of the form and versions are attached in the lines at the bottom. Again, note that some BOMs may be associated with several item numbers so that any changes that are made here may affect other BOM items. The Bills of materials form shows which BOM items are associated with the selected BOM.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario: Adding Versions to a BOM in the Bills of Materials Form Two months ago, Emil, the product designer at Contoso, Ltd, created a BOM for a new speaker enclosure. The company management has approved the BOM and an inventory item has been set up. Emil must now attach the BOM to the item. He updates the BOM with the new item number in the Bills of materials form.



Procedure: Creating a BOM Follow these steps to create a BOM from the Bills of materials form: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Click the New icon on the toolbar to create a new BOM. 3. Note that the value in the BOM field is determined by the setup of the number sequence. If the number sequence exists and is not set to manual allocation, the number is generated automatically. Otherwise, enter a unique identifier for the BOM. 4. In the Name field, enter a unique name for the BOM. 5. Click the Site arrow and select appropriate site. 6. Click the Item group arrow and select the “Item” group. The selection of the item group in the upper section of the form filters the items that are displayed in the Item number field on the version lines. 7. Click Lines to add component items to the BOM. Note that you can copy the existing BOM component lines instead of entering them manually in the BOM line form by clicking Functions and then clicking Copy. 8. After all lines have been added, close the BOM line form. 9. In the Bills of materials form, click Approve. 10. Click the Approved by arrow and select the employee to approve the BOM. 11. Click OK.



Procedure: Linking Versions Follow these steps to link a version to a BOM in the Bills of materials form: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. In the upper section of the form, select the appropriate BOM. 3. In the lower section of the form, click the Item number arrow and select the item with which the BOM version is associated.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions 4. In the From date field, enter the date from which the BOM version is valid. 5. In the To date field, enter the last date for which the BOM version is valid. 6. In the From qty field, enter the minimum quantity that is valid for this BOM version. 7. Click Approve. 8. In the Approve version form, click the Approved by arrow and select the employee to approve the BOM. 9. Click OK. 10. Click Activation if the version is available for use.



Create BOMs with Versions in the BOM Designer Form Users can also create and edit BOMs with versions in the BOM designer, if they prefer to view the BOM structure graphically. Access the BOM designer from either the Released products list page or the Bills of materials form. The functionality in the BOM designer will be different depending on which form it is accessed from. The following procedure explains how to create a BOM with versions in the BOM designer form opened from the Released product list page.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 To navigate to the BOM designer form, click Product information management, Common, Released products list page, Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Designer button.



FIGURE 3.8 BOM DESIGNER FROM THE RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



Scenario: Changing a BOM Item in the BOM Designer The assistant to the product designer at Contoso, Ltd is asked to change BOM item 1104 so that it uses Box corrugated, 20-by-22-by-44, instead of Box corrugated, 16-by-18-by-40. The assistant prefers working with the BOM by using a graphical tree structure and opens the BOM designer for item 1104 from the Released products list page. From the BOM designer form, the assistant opens the Edit BOM line form and replaces item 6003 with item 6001.



Overview of the BOM Designer Functionality The BOM designer, opened from the Released products list page, provides the following functionality for BOMs with versions:
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•



Creating, editing, and deleting new BOMs and BOM versions



•



Checking BOMs for errors; for example, BOM circularity



•



Checking which BOM versions are attached to the selected BOM



•



Checking which route versions are attached to the selected BOM



•



Running BOM calculations for the selected BOM



•



Printing BOM and BOM lines for the selected BOM



Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions For more information about BOM calculations, refer to the BOM Calculation tutorial in this series. A complete explanation of Routes can be found in the Discrete Manufacturing Basics course content.



Procedure: Creating a BOM in BOM Designer Follow these steps to create a BOM with versions in the BOM designer form opened from the Released product list page: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management Common, and then click Released products. 2. On the Released products list page, click Product to add a new record for the product type item. 3. Fill the mandatory fields on the New released products form; Item model group, Item group, Storage dimension group and Tracking Dimension group. 4. Click Manage inventory tab on the action pane, and then click the Default order settings button in the Order setting group. 5. In the Default order type field, select Production. 6. Close the Default order settings form. 7. Click Engineer tab on the action pane. 8. Click the Designer button in the BOM group. 9. Click the Setup tab.



FIGURE 3.9 DISPLAY PRINCIPLE IN THE BOM DESIGNER



10. Click the Display principle arrow and then select Selected\Active so that reused sub-BOMs from active versions are displayed. 11. Click the Designer tab. 12. Click BOM version. 13. Click Create BOM to create a BOM version. 14. In the Description field, enter a brief descriptive name.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Creating a BOM in BOM Designer cont. 1. Click OK to create a BOM version. The BOM version is entered as a new line and a BOM number is generated by the system that is based on the number sequence setup. 2. Enter the dates for which the BOM version is valid. Leave the fields blank if validity dates are not specified. Note that these fields can be edited at any time. 3. Click the Select button to view the current selected BOM version in the tree structure window. A blue arrow in the Selected field indicates which BOM version is displayed in the Designer tree pane. The version must be selected to add component lines. NOTE: The Select and Deselect buttons are visible only if you select the Selected/Active or Selected options in the Display principle field in the BOM designer form.



FIGURE 3.10 ADDING A BOM VERSION IN THE BOM DESIGNER



1. Close the BOM versions form. 2. In the BOM designer form in the item list, double-click items to add them to the BOM or, alternatively, click items and use a drag-and drop operation to move them into the tree structure.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions 3. To add quantities, double-click the component items to open the Edit BOM line form, and in the Quantity field, enter the quantity or, alternatively, with the component line selected, click Edit.



FIGURE 3.11 QUANTITY FIELD IN THE EDIT BOM LINE FORM



4. To approve and activate the BOM in the BOM versions form; click BOM version in the BOM designer.
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Lab 3.2 - Creating a BOM with a Version in the BOM Designer Scenario The sales team at the Contoso, Ltd has noticed a sales trend for cherry enclosure sides, and the company management has decided to start production of them by using the following components: •



8001 (3.7 Square feet)



•



8003 (3.7 Square feet)



•



8011 (2 Ounces)



•



8006 (2 Ounces)



•



8005 (2 Ounces)



As the Assistant to the Product Designer, it is your responsibility to create the BOM item. Use the following criteria to create the BOM item and then use the BOM designer to add the components listed here: •



Item: 700164 Enclosure sides - cherry/14-by-38 inches



•



Item group: Encl Comp



•



Item model group: Std Cost



•



Storage Dimension group: PG_10



•



Tracking Dimension group: PG_10



•



BOM version: BOM-700164-1



•



Site: 1



After the components are added, select Emil (employee number 000083) to approve the new version and then activate the BOM.



Challenge Yourself By using the BOM designer, create the BOM with the information that is specified in the scenario.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Released products list page, create the BOM item by using the criteria listed in the scenario. 2. Open the BOM designer. 3. Create a BOM version named “Enclosure sides - cherry.” 4. Add the component lines as listed in the scenario. 5. Approve and activate the BOM.
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. 2. In the Released products list page, click Product to add a new record for product type item. 3. In the Product number field enter 700164. 4. Type the field Product name: “Enclosure sides - cherry/14-by-38 inches.” 5. Click the Item model group arrow and select “Std cost.” 6. Click the Item group arrow and select “Encl Comp.” 7. Select “PG_10” in the Storage Dimension group field. 8. Select “PG_10” in the Tracking Dimension group field. 9. Click OK. 10. Click Manage Inventory tab on the action pane, and then click the Default order settings button in the Order setting group. 11. Select Production in the Default Order type field. 12. Close the Default order settings form. 13. Click Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Designer button in the BOM group. 14. Click BOM version. 15. Click Create BOM. 16. In the Create BOM form in the Description field, enter a brief description for the BOM. 17. Click Site and select “1.” 18. Click OK. 19. In the BOM versions form, select the new BOM line created and then click Select. NOTE: The Select button is available only if the Display principle field on the Setup tab of the BOM designer form has the value Selected/Active. 1. Close the BOM versions form. NOTE: View the BOM number of the newly created BOM in the Current BOM pane. “Item number: 700164” is displayed in the pane below the Current BOM pane. This number depicts that 700164 is the BOM to which the component items must be added. 1. In the BOM designer form, in the item list, in the right pane, locate item 8001 and double-click it to add this component to BOM 700164. 2. Repeat step 21 for items 8003, 8011, 8006, 8005.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 3. Double-click component item 8001 in the tree structure and in the Edit BOM line form, in the Quantity field, type “3.7.” 4. Close the Edit BOM line form. 5. Repeat steps 23-24 for the remaining items, 8003, 8011, 8006, 8005 and use the quantities that are noted in the scenario. 6. Click BOM 700164 at the top of the tree structure and then click BOM version to open the BOM versions form. 7. Click Approve. 8. Click the Approve by arrow and select employee “000200.” 9. Make sure that the Approve bill of materials? check box is selected. 10. Click OK. 11. Click Activation. 12. Close the BOM versions and the BOM designer forms.
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Quantity Dependent BOMs In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, users can create quantity dependent BOMs to control which version of the BOM is active in production when customers order a specific quantity. This is helpful because it minimizes the manual interactions that are required to take an order from an entry to production execution and reduces the possibility of accidental manual error. For example, a BOM can be set up so that when the user creates fewer than 500 pieces of a BOM item, the production cost is 6.78 United States Dollars (USD) for each item. However, when the user creates more than 500 pieces, the cost is 6.52 USD for each item, because different machines can be used. If you use the quantity dependent BOM functionality, the system automatically selects the correct BOM version, depending on the quantity required.



Scenario: Creating and Verifying a Quantity Dependent BOM Cost analysis has shown that it is more cost effective for Contoso, Ltd to outsource the production of the Satellite speaker model 01, item 1161, for orders over 100 pieces at site 3.Therefore, Emil, the product designer, creates a new BOM version that includes quantity dependency. He then approves the BOM version. Customer 1101 has ordered 50 Satellite speaker model 01 to be delivered in a week and 150 more to be delivered in a month. Because the production processes are not included in this content, this demonstration does not include the complete setup of BOMs with subcontractors and other production-related information. For more information about quantity dependent BOMs, refer to the Discrete manufacturing Basics course content.



Demonstration: Creating a Quantity Dependent BOM Follow these steps to create and verify a quantity dependent BOM: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. 2. On the Released product list page, select item “1161.” 3. Click Engineer, BOM, and then click Lines. Note the current active BOM number for site 3. 4. This BOM is currently used for all orders of this item. After the quantity dependent BOM version is added, this one will be used for all orders less than 100 pieces. Note this number because it will be used during the BOM/sales order verification part of the following demonstration.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Demonstration: Copying and Linking an Item Follow these steps to copy an item and link it to the BOM: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



In the BOM line form, click Create BOM. In the Description field, type “BOM 1161– 1-1” Select the Copy check box. Click OK. Verify that the Copy from BOM number is “BOM 1161-3-1,” and the item number is “1161.”



NOTE: Verify that BOM 1161-3-1 is approved and activated. Only then BOM 1161-3-1 is displayed in the Copy from BOM number field. 1. Click OK. 2. In the BOM line form, in the From qty field, type “100”. At this point, the BOM components are changed to handle subcontracting. The site setup will not be covered in this demonstration.



Demonstration: Approving and Activating a Quantity Dependent BOM Follow these steps to approve and activate the BOM: 1. Click Approve. 2. In the Approve version form, click the Approved by arrow and select “000083.” 3. Click OK. 4. Click Activation to make this version available for use.



Demonstration: Creating a Sales Order Now that the quantity dependent BOM is created, issue a sales order for this item first for a quantity of 50, and then for a quantity of 150. This is done to demonstrate the quantity dependency requirements. 1. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders, and then click All sales orders. 2. On the action pane, click the Sales order button to open the Create sales order form. 3. In the Customer account field, select “1101.” 4. Click OK. 5. Click the Sales order lines fast tab. 6. Click Add line to create a new line. 7. Click the Item number arrow, and then locate and select item “1161.”
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions 8. In the Quantity field, type “50.” 9. In the Configuration field, click the Configuration arrow to open the Configuration item form and then click ‘01’.



Demonstration: Viewing BOM Version in the Create Production Order Form Follow these steps to view inquiries on the production of a BOM: 1. In the sales order lines section, click Product and supply button, and then under New click Production order. 2. Under BOM/route, note that the original BOM number is displayed. 3. Click Cancel to close the Create production order form. 4. Create a new line for the sales order, with item 1161 and the quantity 150. 5. Click Product and supply button and select Production order option. 6. Under BOM/route, note that the according quantity dependent BOM number is displayed.



Working with Validity Dates and Sub-BOMs on Component Lines Version-related functionality specified on the BOM lines includes: •



Validity dates on the component line



•



Sub-BOMs on the component line



Validity Dates on BOM Components Individual BOM lines can be valid or invalid, depending on the validity dates that the user specifies on the BOM lines. This is useful when a BOM version requires a different or substitute item number for a period. For example, from May 1 - 5, the enclosure back model 01 is used in the BOM for the standard home theater system instead of the model 02. Another example can be that a sub-production that is required for a BOM version will not be available from May 5 - 15. During that time, the BOM version will use a replacement component from a vendor. This functionality is flexible, and can be used as processes if it is required. The user can view the invalid lines in the tree structure in the BOM designer, and therefore, create and work with BOM lines for the future dates.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Specifying Validity Dates Follow these steps to specify validity dates on a BOM component item: 1. Access the BOM line form from either the Released products list page or the Bills of materials form. 2. Select the component line that needs validity date specification. 3. Click the General tab.



FIGURE 3.12 BOM LINE FORM, GENERAL TAB OF THE COMPONENT LINES



4. Under the Valid field group, in the From date field, enter the starting date for the BOM line. 5. In the To date field, enter the ending date.



Using Validity Dates The user can typically specify validity dates in the following situations:
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•



When automatic date-based switching of raw materials in the BOM is needed. This is useful when a BOM version requires a different or a substitute item number for a certain period.



•



If different vendors supply items at different dates, include all items as BOM lines. Specify the vendor and the dates for which each BOM line is valid.



Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions •



If the vendor changes the name of a BOM component, the item number, but not the form, fit, or function. Stop using the old name and introduce the new one by specifying the dates of validity for each BOM line in the BOM.



Again, know that changes to the BOM's composition may affect other item numbers because one BOM can be used for several item numbers. Therefore, if the form or function of the BOM has changed, it is better to create a BOM version.



Sub-BOMs on Component Items User can assign a BOM as a component item and this becomes a sub BOM of the main BOM. The sub BOM can have multiple versions. When the user selects a different version of a sub BOM, then the parent BOM becomes an alternative BOM. This alternative BOM version is called a sub-BOM. However, do not confuse this term with the “sub- BOM levels” that are frequently in the BOM structure. In addition, users can specify an alternative version, for example, if an item in production is to be made in a different color. The sub-BOM can be used to override the active BOM version for this BOM. However, for the sub-BOM to be valid for the production run, it must first be approved. For example, consider a customer who has ordered a particular BOM version in the past and wants to continue with it in the future. Unfortunately, one of the BOM lines item was replaced with a new one along the way. The old BOM line, which is the parent BOM, can be specified as a sub-BOM if the components are still available for this item. This sub-BOM can still be used when the customer puts in an order, regardless of the new BOM line's existence.



Procedure: Specifying Sub-BOMs on a BOM Component Perform the following steps to specify sub-BOMs on a BOM component: 1. Access the BOM line form from either the Released products list page or the Bills of materials form. 2. Select the component line that needs a sub-BOM.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 3. Click the General tab. 4. Under the BOM field group, click the Sub-BOM arrow and select the relevant BOM version.



FIGURE 3.13 BOM LINE FORM, GENERAL TAB OF THE COMPONENT LINES, SUB-BOM SPECIFIED
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Summary This course, Creating BOMs with Versions, explained the various methods of creating BOMs with versions and demonstrated other functionality that is related to BOM versions. It also discussed site and quantity dependent BOMs, validity dates, and sub-BOMs, in addition to providing the following information about how to set up the BOM with versions: When the BOMs are created from the Released products list page, a BOM is attached to the specific item. Therefore, an item can be set up or modified at the same time. •



If the BOM with versions is created from the Bills of materials form, the item or the version is added to the BOM.



•



BOMs can be created in the BOM Designer, regardless of whether it is accessed from the Released products list page or the Bills of materials form.



•



Each form includes a copy function that lets users copy existing BOMs and BOM versions to create new BOM versions.



Using BOM versions enables companies to manage product configuration and vendor relationship better by letting the user quickly phase out and phase in BOM components.
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Test Your Knowledge Test your knowledge with the following questions. 1. What is the purpose of Version Control?



2. Which of the following is not a Microsoft Dynamics AX2012 version control method? ( ) Direct and Indirect ( ) Date and Quantity ( ) Site Control ( ) All of the above 3. Which of the following options is not used for version control in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012? ( ) The same date and the same site ( ) The same dates but with different quantities ( ) The same quantity and dates but different sites ( ) The same quantity but with different sites 4. What is the advantage of creating BOMs from the Released products list page than creating BOMs from the Bills of materials form?
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Chapter 3: Creating BOMs with Versions 5. Can the user copy existing BOM configurations to a new BOM when it is created?



6. What is the purpose of quantity dependent BOM?
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Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. What is the purpose of Version Control? MODEL ANSWER: Version control lets the users to control the validity of BOM versions. 2. Which of the following is not a Microsoft Dynamics AX2012 version control method? (•) Direct and Indirect ( ) Date and Quantity ( ) Site Control ( ) All of the above 3. Which of the following options is not used for version control in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012? (•) The same date and the same site ( ) The same dates but with different quantities ( ) The same quantity and dates but different sites ( ) The same quantity but with different sites 4. What is the advantage of creating BOMs from the Released products list page than creating BOMs from the Bills of materials form? MODEL ANSWER: Creating BOMs from the Released products list page enables both the BOM and the item to be set up, or changed, at the same time. 5. Can the user copy existing BOM configurations to a new BOM when it is created? MODEL ANSWER: If the existing BOM contains configurations, the configurations together with their rules and routes are also copied to the new BOM. 6. What is the purpose of quantity dependent BOM? MODEL ANSWER: Users can create quantity dependent BOMs to control which version of the BOM is active in production when customers order a Specific quantity.
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CHAPTER 4: WORKING WITH BOM AND ITEM CONFIGURATIONS Objectives The objectives are: •



Describe the purpose and advantages of BOM and item configurations.



•



Describe the purpose, use, and setup of configuration groups, configuration routes, and configuration rules.



•



Describe, set up, and use item configurations.



Introduction Working with Bill of Materials (BOM) and Item Configurations provides two configuration types in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012: •



BOM configurations: Use a BOM configuration to set up a standard component combination that is specified for a BOM. If an item is produced in variations, for example, if a home video system is sold in different colors, models, or sizes, and if each item must be tracked; create either a new item number for each variation, or the set up a BOM configuration for the item.



Because new item numbers can add significantly to the number of items that are maintained in the inventory, it is a good practice to use BOM configurations instead. To set up BOM configurations for an item, you must create configuration groups, configuration routes, and configuration rules. •



Item configurations: When an item is available in variations, and when all configurations have, for example, the same price or delivery time, use item configurations instead of creating many individual items that follow the same pattern.



The “Item Configurations” course includes a demonstration that shows the item configuration setup. It also includes information about how configuration routes and configuration rules that are set up on the BOM work together with the item configuration.
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Bill of Materials Functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario Contoso, Ltd has many home theater systems that are produced in the same manner. These systems offer various features that are interchangeable, for example, different color and size DVD players and subwoofer models. When the order processors use item configurations, they only need to set up one item for the DVD player, and can still provide their customers with the available combinations of DVD players and subwoofers that the customers want. Configuration routes are set up to determine the sequence in which the configuration-combinations are made and configuration rules are set up to prevent the selection of invalid combinations.



Purpose of BOM and Item Configurations The purpose of BOM and item configurations is to enable more specific inventory management and master scheduling for each item. A record in the Released products list page contains information about the base data, on-hand inventory, and transactions on that item. If an item has variations such as different colors, models, or sizes, and if each item must be tracked there are two options: •



Create a new item number for each variation.



•



Make configurations for the item.



The advantage of configurations is that only one item number and common base data definition is required for all the variations. As the base data is the same for all configurations, only the information about the basic BOM must be maintained. However, relevant item configurations must be specified for each item transaction. Also, an item with many configurations may have more than one BOM. For example, the Subwoofer model 03, produced by Contoso, Ltd is a BOM. The black and silver subwoofers are the two configurations of this model. This means that they have the same item number as the Subwoofer model 03, but each has its own configuration number.



BOM Configurations Even though configurations can be created and maintained for all items, configuration groups, configuration rules, and configuration routes only apply to BOMs. To set up BOM configurations, create configuration groups, configuration routes, and configuration rules. This section gives an overview of the following:
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•



Configuration groups



•



Configuration routes



•



Configuration rules



Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations Configuration Groups In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, users must first create the Configuration group and then create the BOM lines. Configuration groups are used to group the item numbers in the BOM. To configure a BOM, select one item from each configuration group. If you are using configuration groups, the system selects the BOM line that is specified on the configuration group on the BOM.



Example: Bicycle Configuration Assume that a particular bicycle is available in two colors: red or blue. Because there are two bicycles, two items can be created, and they will have different BOMs because of the difference in colors. Alternatively, one BOM item (one item number for the bicycle) can also be created, where a choice is made between the two colors. In this case, the two items on the BOM lines (colors) are allocated to the same configuration group that may be called Colors. In this manner, two configurations, one for each color, can be created for the BOM item. The BOM item number, a bicycle, is entered on a sales order line, and the desired configuration, of the bicycle color, is set up in the Configure item form. The selection of a configuration in a configuration group determines which component is included in the specific BOM. In theory, a complete bicycle can also be defined as one BOM item that consists of different frames, wheels, colors, and handlebars. Different combinations are selected during the configuration. Therefore, you need not create a BOM for each of the combinations that exist. You can create only one common BOM for all the combinations. However, to use this option successfully, different combinations must share the same general data, which is specified in the inventory base data. For more information about item configurations, refer to the “Item Configurations” lesson in this chapter.
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Bill of Materials Functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Creating a Configuration Group Perform the following steps to create a configuration group: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Bills of materials and then click Configuration groups.



FIGURE 4.1 CONFIGURATION GROUPS FORM



2. In the Configuration groups form, click the New icon. 3. In the Configuration group field, type a unique identifier. 4. In the Name field, type a short description of the configuration group. 5. Close the form.



Procedure: Creating a Configuration Group in the BOM Line Form Configuration groups can also be created in the BOM line form by using the Create configuration group function. Perform the following steps to use this function: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. Select a BOM and then click Lines. 2. Create a BOM line and in the Item number field, select an item.
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Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations 3. In the Configuration group field, type the identification of the new configuration group, for example, “Speakers.” 4. Press TAB or ENTER to open the Create configuration group dialog box.



FIGURE 4.2 CREATE CONFIGURATION GROUP DIALOG BOX



5. In the Description field, type the name of the configuration group. For example, type “New Speakers.” 6. Click OK. A new configuration group is added to both the BOM line form and the Configuration group form.



Scenario: Assigning Items and Configuration Groups Emil, the product designer at Contoso, Ltd must set up a configurable BOM for a new projection system. Knowing that the DVR and PROJ configuration groups are already set up, he does the following: •



Assigns an item to each standard and high-definition digital video recorder (items 1601 and 1605) and attaches the configuration group DVR to each item.



•



Assigns an item to the two models of LCD video projectors (items 1501 and 1502) and attaches the configuration group PROJ to each item.



Because the home theater system BOM is still under development, these are the only items that are added. The items have not yet been set up.
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Bill of Materials Functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Demonstration: Assigning Items and Configuration Groups Perform the following steps to assign items and configuration groups to a BOM: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials to open the Bills of materials form. 2. Click the New icon. 3. In the Name field, type “Home Projection System.” 4. In the Item group field, and select “Projectors.” 5. Click the Lines button. 6. In the Item number field, select “1601.” 7. Make sure that the Quantity field displays “1.” 8. In the Configuration group field, select “DVR.” 9. Click New. 10. In the Item number field, select “1605.” 11. Make sure that the Quantity field displays “1.” 12. In the Configuration group field, select “DVR.” 13. Click New. 14. In the Item number field, select “1501.” 15. Make sure that the Quantity field displays “1.” 16. Click the Configuration group arrow and select “PROJ.” 17. Click New. 18. In the Item number field, select “1502.” 19. Make sure that the Quantity field displays “1.” 20. Click the Configuration group arrow and select “PROJ.” 21. Close the forms.



Configuration Routes Configuration routes control the sequence in which item configurations are selected. For example, the size of the subwoofer model depends on the type of injection molded speaker model and the size of machine screws that are used. Therefore, it is logical that the first selection is the Housing configuration group. The second selection will then be the Fasteners configuration group.
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Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations The following graphic illustrates a configuration route for an item that reflects the following sequence: 1. Fasteners 2. Housing



FIGURE 4.3 CONFIGURATION ROUTE SETUP FROM THE BILLS OF MATERIALS FORM, CONFIGURATION ROUTE TAB



Definition of Configuration Routes Do not confuse configuration routes with production routes. Production routes define how to process several different job types, such as setup, process, and queue jobs. They are used during scheduling, job management, working time calendars, and capacity reservations. Configuration routes specify the order a BOM is configured. NOTE: For more information about Production routes, refer to the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Discrete Manufacturing Basics course material. Configuration routes are set up on the Configuration route tab in the Bills of materials form (Click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials). The Configuration route form can be accessed directly from the following locations: •



Released products list page (Click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. Click the Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Configuration route button.)



•



BOM line form (Click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. Click the Lines button to open the BOM line form. Click the Configuration button and then click the Configuration route option.)
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Bill of Materials Functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Creating a Configuration Route Perform the following steps to create a configuration route: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials to open the Bills of materials form. 2. Create or select a BOM that requires configuration routes. 3. Click the Configuration route tab. 4. Click the New icon to add a new line. 5. In the Configuration group field, select the relevant configuration group. 6. In the Name field, type a brief description of the route. This field is optional. The Configuration group name field is automatically populated with the name of the selected configuration group. This name is used during the configuration when no route name is designated. 7. Click the Add button to add the next group in the sequence. 8. Repeat steps 4-7 to add the remaining groups. 9. Click the Up and Down buttons to change the order of sequence. 10. Press CTRL+S and close the form.



Configuration Rule Configuration rules limit the combination of features that are associated with each other. For example, a new home theater system in production will not be made with a black DVD player and a silver-satellite speaker model, because this has proven to be a poor seller. When Susan, the order processor, creates an order for a home theater system, she first selects the DVD option, and then the satellite speaker option. Because the rules are set up to limit the combination of features for this system, the order processor can only select a DVD player and a satellite speaker model that go together. In this case, a home theater system with a black DVD player and a silver satellite speaker model is not an available combination. If a customer does request a home theater system with a black DVD player and a silver satellite speaker model, the order becomes a special order item and the order is sent to the Product configuration tool for configuration.



Procedure: Creating a Configuration Rule Perform the following steps to create a configuration rule: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Create or select a BOM that requires configuration rules. 3. Click Configuration rules.
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Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations 4. In the Configuration group field, select a group to add a rule. 5. In the Item number field, select the item that this rule will apply to. The values in this field are based on the configuration group that you select in the Configuration group field. 6. In the Method field, select from one of the following options: o Deselect: The item number that is specified in the Derived item number field is not displayed in a configuration and, therefore, you cannot select the item. o Select: You can select only the item number that is specified in the Derived item number field for the derived configuration group. This item is automatically inserted during the configuration. 7. In the Derived group field, select the configuration group that you must consider or cancel, depending on the method that is selected in the Method field. 8. In the Derived item number field, select the item number that you must consider or cancel, depending on the method that is selected in the Method field. 9. In the Derived configuration field, select the configuration that you must consider or cancel, depending on the method that is selected in the Method field.



Example: How to Use Configuration Rules In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, users can set up the following configuration rule for the Housing configuration group, shown in the graphic for item 1163, Satellite speaker Model 03, BOM 1163-1-1.



FIGURE 4.4 CONFIGURATION RULES FORM



The rule states that if you select item 7042 for this configuration, only item 5011 can be selected.
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Lab 4.1 - Create and Use Configuration Groups Scenario As the assistant to the product designer, you have been asked to set up a configurable BOM for a new home projection system. A new configuration group named LCDP must be created because this home projection system will only use one of two LCD video projector models. The home projection system includes the following specifications: •



BOM Name: New Home Projection System



•



Item group: Projectors



•



Component items, all with quantities of one: o o o o



1701, Standard DVD Player - Black 1702, Standard DVD Player - Silver 1501, LCD Video Projector Model 01 1502, LCD Video Projector Model 02



Challenge Yourself 1. Create the new BOM and add component lines as defined in the scenario. 2. Assign the configuration group, “DVD Player” to items 1701 and 1702. For item, 1501 use the Create configuration group function to create the new configuration group, “LCDP.” 3. Assign the new configuration group, “LCDP” to item 1502.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Bills of materials form, create the new BOM as defined in the scenario. 2. Open the BOM line form and add the items that are listed in the scenario. 3. Add the configuration group to the appropriate lines.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials to open the Bills of materials form. 2. Click the New icon. 3. In the Name field, type “New Home Projection System.” 4. In the Item group field, select “Projectors,” and then click Lines. 5. In the Item number field, select item “1701.” 6. Make sure that the Quantity field displays “1.”
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Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18.



In the Configuration group field, select “DVD Player.” Click New. Repeat steps 5-7 for item 1702. Click New. In the Item number field, select item “1501.” Ensure that the Quantity field displays “1.” In the Configuration group field, type “LCDP” and press TAB or ENTER to open the Create configuration group dialog box. In the Description field, type “Choose LCD Player,” and then click OK. Click New. In the Item number field, select item “1502.” In the Configuration group field and select “LCDP.” Close the form.
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Lab 4.2 - Create Configuration Routes Scenario As the assistant to the product designer, you are responsible for creating configuration routes on configurable BOMs. Note that you have already set up the new configuration group LCDP in the previous task. The BOM, New Home Projection System, was set up before the routes were determined. You are given a specification for the home projection system that requires the routes, the DVD Player and the LCD Player.



Challenge Yourself Add these routes to the BOM, “New Home Projection System.”



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Bills of materials form, locate and select the “New Home Projection System,” BOM. 2. Access the configuration routes and add the routes.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials to open the Bills of materials form. 2. Locate and select the BOM “New Home Projection System.” 3. Click the Configuration route tab. 4. In the Configuration group field, select “DVD Player.” 5. Click the Add button. 6. In the Configuration group field, select “LCDP.” 7. Close the form.
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Lab 4.3 - Create Configuration Rules Scenario As the product designer, you are responsible to add configuration rules to configurable BOMs. You have already created a configuration group and routes. The BOM “New Home Projection System” needs the following rules added: •



LCD Video Projector Model 02 (Item 1502) can be used only with Standard DVD Player – Silver (Item 1702).



•



Standard DVD Player - Black (Item 1701) can be used only with LCD Video Projector Model 01(Item 1501).



With this setup, the DVD Player - Silver (Item 1702) selects the LCD Projector Model 02 (Item 1502), and therefore, this is the only option that you can use. The DVD Player - Silver (Item 1702) cancels the LCD Projector Model 01(Item 1501). Similar rule is applied to Black DVD Player (Item 1701), where it selects the LCD Projector Model 01 (Item 1501) and cancels the LCD Projector Model 02 (Item 1502).



Challenge Yourself Add the configuration rules to the BOM, “New Home Projection System.”



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Bills of materials form, locate the BOM, “New Home Projection System.” 2. Open the Configuration rules form and add the rules that are listed in the scenario. 3. No specific order is required to enter the configuration rules.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials to open the Bills of materials form. 2. Locate and select BOM “New Home Projection System.” 3. Click Configuration rules. 4. In the Configuration group field, select “DVD Player.” 5. In the Item number field, select item “1702.” 6. Make sure that the Method field displays “Deselect.” 7. Click the Derived group arrow and select “LCDP.” 8. Click the Derived item number arrow and select item “1501.”
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Click File and then click New. In the Configuration group field, select “DVD Player.” In the Item number field, select “1702.” In the Method field, select “Select.” In the Derived group field, select “LCDP.” In the Derived item number field, select “1502.” Click File and then click New. In the Configuration group field, select “DVD Player.” In the Item number field, select item “1701.” In the Method field, select “Deselect.” In the Derived group field, select “LCDP.” In the Derived item number field, select item “1502.” Click File and then click New. In the Configuration group field, select “DVD Player.” In the Item number field, select item “1701.” In the Method field, select “Select.” In the Derived group field, select “LCDP.” In the Derived item number field, select item “1501.” Close the form.



Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations



Item Configurations The three product dimensions, Configuration, Size, and Color, are used to describe an item that has several attributes, such as different models, sizes, or colors. You can use the Configuration dimension for component items in a BOM. When an item is available in different variations and all configurations, for example, the same price or delivery time, it is a good practice to use item configurations instead of creating many individual items. The principle of a configurable item is that all the components that are used are specified for all configurations in one common BOM. By assigning configuration groups on BOM lines, users can specify the BOM lines that must be used for each configuration. When you enable the configuration dimension, specify the configuration dimension whenever specifying the item number.



Item Configuration Prerequisites Before you can use item configurations, define a product master and create the product variant. Perform the following steps to make an item configurable: 1. Click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click All products and product masters to open the New product form. Alternatively, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. 2. In the Product type field, select Item. 3. In the Product subtype field, select Product master. 4. Under the Identification field group, specify the product number, product name, and the search name. 5. In the Product dimension group field, select a product dimension group. The active product dimension in the product dimension group controls what dimensions you can specify for the product master. 6. In the Configuration technology field, select an option from the following table to define how and when product variants that are based on the current product master are configured.
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Description



Predefined variant



Variants are configured by using the product dimensions when the variants are created. That is, any time after you created the product master you can assign product dimensions that are active on the associated product dimension group to the product master and create variants based on the product dimensions.



Dimension-based configuration



Variants are configured by using the Configuration dimension once the variants are applied on transaction lines. The Configuration dimension must be active on the product dimension group that is associated with the product master.



Rule-based configuration



Variants are configured by using Product Builder as soon as the variants are applied on transaction lines.



Constraint-based configuration



Variants are configured by using the Product configurator as soon as the variants are applied on transaction lines.



1. Click OK to complete the process. 2. Click the Dimension groups button on the action pane. 3. In the Storage dimension group field, select a select a storage dimension group for the item. 4. In the Tracking dimension group, select a tracking dimension group for the item and then click OK. 5. Click the Product dimensions button on the action pane and define the dimensions. 6. Click the Product variants button on the action pane and create product variants. 7. Click Released products on the action pane and release the product master for use in the company, if you have created the product from All products and product masters. 8. On the Released products list page, click Edit on the action pane. 9. In the Item model group field, select a value and close the form. NOTE: You can also create product variants automatically by selecting the Generate variants automatically check box, which allows automatic creation of variants when you assign new product dimensions to a product master. You can use this option with product masters where the variant configuration technology is Dimension-based configuration or Predefined variant. NOTE: For more information about products, product dimensions, product dimension groups, and product variants refer to the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Inventory and Warehouse Management course materials.
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Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations Scenario: Setting up Configurations for an Item Emil, the product designer at Contoso, Ltd has received specifications for a new configurable home projection system. A new BOM item must be created and the configurations must be set up on the item. The configurations are as follows: •



R1P1: Standard DVR Model which is item 1601 and Video Projector 01 which is item 1501



•



R2P2: High definition DVR Model which is item 1605 and Video Projector 02 which is item 1502



Interaction of Configuration Rules, Configuration Routes, and Item Configurations The following demonstration illustrates the interaction of configuration routes and configuration rules with item configurations in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. For this purpose, a new configurable item, “170160” called “DemoProjectionSystem” is created by using the following setup and configurations. •



Product subtype: Product master



•



Product dimension group: PG_19



•



Item model group: Std Cost



•



Item group: Projectors



•



Storage dimension group: PDG_001



•



Tracking dimension group: PDG_001



•



R1P1: Standard DVR Model which is item 1601 and Video Projector 01 which is item 1501



•



R2P2: High definition DVR Model which is item 1605 and Video Projector 02 which is item 1502



Demonstration: Configuring an Item Perform the following steps to configure an item: 1. On the navigation pane, Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page 2. On the action pane, click the Product button to create a new item in the Create product form. 3. In the Product subtype field, select Product master. 4. In the Item number field, type “170160.”
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Bill of Materials Functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 5. In the Search name field, type “DemoProjectionSystem.” This field accepts only 20 characters. 6. In the Product dimension group field, select “PG_19.” 7. In the Configuration technology field, select “Dimension-based configuration.” NOTE: You can click the Show more fields arrow to view all the fields in the Create product form. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17.



18.



19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 32.



In the Item model group field, select “Std Cost.” In the Item group field, select “Projectors.” In the Storage dimension group field, select “PDG_001.” In the Tracking dimension group field, select “PDG_001.” Click OK. With the item, “170160” selected on the Released products list page, click the Manage inventory tab on the action pane. Click the Default order settings button. In the Default order type field, select Production. Close the Default order settings form. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials to open the open the Bills of materials form. Select the BOM (Search name, “Home Projection System”) that is created in the demonstration, “Assigning Items and Configuration Groups.” Under the Versions section, in the Item number field, select item “170160.” Click the Configuration route tab. In the Configuration group field, select “DVR.” Click the Configuration rules button. In the Item number field, select item “1601.” In the Method field, select “Select.” In the Derived group field, select “PROJ.” In the Derived item number field, select “1501.” Click File and then click New. In the Item number field, select item “1605.” In the Method field, select “Select.” In the Derived group field, select “PROJ.” In the Derived item number field, select “1502.” Close the Configuration rules form.



The changes that are made to the DVR model and video projector model configuration rule will prevent users from selecting the wrong DVR and video projector model combination in the item configuration setup.
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Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations Demonstration: Approving and Activating the BOM Perform the following steps to approve and activate the BOM, “Home Projection System”: 1. In the Bills of materials form, under the Versions section, click Approve. 2. In the Approve by field, select “000083, Emil Karafezov.” 3. Select the Approve bill of materials? check box. 4. Click OK. 5. Activate the version by clicking the Activation button. The Active check box is selected automatically when you click this button. 6. Close the Bills of materials form. NOTE: If you do not activate the BOM by clicking the Activation button, you get an error message which states “BOM for item 170160 has not been set up” when you try to open the Configure item form.



Demonstration: Setting up Item Configurations Users can set up item configurations manually in the Configure item form without using the Configure function. However, configuration routes and rules will not be applied during the setup. Perform the following steps to set up item configurations: 1. Open the Released products list page. 2. Locate item “170160.” 3. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab, and then click the Maintain configurations button. 4. Click the Configure button in the Maintain configurations form to open the Configure item form. 5. In the Item number field, select “1601” for “Choose Digital Video Recorder.” Note that the item number for “Choose Video Projector “is automatically populated with “1501” because of the configuration rule set up on the BOM. 6. Click OK. 7. In the upper section of the Configuration creation form, in the Configuration field, type “R1P1.” 8. In the Description field, type “Standard DVR Model and Video Projector 01.” 9. Click OK to return to the Maintain configurations form. 10. Click the Configure button. 11. For “Choose Digital Video Recorder,” in the Item number field select “1605.” Note that the item number for “Choose Video Projector” is automatically populated with “1502.”
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Bill of Materials Functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 12. Click OK. 13. In the Configuration field, type “R2P2.” 14. In the Description field, type “High definition DVR Model and Video Projector 02.” 15. Click OK. 16. Close all open forms.



Demonstration: Setting up a Sales Order for a Configured Item To show how configurations are selected on sales orders, the next section demonstrates how to set up a sales order for the home projection system with High definition DVR Model (item 1605) and Video Projector Model 02 (item 1502). Perform the following steps to create a sales order for a configured item: 1. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders, and then click All sales orders. 2. On the action pane, click the Sales order button to open the Create sales order form. 3. In the Customer account field, select “1303.” 4. Click to expand the Shipping fast tab. 5. In the Carrier account number field, enter “10.” 6. Enter the other required details in the Create sales order form. 7. Click OK. 8. Click the Sales order lines fast tab, and in the Item number field, locate and select “170160.” 9. In the Configuration field, select “R2P2.” 10. In the Site field, select “2.” 11. In the Warehouse field, select “21.” 12. Click the Product and supply button and then click Composed of tree. Note that the Composed of - tree form displays the BOM with the configuration, 1605 High definition DVR Model and 1502 Video Projector Model 02. 13. Close the forms.
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Lab 4.4 - Add Item Configurations Scenario As the assistant to the product designer, you have set up a new BOM “Home Projection System, Configured” with configuration groups, routes, and rules. The BOM has been approved for production. Therefore, a new BOM item must be created, assigned to the BOM, and then approved and activated. Emil, the product designer must approve the BOM. As soon as these steps are completed, you must add configurations to the item. As the assistant to the product designer, you are responsible for setting up the new BOM item with the following specifications: •



Item: 110210, Configured o o o o o o o



•



Product subtype: Product master Product dimension group: PG_19 Item model group: Std Cost Item group: HTS Storage dimension group: PDG_001 Tracking dimension group: PDG_001 Configurable: Yes (select Dimension-based configuration in the Configuration technology field in the Create product form.)



The item configurations are as follows: o o



B&LCD01: Standard DVD Player – Black (item 1701) can be used with LCD Video Projector Model 01 (item 1501) S&LCD02: Standard DVD Player – Silver (item 1702) can be used with LCD Video Projector Model 02 (item 1502)



NOTE: You must complete labs 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 before you start this lab.



Challenge Yourself 1. 2. 3. 4.



Create the BOM item and attach it to the previously created BOM. Approve and activate the BOM. Assign the item configurations. As the order processor, create a sales order for customer 1303-Shrike Wholesales, for the following: o Five Home Theater Systems, with Standard DVD Player – Black and LCD Video Projector Model 01 o Five Home Theater Systems, with Standard DVD Player – Silver and LCD Video Projector Model 02
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Bill of Materials Functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Need a Little Help? 1. Open the Released products list page and create a new BOM item 110210 by using the information that is specified in the scenario. 2. Make the item configurable. 3. Open the Bills of materials form and assign the BOM item, 110210, to the BOM, “New Home Projection System, Configured.” 4. Approve and activate the BOM. 5. From the Released products list page, open the Maintain Configuration form. 6. Open the Configure item form and set up the item configurations, as described in the scenario. 7. Create a sales order for the customer 1303. 8. Add the first configurable item and verify it in the Composed of tree form. 9. Add the second configurable item and verify it in the Composed of tree form. HINT: Because the BOM is created before the item, the item is attached by using the Bills of materials form.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. 2. On the action pane, click the Product button to create a new item in the Create product form. 3. In the Product subtype field, select Product master. 4. In the Item number field, type “110210.” 5. In the Search name field, type, “HomeProjSysConfgd” This field accepts only 20 characters. 6. In the Product dimension group field, select “PG_19.” 7. In the Configuration technology field, select “Dimension-based configuration.” 8. In the Item model group field, select “Std Cost.” 9. In the Item group field, select “HTS.” 10. In the Storage dimension group field, select “PDG_001.” 11. In the Tracking dimension group field, select “PDG_001.” 12. Click OK in the Create product form. 13. On the Released products list page, click the Manage inventory tab on the action pane, and then click the Default order settings button. 14. In the Default order type field, select Production. 15. Close the Default order settings form. 4-22



Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations 16. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials to open the Bills of materials form. 17. Locate and select the BOM named “New Home Projection System” that is created in Lab 4.1. 18. Under the Versions section, in the Item number field, select item “110210.” 19. Click Approve, and in the Approve by field, select employee “000083, Emil Karafezov.” 20. Select the Approve bill of materials? check box and then click OK. 21. Click Activation to activate the version. 22. Close the Bills of materials form. 23. Open the Released products list page, locate item “110210.” 24. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab, and then click the Maintain configurations button. 25. Click the Configure button in the Maintain configurations form to open the Configure item form. 26. In the Item number field, select “1701” for “DVD Player.” 27. Note that the item number for “Choose LCD player “is automatically populated with “1501” because of the Configuration rule set up in the Lab 4.3. 28. Click OK. 29. In the upper section of the Configuration creation form, in the Configuration field, type “B&LCD01.” 30. In the Description field, type “Black DVD Player and LCD Video Projector Model 01.” 31. Click OK to return to the Maintain configurations form. 32. Click the Configure button. 33. In the Item number field, for “DVD Player” select “1702.” The Item number field for “Choose LCD Player” is automatically populated with “1502” because of the configuration rule set up in the Lab 4.3. 34. Click OK. 35. In the Configuration field, type “S&LCD02.” 36. In the Description field, type “Silver DVD Player and LCD Video Projector Model 02.” 37. Click OK to return to the Maintain configurations form. 38. Close all open forms. 39. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders, and then click All sales orders. 40. On the action pane, click the Sales order button to open the Create sales order form. In the Customer account field select “1303,” Shrike Wholesales. 41. Click the Shipping fast tab. 42. In the Carrier account number field, enter “1.” 4-23



Bill of Materials Functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 43. Enter the required information in the Create sales order form and then click OK. 44. Click the Sales order lines fast tab, and in the Item number field, locate and select item “110210.” 45. In the Quantity field, type “5.” 46. In the Configuration field, select “B&LCD01.” 47. In the Site field, select “2.” 48. Click the Product and supply button and then click Composed of tree. The Composed of – tree form displays the BOM with the configuration, black DVD player (item 1701) and LCD Video Projector Model 01 (item 1501). 49. Close the Composed of - tree form. 50. On the Sales order lines fast tab in the Sales order form, click the Add line button to create another sales order line. 51. In the Item number field, locate and select item “110210.” 52. In the Quantity field, type “5.” 53. In the Configuration field, select “S&LCD02.” 54. In the Site field, select “2.” 55. Click the Product and supply button and then click Composed of tree. The Composed of – tree form displays the BOM with the configuration, Silver DVD player (item 1702) and LCD Video Projector Model 02 (item 1502). 56. Close the Composed of - tree form and the Sales order form.
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Summary This course provided a description of BOM and Item configurations. BOM configurations include the following: •



Configuration groups



•



Configuration routes



•



Configuration rules



The Item configurations section demonstrated the use and setup of item configurations on items with BOMs. The use of BOM configurations enables companies to maintain only one item number even though the item may have a number of different variants with differences in the BOM. This reduces the number of items in inventory and simplifies updating and managing them.
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Test Your Knowledge Test your knowledge with the following questions. 1. What is the purpose of using configuration groups?



2. What is the purpose of configuration routes?



3. What is the purpose of using configuration rules?
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Chapter 4: Working with BOM and Item Configurations 4. What is the advantage of creating BOM configurations?



5. Which data must be entered before item configurations can be defined?



6. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, which of the following variants is not a product dimension? ( ) Configuration ( ) Size ( ) Site ( ) Color
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Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. What is the purpose of using configuration groups? MODEL ANSWER: Configuration groups are used to group the item numbers in the BOM so that the user can select one of the items in the group for a specific configuration. 2. What is the purpose of configuration routes? MODEL ANSWER: Configuration routes control the sequence in which item configurations are selected. 3. What is the purpose of using configuration rules? MODEL ANSWER: Configuration rules are set up to prevent the selection of invalid combinations. 4. What is the advantage of creating BOM configurations? MODEL ANSWER: BOM configurations make it possible to have only one item number even though there are different variations of the BOM for the item based on the users’ selections. 5. Which data must be entered before item configurations can be defined? MODEL ANSWER: Items, Item dimensions, Storage and tracking dimension groups, and BOM item 6. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, which of the following variants is not a product dimension? ( ) Configuration ( ) Size (•) Site ( ) Color
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CHAPTER 5: WORKING WITH BOM CALCULATIONS Objectives The objectives are: •



Explain about the Bill of Materials (BOM) calculation.



•



Describe and set up Cost groups, Profit settings, and Calculation groups.



•



Set up and view costing versions - planned cost and BOM calculations with the Summary and Complete functions.



•



Run and review cost and sales price calculations.



Introduction This course provides information about the BOM calculation, prerequisites, and actionable configuration to calculation executions. It explains the different BOM calculation forms for configuring, executing, and reviewing a BOM calculation. BOM calculation allows calculating product planned or standard costs and projected sales prices, according a procurement method for the product (purchase order, production order, or production flow).
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario Ken, the controller, at Contoso, Ltd, requests update of the standard costs for inventory valuation for the next year. He asks Vince, the Operations Manager, to update the standard cost for next year by using a dedicated costing version. A BOM calculation, executed on the costing version calculates and inserts the provisional standard costs for manufactured products in the version. The calculation is based on the costing version cost set. Frequently, Vince receives the following types of requests products: •



The projected sales prices and cost of items manufactured in different quantities



•



Verification of profit margins and contribution ratios



•



Investigation of large price differences when different quantities are ordered



•



Determination of the optimal run size for a manufacturing a product



For each of these instances, Vince can run a BOM calculation, under configured with the most relevant criteria to answer the different requests.



BOM Calculation In Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012, the BOM calculation outcome lets the user to study the composition of the calculated cost or price: •



How a single item, operation or indirect cost contributes to the cost or price at a given level of the BOM structure.



•



How much all items and operations on a particular level of the BOM structure contribute to the overall cost or price.



•



An overview that displays summarized costs per cost group.



The following pre-requisites configurations must be considered before calculating BOM:
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•



Creating and configuring cost groups before profit settings are set up



•



Defining profit settings before sales price calculations are run



•



Setting up calculation groups before BOM calculations are run or viewed



•



Setting up costing version to run specified BOM calculations



Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations The following figure, BOM Calculation Structure, shows the setup that the user must perform to run the BOM calculation.



FIGURE 5.1 BOM CALCULATION STRUCTURE



Cost Groups, Profit Settings, and Calculation Groups BOM calculations compute cost contribution of resources, according to an applicable procurement mode (purchase order, production order, and production flow) and the associated procurement criteria. •



Direct material cost contributions are assessed based on cost of the components, which are attached to a bill of material based on the production order quantity.



•



Direct manufacturing cost contribution are assessed from: o o



The Routes, under production order procurement mode The production flow definition, under production flow procurement mode
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Indirect cost contributions are based on the defined costing sheet cost calculation mode o o



Cost of goods manufactured for indirect manufacturing costs. Under production order or procurement flow mode Purchase cost for indirect purchase cost under purchase orderprocurement mode.



Cost Groups Cost groups are classifications of cost contributed by resources. The cost group types determine the nature of resources, which can be classified through the cost group: •



Direct material: A cost group designated as direct material can be assigned to items.



•



Direct manufacturing: Restricted to cost categories for manufacturing operational resources



•



Direct outsourcing : Restricted to service type products



•



Indirect: An indirect cost group can be assigned to indirect costs for surcharges or rates.



•



Undefined: A cost group designated as undefined can be assigned to items, cost categories, or indirect costs.



In BOM calculation contributions of resources to the calculated cost or price are classified by their cost group, enabling overview per cost group aggregate of the cost composition, Cost group, can be configured according to the need in terms of:
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•



Behavior: Fixed or Variable or undefined ( default ), for analysis purpose



•



Profit setting: By using cost groups, users can calculate the sales price for the BOM. They can also assign one or more profit-settings to each cost group so that Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 can calculate a suggested price for a manufactured item that is based on a cost-plus-markup approach. The profit-setting percentage specifies which percentage the system adds to the cost price when calculating the sales price.



Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations Procedure: Creating a Cost Group Perform the following steps to create a cost group: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Cost groups.



FIGURE 5.2 COST GROUPS FORM, PROFIT FAST TAB



2. 3. 4. 5.



Press CTRL+N. In the Cost group field, enter a unique identifier. In the Name field, enter a short description of the cost group. In the Cost group type field, select whether the cost group applies to direct material, direct manufacturing, direct outsourcing, indirect, or must be undefined.



Note that the cost group type constrains the ability to assign a resource and provides an alternate for summarizing data on reports. 1. In the Behavior field, select one of the options to provide an optional secondary classification of cost. The classification of fixed costs and variable costs only serves a reporting purpose, such as the information that is displayed on a costing sheet. 2. Select the Default check box to set the group as default to its type.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Profit Settings Profit setting is a configuration, which can be used to derive a sales price during the BOM calculation. It determines the profit percentage to apply on costs classified by the cost group to derive their contribution to the sales price. The user can set up the following profit settings to be considered in BOM calculations: •



Standard



•



Profit 1



•



Profit 2



•



Profit 3



The user must specify profit settings when running a calculation of sales price of a particular BOM. In addition, for each profit setting, he or she can specify different profit-setting percentages.



Procedure: Creating a Profit Setting Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 lets the user set up many profit settings and profit setting percentages if there are different profit settings for different customers; in other words, different sales prices for different customers. For example, users can specify different profit-setting percentages, and therefore, sales prices, for different regions where they conduct business: one for Europe, another for Asia, and another again for North America. Perform the following steps to create a profit setting: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Cost groups. 2. Select the cost group to assign the profit setting to. 3. Click the Profit fast tab. 4. Click Add line to create a new profit setting. 5. Click the Profit-setting arrow and select the appropriate profit setting for the cost group. The set of profit-setting data applies to the specified percentage. The optional assignment of profit-setting percentages enables the BOM calculation to suggest a sales price for a manufactured item that is based on a cost-plus-markup approach. 6. In the Profit percentage field, type the percentage of profit to be added to the cost price when calculating sales price.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations Cost Breakdown In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, users can choose to maintain cost breakdown per cost groups for standard cost. The cost breakdown feature lets users view the cost composition of items held at standard cost across production levels, for planned, estimated, and actual costs. Product cost, production costs, inventories, WIP, cost of goods sold and variances to standard cost can all be analyzed and rolled up in their original cost groups, when cost breakdown is enabled.



Procedure: Enable Cost Breakdown Perform these steps to enable cost breakdown in the configuration of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012: 1. On the navigation pane, click System administration, Setup, Licensing, and then click License configuration. 2. Expand the Trade node. 3. Expand the Bills of materials node. 4. Select the Allow cost breakdown activation check box. Perform the following steps to enable the cost breakdown in the Inventory and warehouse management module: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup and then click Inventory and warehouse management parameters. 2. Click the Bills of materials tab. 3. Make a selection in the Cost breakdown field. 4. Close the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form. Configuration of cost groups is compulsory when cost breakdown is enabled.



Calculation Groups Calculation groups contain settings that can be used to run BOM calculations. These include the following: •



Cost price model



•



Sales price model



•



Warnings



Calculation groups assigned to items enables to specify how a cost/sales price of components classified in the calculation group is to be sourced for the calculation. Additionally, it allows configuring the warning conditions to be prompted during the BOM calculation, when those components can be potential sources of calculation errors.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Calculation group are pre-requisite to BOM calculation. A calculation group is required as a default in the Inventory and warehouse management parameter form or directly in the Released product details form. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 first looks for the calculation group setup in this form and if a calculation group does not exist, it looks for the setup in the Inventory and warehouse parameters form. If a calculation group cannot be found, an error appears during calculation. Calculation group can also be associated to individual products. NOTE: Set up calculation groups before running calculations.



Scenario: BOM Calculation Settings Ken, the controller at Contoso, Ltd, decides to check how cost/sales price for components should be sourced. He creates and sets up a new Calculation group DEMO-CG, Demo calculation group. Ken wants notification to be prompted, when the manufactured components lack an active BOM and when the sourced cost is more than 60 days old have. This new calculation group gives satisfactory results and Ken sets it as a default calculation group for all items. The following demonstrations cover the BOM calculation process setup in depth.



Demonstration: Setting Up a Calculation Group Perform the following steps to set up a calculation group: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Calculation groups. 2. Press CTRL+N to add a new calculation group. 3. In the Calculation group field, enter a unique identifier for the calculation group “DEMO-CG.”
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations 4. In the Name field, enter a brief description of the calculation group “Demo calculation group.” 5. Click the Setup fast tab.



FIGURE 5.3 CALCULATION GROUP FORM, SETUP FAST TAB



6. Click the Cost price model arrow and select the price that will be used as the cost price. Select “Item cost price.” The options are shown in the following table: Option



When used



Item cost price



Use the cost price from the Released product table or the item dimension combinations as the cost price.



Item purchase price



Use the purchase price from the Released product list page table as the cost price.



Trade agreements



Use the trade agreement purchase price for the item and site (when you use multisite functionality).



Inventory price



Use the current inventory value for the item to calculate the unit cost price. A unit cost price is only calculated if the posted quantity and the physical quantity are more than zero. Notice that physical quantity depends on the Include physical value parameter on the inventory model group.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 1. Click the Alternate cost price model arrow and select the cost price, “Inventory price” that will be used if you cannot locate the selection in the Cost price model field. 2. Click the Sales price model arrow and select the method for calculating sales prices: “Cost group.” The options are shown in the following table: Option



When used



Cost group



The sales price is calculated based on the cost price and the profitsetting percentage from the cost group.



Item sales price



The sales price from the Released product table is used as the sales price.



1. Leave the Stop explosion check box cleared. (However, when the user selects this check box, it indicates that a manufactured item must be treated as a purchased component rather than as a manufactured component for BOM calculation purposes. The item's costs can still be calculated by using BOM calculations depending on site. The explosion of the planned purchase and production orders will be stopped at the BOM whose components are associated with the calculation group for which the Stop explosion check box is selected. Master scheduling generates the planned orders on the BOM itself and not on the items included in the BOM. 2. Click the Warnings fast tab. NOTE: Select the check boxes and enter the field values on the Warnings tab to determine whether and when Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 generates warnings during the calculation process. 3. Select the No BOM check box to generate a warning if no active BOM version is found. Users can also select the other check boxes on this tab: a. No route - to generate a warning if no active route version is found b. No resources - to generate a warning if no resources can be found that match the resource requirements of an operation c. No consumption - to generate a warning if the BOM or route consumption is zero (0) d. No cost price - to generate a warning if the unit cost price is zero (0) 4. In the Max. age of cost price field, enter “60”, which is the number of days after which the unit cost price must be reevaluated. If this value is met, the system generates a warning. Note that this value is calculated based on the Cost price method plus the number specified in the Max. age of cost price field. 5-10



Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations Cost price method



Date used to calculate age (plus the Max. age of cost price value)



Item cost price



From the Released products list page, on the Manage costs fast tab, in the Prices field group, the Date of price field



Item purchase price



From the Released products list page, on the Purchase fast tab, in the Purchase order field group, the Date of price field.



Trade agreement



From that date of the trade agreement. If the user did not specify the From date, the system does not generate a warning.



Inventory price



No warning is generated.



5. In the Min. contribution margin field, enter the minimum allowed contribution margin in percent. If the profit is less than the specified value, the system generates a warning. (Warnings can be overridden when the BOM calculation is run.)



Demonstration: Assigning a Default Calculation Group Because calculation groups are required to run calculations, Ellen must set up a new one as a default in the Inventory and warehouse management parameters. This setup enables companies to have a standard cost group and profit settings for all items. Then, if an item has special calculation requirements, the user can assign a calculation group to the item. Perform the following steps to assign a default calculation group: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, and then click Inventory and warehouse management parameters. 2. Click the Bills of materials tab. 3. Under Calculation, click the Calculation group arrow and select the calculation group to be the default for all calculations: “DEMO-CG”.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Assigning Calculation Groups to Items Users can typically set calculation groups on BOM component items instead of BOM items. However, in the case when Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 must show a warning, for example when a BOM or route version does not exist or Stop price explosion is selected, calculation groups can be applied. When assigned to items, the calculation group overrides the default set up on the inventory and warehouse management parameters. Perform the following steps to assign calculation groups to items: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. 2. Locate and select the relevant item. 3. On the action pane, click the Product tab and click on Edit. 4. Click the Engineer fast tab, and in the Calculation group field, select the relevant group for the item.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations



Lab 5.1 - Create a Cost Group with Profit Settings Scenario As the production manager, you have to set up a new cost group for profit margin. Create this group (PFM, Profit Margin), with the following profit settings: •



Standard: 100.00



•



Profit 1: 80.00



•



Profit 2: 75.00



•



Profit 3: 55.00



Challenge Yourself Create a Cost group with Profit settings.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Cost groups form, create a cost group by using the information provided in the scenario. 2. Add profit settings by using the information provided in the scenario.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Cost groups. 2. Click New to create a new profit setting. 3. In the Cost group field, enter “PFM.” 4. In the Name field, enter “Profit Margin.” 5. Click the Profit fast tab. 6. In the Profit setting field, select “Standard.” 7. In the Profit percentage field, enter “100.00.” 8. Click Add to create a new profit setting. 9. In the Profit-setting field, select “Profit 1.” 10. In the Profit percentage field, enter “80.00.” 11. Click Add to create a new profit setting. 12. Click the Profit-setting field and select “Profit 2.” 13. In the Profit percentage field, enter “75.00.” 14. Press CTRL+N. 15. Click the Profit-setting field and select “Profit 3.” 16. In the Profit percentage field, enter “55.00.” 17. Close the form.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012



Lab 5.2 - Create a Calculation Group Scenario As the warehouse manager at Contoso, Ltd, you have identified a need for a calculation group that calculates cost by purchase price and sales by sales price. The calculation group is called PPSP, Purchase price and Sales price, and requires warnings to appear when no active BOMs are available or when consumption is zero.



Challenge Yourself Create a calculation group according to the scenario requirements.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Calculation group form, add a new group by using the information provided in the scenario. 2. On the Setup fast tab, set the cost and sales price models for calculation. 3. On the Warnings fast tab, set the warning generators.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Calculation groups. 2. Press CTRL+N to add a new calculation group. 3. In the Calculation group field, enter “PPSP.” 4. In the Name field, enter “Purchase price and Sales price.” 5. Click the Setup fast tab. 6. Click the Cost price model arrow and select “Item purchase price.” 7. Click the Alternate cost price model arrow and select “Item purchase price.” 8. Click the Sales price model arrow and select “Item sales price.” 9. Click the Warnings fast tab. 10. Select the No BOM check box. 11. Select the No consumption check box. 12. Close the Calculation group form.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations



View Costing Versions and BOM Calculations Costing version must be selected to run specified BOM calculation. After running it, the user can view and analyze the calculation results by using the Summary and Complete functions in the Item price form. NOTE: Open the Item price form either from the Costing version maintenance form of the Periodic folder or from the Released products list page. This section describes the Summary and Complete functions relative to BOM calculations in the Item price form opened from the Released products list page.



Setup of Costing Version The Costing version setup form enables users to create and configure distinct user-defined environments, for maintaining and calculating items planned costs and it can be found here: Click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Costing versions.



FIGURE 5.4 COSTING VERSION SETUP FORM



Users can enter and maintain planned items’ costs, cost categories’ rate, indirect costs’ rate, and ratio in costing versions. The BOM calculation executed on the costing version calculates and appends the manufactured item planned costs to it. The costs created with a status of “pending” can be activated, discreetly or else in mass, to become effective and be applied to production costing and inventory evaluation. Attributes on costing versions, enable constraints of content and cost calculations in that version. Items’ costs in a costing version can be analyzed and maintained individually or for each costing version. Active cost history is kept, with full details.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario: Costing Version and Planned Costs Vince, the operations manager received a request to build up next year's standard costs. Vince creates a new dedicated costing version for maintaining and calculating next years. Various contributors populate the plan costing version with next year's purchased item costs, cost category rate, and indirect cost ratios. Vince reviews the content of the costing version, correcting as it is necessary and locking the costing version as soon as he is satisfied with its content. At the beginning of the new year, Vince mass activates the costing version's costs. This makes them effective and applied for inventory valuation and production costing in the new year.



Procedure: Create a Costing Version Perform the following steps to create a costing version: 1. Open Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Costing versions. 2. Press CTRL+N to create a new line. 3. In the Costing type field, select the costing type to create the costing version for. 4. In the Version field, enter a unique code for the version. 5. In the Name field, enter a name for the costing version. 6. Select Yes, or No in the Block field (depending on if the version needs to be blocked for usage or not). 7. Select No in the Block activation field to enable pending costs within the costing version to be activated.



Demonstration: Create a Costing Version-Standard Cost Costing Version Create a costing version with the name Standard Cost Costing Version and attach the price of the item 7020 and all the items in the BOM lines of 7020. Perform the following steps to create the costing version Standard Cost Costing Version: 1. Open Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Costing versions. 2. Press CTRL+N to create a new line. 3. In the Costing version setup form, in the Costing type field, select “Standard cost.” 4. In the Version field, enter “Standard.” 5. In the Name field, enter “Standard Cost Costing Version”. 6. In the Block field, select “No.” 7. In the Block activation field, select “No.”
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations NOTE: To view the Summary calculation or the Complete calculation of a BOM, the user must activate the costing version. The last activated version of a costing version is used to calculate the prices of the BOM. Perform the following steps to attach the price for the item 7020 to costing version Standard Cost Costing Version: 1. In the Costing version setup form, select the costing version Standard Cost Costing Version line, click the Price arrow and select Item price option. 2. In the Item price form, click the Pending price tab. 3. On the Overview tab, press CTRL+N to create a new line. 4. In the Item number field, locate and select item “8001.” 5. In the Price type field, select “Cost.” 6. In the Site field, select “1.” 7. In the Price field, enter “25.” 8. Press CTRL+N to create a new line. 9. In the Item number field, locate and select item “8002.” 10. In the Price type field, select “Cost.” 11. In the Site field, select “1.” 12. In the Price field, enter “25.” 13. Press CTRL+N to create a new line. 14. In the Item number field, locate and select item “8005.” 15. In the Price type field, select “Cost.” 16. In the Site field, select “1.” 17. In the Price field, enter “30.00.” 18. Press CTRL+N to create a new line. 19. In the Item number field, locate and select item “8006.” 20. In the Price type field, select “Cost.” 21. In the Site field, select “1.” 22. In the Price field, enter “35.” 23. Press CTRL+N to create a new line. 24. In the Item number field, locate and select item “8008.” 25. In the Price type field, select “Cost.” 26. In the Site field, select “1.” 27. In the Price field, enter “35.00.” 28. Click on each of the lines created and click Activate button to activate the prices of the items listed.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 29. View the activated price of the items on the Active prices tab. 30. Click the Pending prices tab.



FIGURE 5.5 ITEM PRICE FORM, PENDING PRICES TAB



31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40.



Press CTRL+N to create a new line. In the Item number field, locate and select item “7020.” In the Price type field, select “Cost.” In the Site field, select “1.” Click the Calculation button. In the Calculation for an item dialog box, in the Quantity field, enter “1.” Click OK to return to the Item price form. The Price field for the item 7020 is updated with 501.66, the consolidated cost price of its BOM lines. With the line for the item 7020 selected, click the Activate button. Click the Active prices tab to view the line for the item 7020 with the date of activation displayed in the Activation date field.



FIGURE 5.6 ITEM PRICE FORM, ACTIVE PRICES TAB



41. Close the Item price form to return to the Costing version setup form. 42. With the line for the costing version Standard Cost Costing Version selected, click the Activate button to open the Activate prices dialog box.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations 43. Under the Activate field group, select the check boxes that you want to activate for the costing version. 44. Click OK. 45. Close the infolog after reading the message. 46. Close the Costing versions setup form.



Use of Costing Version Costing versions are used to maintain collection of cost and prices. The costing version configuration lets users constrain and check the cost or price maintained and regulates the BOM calculation in the costing version. A costing version can contain a set of standard cost records or a set of planned cost records that are based on the costing type that is assigned to the costing version. •



Standard costs - A costing version whose configuration is constrained for the maintenance and calculation of standard cost.



•



Planned costs - A configurable costing version, for the maintenance of planned cost, which can be used for simulation purpose or as default cost under non standard cost methodology.



•



Conversion costs - A special costing version used for converting an item from a non standard cost costing method to the standard cost costing method. Refer to online help or to Distribution and Trade in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 course , for more details about the costing type Conversion.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Configuring BOM Calculation for the Costing Version The costing version Calculation configuration, allows checking the BOM calculation authorized in the costing version.



FIGURE 5.7 COSTING VERSION SETUP FORM, CALCULATION TAB



Restrict calculation: Select this check box to prevent changing the BOM calculation configuration defaulted from the costing version when performing BOM calculation. Cost price model: The option selected in this field determine if BOM calculation processing should source the components cost conform to calculation group, or else from cost maintained in costing version. Purchase Price Model: The option selected in this field determines when running a BOM calculation for procurement mode Purchase order, how to source the planned purchase price to use for deriving a planned cost price. Fall back principle: The option selected in this field allows selecting an alternate source of cost, when no cost can be found in the costing version. None - No fall back, needed cost are only sourced from the costing version. Cost is zero, when no cost can be found. Active - Fall back on the active cost, when no cost found in the costing version and ultimately to the item master cost. Costing version - Fall back on cost maintained in the Fall back costing version selected.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations Explosion Mode Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 determines the methodology to apply for calculating the cost contributions. The methodology can be selected in the Explosion mode field, on the Calculation tab of the Costing version setup form. (Go to Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing and then click Costing versions). The explosion mode reflects the value specified for the costing version, which cannot be overridden if you selected a calculation restriction in the Costing versions form. To set up a restriction, select the Restrict calculation check box on the Calculation tab of the Costing version setup form Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing and then click Costing versions. For an order-specific BOM calculation, the explosion mode choices are limited to multilevel and make-to-order. The only difference between the two choices involves the quantity basis, which can affect the amortization of constant costs and the use of quantity-sensitive BOM versions or route versions.



FIGURE 5.8 COSTING VERSION SETUP FORM, CALCULATION TAB



The options include the following: •



Single level - The calculated cost reflects the previously calculated costs of first-level manufactured components.



•



Multilevel - The calculated cost reflects a complete recalculation of costs for all manufactured components in a multilevel bill.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 •



According to BOM line type - The calculated cost reflects a complete recalculation of costs for all manufactured components, but considers the BOM line type of a manufactured component. For cost calculation purposes, a manufactured component will be treated as a purchased item when the BOM line type is item. This option (according to BOM line type) replicates the cost calculations for production order estimates.



•



Make to order - The calculated cost reflects a complete recalculation for all manufactured components, but the specified quantity will be used to amortize constant costs that are associated with manufactured components (rather than each item's standard order quantity).



Cost Data Maintenance After a user has defined a costing version, the application provides a starting point for maintaining cost data. Data maintenance includes entering item cost records for purchased items and cost categories that are used in production, calculating item cost records for manufactured items, activating cost records, and copying item cost records to another costing version. The system can maintain site-specific cost data when the company uses the multisite functionality. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 also has a form called Costing version maintenance, similar to the Costing version setup form. The Costing version maintenance form only supports the maintenance of cost data that is associated with unblocked costing versions, and does not support the creation of a new costing version or the definition of its policies. It is the preferred form for data maintenance purposes. Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, Costing versions



FIGURE 5.9 COSTING VERSION MAINTENANCE FORM



Additional data maintenance for manufacturers involves entering costs for cost categories associated with routing operations, entering calculation formulas for the indirect costs reflecting manufacturing overheads, and calculating costs for manufactured items. The maintenance of cost records for cost categories and indirect cost calculation formulas is similar to the maintenance of item cost records. A costing version can also contain data about an item's purchase prices or sales prices, but this information applies only to calculations of a manufactured item's sales price in the BOM calculation form. 5-22



Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations Procedure: Input Item Planned Cost in a Costing Version Perform the following steps to add an item's costs in a costing version: 1. Open Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials and then click Costing versions. 2. Select a record in the Costing version maintenance form. 3. Click the Price button and then click Item price. 4. Enter information on fields as required on Overview tab of the Pending prices tab. 5. Close the Item price form. You can also click the Cost category rate option while clicking the Price button to view and maintain all cost records within the costing version. Click the Indirect cost option to define and view the indirect cost calculation formulas for a selected costing version, which contribute to the planned, estimated, and actual product and production costs.



Item Price Form In the Item price form, the user can view and maintain item cost records for a specified costing version, effective date, and site (when you use multisite functionality). Data maintenance includes entering pending costs for a purchased item, calculating pending costs for a manufactured item, and activating pending cost records. Activating a pending cost record will change its status from pending to active and will change its effective date to the activation date. Different cost records for an item may reflect a different costing version, site, effective date, or status. HINT: View and maintain all the item cost records in the costing version in the Item price form opened from the Costing version maintenance form.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 The user can also view and maintain information about item sales price records and item purchase price records in a costing version and generate an item's sales price record by using the Calculate BOM for an item dialog box to calculate an item's sales price.



FIGURE 5.10 ITEM PRICE FORM



Calculation for an Item Dialog Box The Calculation for an item dialog box is used to calculate a manufactured item's cost and to generate an associated item cost record in a costing version. The Calculation for an item dialog box can also be used to calculate a manufactured item's sales price and to generate an associated item sales price record in a costing version. The BOM calculations include the cost roll-up and sales price calculations because the user initiates them from the Calculation for an item dialog box. Using the Calculation for an item dialog box varies slightly based on how you initiate the BOM calculations. It also depends on whether the BOM calculations involve a costing version for standard costs or planned costs, and depends on several policies defined in the costing version that is being used in the BOM calculations. The user can initiate the Calculation for an item dialog box to calculate costs for a single manufactured item. The form inherits the item identifier and requires specification of the cost version, BOM version, route version, calculation quantity, calculation date, and site.



Summary Calculation Inquiry Form The Summary button in the Item price form opens the Summary calculation inquiry form. This form helps the user to view and analyze summarized information about a manufactured item's calculated costs and sales price-either for a cost record in a costing version or for a calculation record that is generated by an order-specific BOM calculation. Users can view summarized information by cost group, level, or other selected display options. The selected display options determine the columns in the form and they provide different viewpoints for analyzing the source of product costs.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations For example, a cost group viewpoint can segment costs into material, labor, and overhead, and an operation number viewpoint can segment costs for each step in the routing. The sum of the lines in this form is equal to the total cost value and sales value in BOM calculation. To navigate to the Summary calculation inquiry form, click Product information management, Periodic, Bills of materials, Costing versions, Price, Item price, Active price tab and then click Summary button.



FIGURE 5.11 SUMMARY CALCULATION INQUIRY FORM



Besides the information about cost and sales price per unit, the user can view the calculation graphical results on the Graphics tab. There can be underlying levels or BOM items in the BOM. For example, if the cost group exists on BOM levels 1, 2, and 4, the price calculation for this cost group is also shown at each sublevel.



Calculate Item Cost Form The Complete button in the Item price form opens the Calculate item cost form. In the Calculate item cost form, the user can also view the information about cost and sales price for each unit, the graphic tree structure of each component, routing operation, and indirect cost that is included in the BOM calculation. The graphic tree structure also displays variable costs versus constant costs for a selected item. Additionally, the user can view the segmentation of costs in the format that is defined by the costing sheet setup and the trade agreement for a purchased item. The information is especially relevant when the user calculates planned costs with purchase trade agreements as the source of cost data for purchased items. Purchase prices or line discount options give access to the applicable trade agreement information.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 To navigate to the Calculate item cost form, click Product information management, Periodic, Bills of materials, Costing versions, Price, Item price, click the Active price button and then click Complete button



FIGURE 5.12 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM



The first line, Level 0, displays the final cost, sales price, and net weight of the BOM item. If the BOM item is composed of multiple levels, the whole BOM and related BOM lines are visible. The Level field indicates the level at which the line is used in the BOM hierarchy.



Scenario: Viewing BOM Calculations Oscar, the process engineer at Contoso, Ltd, wants to view the following information about item 1203 with Configuration 01 and Calculation group HTSMC1: •



Price calculation by cost group per BOM level



•



Calculations for individual components



Oscar wants to view how much the following cost groups contribute to the cost price: •



Fix_OVH



•



HTSMat



•



Lab_HTS



•



Var_OVH



He runs a calculation from the Released products list page. HINT: Before you start the demonstration, make sure that the Calculation group HTSMC1 is specified in the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form for BOMs.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations Demonstration: Viewing BOM Calculations Perform the following steps to view BOM calculations: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, and then click Inventory and warehouse management parameters. 2. Click Bills of materials on the left-side pane. 3. Make sure that, under Calculation, the Calculation group field displays “HTSMC1.” Close the form. 4. Click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. 5. In the Released products list page, locate and select item “1203”. 6. Click Manage costs button and then click Item price. 7. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 8. Click the Costing version arrow and select version “Standard Cost Costing Version.” 9. Click the Configuration arrow and select configuration “01.” 10. Click the Site arrow and select site “2.” 11. Leave the value “1” in the Quantity field. 12. Click OK. 13. In the Item price form, select the record created for the cost price and then click Summary to view the cost group breakdown. Cost group



Cost price per unit



Sales price per unit



Fix_OVH



8.09



8.09



HTSMat



167.99



218.39



Lab_HTS



1.83



1.83



SDSMat



99.93



124.91



Var_OVH



5.36



5.36



14. Click the Graphics tab and view the graphic options. After a graphic is selected, click the View tab. In the Show field, switch between the sales price and cost price displayed on the Graphics tab. 15. Close the Summary calculation inquiry form. 16. Click Complete to open the Calculate item cost form. 17. Verify the breakdown of all the component items and cost categories calculated for the BOM. View how the consumption of each item has contributed toward the final sales price for the item. 18. Click each tab to review the content. 19. Close the Calculate item cost form. 20. Close the Item price form.
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Cost and Sales Price Calculations Based on all sub-BOMs, and on all levels and operations, Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 provides a total cost and sales price calculation. The system includes in the calculation any change in the quantity of the series used in a sub-BOM. BOMs are calculated based on the active version, unless another version is manually selected. When the user performs a BOM calculation, he or she must specify a profit setting and also whether the cost price, sales price, and net weight must be updated in the Released products list page. The BOM calculation function also includes: •



Purchase cost and line discount consideration when trade agreements are used



•



Scrap in multiple levels



•



Miscellaneous charges in the cost price calculation



•



Calculation group warning overrides



Access Cost and Sales Price Calculation Users can set up cost and sales price calculations in the Item price form. The Calculation for an item dialog box opens when you click Calculate button on the Item price form. Similar to the Item price form, the dialog box is opened from various areas in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. Its appearance and functionality varies depending on where it is opened from. The difference between an Item price form and periodic calculation is period calculation is for mass calculation. It, therefore, will select BOM and route to consider according the active BOM / route. The following table shows the areas the dialog box is opened from.
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Area



Form name



Product information management, Released products , Manage costs, Item price, Calculation button



Calculation for an item



Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic folder, Bills of materials, Costing versions, Calculation button



Calculation for a costing version



Sales and marketing, Common, All sales order, Sales order form, Sales order lines, Update line button, Calculate, Based on BOM



Calculation for a quote



Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations Users can find the following information in the Calculation for an item dialog box opened from the Released products list page, Item price form: •



The BOM version and route version will first display the active versions for the item, site, date, and calculation quantity, but the default can be overridden with approved versions.



•



The calculation quantity will first display the item's standard order quantity, but the default can be overridden.



•



The calculation date or site can be mandated by the costing version, or allow for user-specified values when the date or site are not mandated in the costing version. A future calculation date determines the use of pending cost records. BOM calculations will use a pending cost record with the nearest from-date on or before the calculation date.



To navigate to Calculation for an item form, click Product information management, Common, Released products, Manage costs, Item price, and then click Calculation



FIGURE 5.13 CALCULATION FOR AN ITEM FORM
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Calculation for an Item Form Accessed from the Periodic Folder The advantage of running BOM calculation from the Periodic folder is that the user can run calculation for all items or for selected items, or for the items on a where-used basis. The Calculation for an item dialog box inherits the costing version. In the Calculation for an item dialog box opened from the Costing version maintenance form (Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, Costing versions, Calculation), Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 provides the following options for calculations: •



The calculations assume the use of the active BOM version and route version for a manufactured item and the related site, date, and quantity, unless a manufactured component has a specified sub-BOM or sub route.



•



The calculations assume the use of the standard order quantity for manufactured items. This provides the basis for calculating component quantities and for determining the relevant BOM versions and route versions.



•



The calculation date or site can be mandated by the costing version, or the calculation date or site can allow for user-specified values when they are not mandated by the costing version.



NOTE: In this form, the cost price model and other field are not accessible as they are enforced on the costing version, but if the costing version is not constrained, they become available for edition



Scenario: Using the Calculation for an Item Form from the Periodic Folder The sales department has called Ellen, the warehouse manager at Contoso, Ltd, inquiring about the sales prices for high-end speakers: •



1101



•



1102



The default HESMC1 calculation group is used for both items. This means that the cost is calculated by item cost price and the sales price is calculated by the cost group, at a 50 percent profit margin, so you must select the “Standard” profit setting. HINT: Before you start the demonstration, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, and then click Inventory and warehouse management parameters, and on the Bills of materials tab, verify that the Calculation group field displays “HESMC1”.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations Demonstration: Running a Calculation for an item from the Periodic Folder Perform the following steps to run a BOM calculation from the Periodic folder: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, and then click Costing versions. 2. In the Costing version maintenance form, select the record for the version “Standard Cost Costing Version” and then click Calculation. 3. In the Calculation for a costing version form, click the Site arrow and select “1.” 4. Click Select. 5. Click the Criteria arrow and select item “1101.” 6. Press the comma key (,). 7. Click the Criteria arrow and select item “1102.” 8. Click OK in the BOMCalc query form. 9. Click OK in the Calculation for a costing version form. 10. In the Costing version maintenance form, click Price, and then click Item price. 11. Select the record for the item 1101 and then click Summary. Notice that the line for the sales price for HESMat cost group is based on the cost price plus the 50 percent profit margin markup. The calculation for Cost group HESMat, Level 1 is as follows: 554.03* 50% = 277.015Therefore, + 554.03+277.015= 831.045, which is the sales, price for each unit. 12. Sum the entire Sales price per unit lines. 13. Close the Summary calculation inquiry form. 14. In the Item price form, click Complete. If the amounts on the Sales price per unit lines are summed, excluding the BOM item (level 0) and the sub-BOMs, the total will match the amount from the summary BOM calculation in step 12. 1. Close the Calculate item cost form. 2. Repeat steps 11-15 for the item 1102. NOTE: The received pending prices are for the standard cost and cannot be activated within their costing version. Please, refer to the online help on the topics about cost\sales prices for the planned cost, which are calculated differently. Calculating BOMs on sales orders is demonstrated in the Sales Order and BOMs content.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Omitting BOM Lines from Calculation If it is necessary, BOM lines can also be omitted from calculation. This is useful when changes occur, or a recalculation is performed at the BOM line level. Perform the following steps to enable or disable a calculation from a BOM line: 1. From either the Released products form or Bills of materials form, open the BOM line form. 2. Select the line that must not be calculated. 3. Click the General tab. 4. Clear the Calculation check box.
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Lab 5.3 - Running BOM Calculations and Comparing Results Scenario Vince, the Operations Manager at Contoso, Ltd, asks you, the new Production Planner, to run two BOM calculations for the enclosure, item 7011, first, for a quantity of one and then for a quantity of ten. Use the Standard Cost Costing Version, where you can activate prices and no changes are allowed on calculation type and fallback on BOM calculation for an item. Verify that Cost price model is version cost price, Fallback principle is none, Explosion mode is single level and Standard profit setting for both calculations. Ellen explains that this task is intended to show how it is better to produce in larger quantities when scrap is something to consider with calculation based on costing version Standard Cost Costing Version. Item 8003, a component of this BOM, contains scrap variances, which cause price variations after calculation. For more information about scrap, refer to the Scrap and Measurement content.



Challenge Yourself 1. Run the BOM calculation for item 7011 for a quantity of one and a quantity of ten for Standard Cost Costing Version and verify the data on it. 2. After the calculations are run, compare the cost price results.



Need a Little Help? 1. From the Released products form, run the BOM calculation for an item for a quantity of one with the information provided in the scenario. 2. For the record created, open the Summary calculation inquiry form, sum the cost price for all records. 3. Run the calculation for the item again for a quantity of ten. 4. For the record created, open the Summary calculation inquiry form, sum the cost price for all records and then compare the results of both calculations.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, Products, Released products. 2. In the Released products list page, locate and select item “7011”. 3. Click Manage costs button, and then click Item price. 4. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 5. In the Calculation for an item form, click the Costing version arrow and select “Standard Cost Costing Version.” 6. Click the Site arrow and select “1”.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 7. In the Quantity field enter “1”. 8. Verify that Cost price model is “Version cost price” (Calculate cost price of the version), Fallback principle is “None” (the price will not be selected if it does not exist in the current version), and Explosion mode is “Single level” (for an accurate and consistent calculation of standard costs). 9. Click OK. 10. In the Item price form, select the record created and then click Summary. Manually calculate the sum of the values in the Cost price per unit field and note it. 11. Close the form. 12. In the Item price form, click Calculation again. 13. Repeat steps 5-6. 14. In the Quantity field, enter “10”. 15. Click OK. 16. In the Item price form, select the created record and then click Summary. Manually calculate the sum of the values in the Cost price per unit field and note it. Note that when fixed scrap is used, the cost price for each unit is less when you are producing in larger quantities. 17. Close the Summary calculation inquiry form. 18. Click Complete to view the BOM calculation detailed information.
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Summary Working with BOM Calculations provided information about how to run BOM calculations in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. Besides defining the BOM calculation structure, the following parameters were set up: •



Cost groups



•



Profit settings



•



Costing versions



•



Calculation groups



After the setup, BOM calculations were run and viewed by using the Summary and Complete functions. Cost and sales price calculations were defined, BOM calculations were run, and the results were reviewed. Working with BOM Calculations also described how to exclude BOMs and BOM component lines from calculations. The BOM calculation functionality enables companies to compare item costs and prices to help companies manage inventory consumption and costing.
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Test Your Knowledge Test your knowledge with the following questions. 1. What is the difference between opening the Calculation for an item form from the Released products list page or the Calculation for a costing version form from the Periodic folder?



2. Regarding the Summary and Complete functions in the Item price form, what is the difference between the displayed content?



3. What function omits a BOM item from calculation?
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations 4. Where is the default Calculation group set up in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012?



5. What does a BOM structure show?
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 6. What are the four options available when you calculate cost prices?



7. Which of the following is used to gain better insight into the expenses across items and categories? ( ) Calculation groups ( ) Cost categories ( ) Profit settings ( ) Cost groups
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Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. What is the difference between opening the Calculation for an item form from the Released products list page or the Calculation for a costing version form from the Periodic folder? MODEL ANSWER: The Released products list page runs the calculation for the selected item. Calculation for all BOM items can be run from the Periodic folder. 2. Regarding the Summary and Complete functions in the Item price form, what is the difference between the displayed content? MODEL ANSWER: The Summary function displays a summary of the price calculations by cost group for each BOM level. The Complete function displays the calculations for each BOM component line. 3. What function omits a BOM item from calculation? MODEL ANSWER: Selecting the Stop explosion check box in the Released products list page. 4. Where is the default Calculation group set up in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012? MODEL ANSWER: In the Inventory and warehouse parameters form. 5. What does a BOM structure show? MODEL ANSWER: How a single item or operation contributes to the price of its BOM level. – How much all items and operations on a particular level contribute to the overall price. –An overview that displays summarized costs for Cost groups.
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Chapter 5: Working with BOM Calculations 6. What are the four options available when you calculate cost prices? MODEL ANSWER: Item cost price, Item purchase price, Trade agreements, and Inventory price. 7. Which of the following is used to gain better insight into the expenses across items and categories? ( ) Calculation groups ( ) Cost categories ( ) Profit settings (•) Cost groups
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CHAPTER 6: SALES ORDERS AND BOMS Objectives The objectives are: •



Create sales orders by using configurable Bill of materials (BOMs).



•



View the BOM structure from a sales order.



•



Explode a BOM from a sales order.



•



Calculate a BOM from a sales order.



Introduction This course shows you how to work with sales orders in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 when configurable BOMs are used to fill customer orders. It also contains a description of how to view and explode BOMs for items and how to run BOM calculations to update the quantities and amounts so that they are based on the specified calculation. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, users can also create a sales order that have integrated BOM/routes lines.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario Susan, the order processor at Contoso, Ltd, frequently takes calls from customers who are interested in purchasing home theater systems with different DVD player and receiver combinations. The company can handle these requests because the items have already been set up as BOM configurations in inventory. Refer to the “Working with BOM and Item Configurations” course for more detail on the setup. Often, customers want to know what options are available and what the various combinations will cost. To provide information about available options, Susan explodes the BOM to view a list of all BOM components. If cost information is requested, she runs a BOM calculation to compare prices or to update prices, if a new profit-setting is used. Refer to the “Working with BOM Calculations” course for more detail.



Configurable BOMs and Sales Orders Contoso, Ltd sells home theater systems that can be ordered in two different colors. To reduce the number of records of items in inventory, the color options are set up as configurations on the item. These configurations contain the rules that state what types of combinations are allowed, and, if applicable, the routes that contain the sequence in which the options must be selected. •



Configuration rules: control the item combinations available in a BOM configuration. (Configuration rules allow or disallow certain combinations and can also be set up to select certain combinations automatically.)



•



Configuration routes: control the sequence in which item configurations are selected.



Since the configurable BOM is already created in inventory, it is available for use in sales orders. When Susan, the order processor at Contoso, Ltd, receives a call from Alicia, the purchasing agent (for customer 1101, Forest Wholesales), she creates a new sales order using a configurable BOM. Alicia orders three home theater systems (item 1203) that have the following options:
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•



One that has a Black DVD player



•



Two that has a Silver DVD player



•



One that has a Black DVD player and silver speakers



Chapter 6: Sales Orders and BOMs Demonstration: Using Configurable BOMs in a Sales Order Perform the following steps to create a sales order: 1. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales Orders, and then click All sales orders. 2. On the action pane, click the Sales order button to open the Create sales order form. 3. In the Customer account field, select 1101. 4. Click OK. 5. In the lines section, click the Item number arrow, and then locate and select item 1203. 6. Make sure that the Quantity field displays “1.00.” 7. In the Configuration field, click the Configure arrow to open the Configure item form and select 01. 8. Click Add line to create a new line. 9. In the Item number field, enter”1203” (When entering the same item number in a sales order, enter the first two digits in the Item number field to have it automatically populated with the same number.) 10. In the Quantity field, enter”2.” 11. In the Configuration field, click the Configure arrow to open the Configure item form and select 02. 1. Click the Add line button to create a new line. 2. In the Item number field, enter”1203.” 3. In the Quantity field, enter ‘1’. 4. Click the drop-down arrow in the Configuration field to open the Configure item form. 5. In the upper section of the Configure item form, for the record DVD Player, click the Item number arrow and select 1701 Standard DVD Player - Black. 6. For the record Satellite Speakers, click the Configuration arrow and select 02.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 7. Click OK. 8. The Configuration creation form appears. In the upper section, on the line for item 1203, in the Configuration field, enter “BS” 9. In the Description field, enter “Black DVD, Silver Speakers.” 10. Click OK. Steps for configuration creation are required when new, valid combinations are made. Because no rules were set up to prevent this combination, Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 allows for the new Black DVD, Silver speakers configuration, to appear as a configuration option for this home theater system model. 11. To verify this, click the Configuration arrow again. Notice that configuration BS appears as an option in the lower section of the Configure item form.
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Lab 6.1 - Use Configurable BOMs in a Sales Order Scenario The purchasing agent for customer 2111, Rose Shopping Mall, orders two items that have the following options: •



One 1203, Home Theater System 2.1 Channel Model 03 that has a Black DVD player



•



Three 1701, Black DVD players



As the order processor, create a sales order for the customer.



Challenge Yourself Create a sales order for the item 1203 home theatre system configured and 1701, DVD player.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Sales order form, add a line for the home theatre systems, item 1203. 2. Set the configurations as described in the scenario. 3. Add the lines for the items 1203 and 1701. 4. Set the quantity and configurations as described in the scenario.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders and then click All sales orders. 2. On the action pane, click the Sales order button to open the Create sales order form. 3. In the Customer account field, locate and select 2111. 4. Click OK to open the Sales order form. 5. Click the Item number arrow, locate, and select item 1203. 6. Make sure that the Quantity field displays “1.00.” 7. Click the Configuration arrow and select 01. 8. Click the Add line button. 9. Click the Item number arrow, locate, and select item 1701. 10. In the Quantity field, enter “3.”
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View BOMs in a Sales Order If an item in a sales order line is a BOM item, the user can view its structure directly from the sales order line by using the Composed of - tree form. This form displays a BOM tree structure that resembles the tree structure seen in the BOM designer form. Note that all changes made to the BOM in the Composed of - tree form will also be made to the actual BOM. Therefore, the user must not make changes to the BOMs from this form. If the user must change a BOM during the sales order process, there are other options available. See lesson “Best Practice: Making Changes to BOM Components” in this chapter for more detail. Access the Composed of - tree form by clicking Product and supply button on the Sales order lines fast tab in the Sales order form.



FIGURE 6.1 COMPOSED OF-TREE FORM



Scenario: Viewing a BOM in the Sales Order Susan, the order processor at Contoso, Ltd, receives an order for a speaker. The customer asks whether the speaker has damping (batting) center channel. Because the BOM is large and complex, Susan uses the Composed of - tree form to access the BOM components and determine whether the center channel is damping. She informs the customer that the existing component is damping and continues with the order.



Designer Tab The Composed of - tree form contains two tabs: •



Designer



•



Setup



The Designer tab contains the BOM structure. The information displayed on this tab can be changed based on the criteria selections made on the Setup tab.
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Chapter 6: Sales Orders and BOMs Click Print when the BOM item is selected in the tree structure to access a report on the BOM and its components.



Setup Tab The Setup tab of the Composed of - tree form includes the following parameters: •



Display criteria for configuration, version, and BOM lines.



•



Display criteria for inventory dimensions, BOM line, and route details.



•



Parameters for line editing and deletion



•



Print setup.



The Setup tab also contains a legend containing the symbols used in the BOM designer. The legend is located under Used symbols in BOM.



FIGURE 6.2 COMPOSED OF-TREE, SETUP TAB



Demonstration: Change the BOM Structure View In this demonstration, the order processor wants to see Quantity, Unit, and Line type of BOM components. Notice that the text format in the BOM section currently shows Item number / Name. This section changes after the selections are made. For the BOM configuration 1203, only valid lines are displayed, while the components display the Item number and Item name.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Perform the following steps to change the BOM structure view: 1. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders, and then click All sales orders. 2. Select and double click a sales order created in Lab 6.1: Use Configurable BOMs in a Sales Order. 3. Select item 1203, click on the down arrow of the Product and supply button, and select Composed of-tree option. 4. Review the Designer tab to see that only the item number and name appear for the components. 5. Click the Setup tab. 6. Select the Qty, Unit, and Line type check boxes. Notice that the Text format in BOM section now shows Item number / Name / Quantity / Unit / Line type. 7. Click the Designer tab and notice the changes to the component lines.



FIGURE 6.3 NEW BOM STRUCTURE VIEW



Best Practice: Making Changes to BOM Components If a customer requests specific changes to the BOM during the production process, rather than doing it in the Composed of - tree form, it is best practice to make the changes. In a production environment, if components must be changed in a BOM, Configuration tool or Production orders must be used. For more information about making changes to BOMs, refer to the Discrete Manufacturing Basics course content.
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Chapter 6: Sales Orders and BOMs Explode a BOM from a Sales Order BOM explosion functionality is typically conducted as part of the Production process. However, the user can apply a BOM explosion when working with a sales order. When a sales order that has a BOM item and the related printed documents (such as packing slips or invoices) updated, only the BOM item itself will appear, along with the price, quantity, and other details that are ordinarily printed on such reports. This means that the underlying BOM lines cannot be seen, even though they are included in the sales order. To see the underlying BOM lines, companies can make use of the explode BOM function. The following shows the explosion after a requirements explosion has occurred.



FIGURE 6.4 EXPLOSION FORM, AFTER REQUIREMENTS UPDATE



Scenario: Exploding a BOM from a Sales Order Susan, the order processor at Contoso, Ltd, sells a set of subwoofer items that are specified together as a BOM. The customer wants the invoice to display all the component parts and not only the BOM item. To accommodate this request, Susan explodes the BOM so that the component items and not the BOM item are printed on the invoice.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Exploding a BOM from a Sales Order Perform the following steps to explode a BOM from a sales order: 1. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales order and then click All sales order. 2. Locate and select to open the sales order that has a BOM item to explode. 3. On the Sales order lines fast tab, click Product and supply button and select Explosion option. 4. The first time a BOM item is exploded in the sales order, a blank Explosion form appears. Click Update to start a requirements explosion. However, if master scheduling is already run, the Explosion form contains data. This is dependent, for instance, on the delivery date control setting for the sales order line. 5. Click OK.



Explosion Form The explosion shows how requirements can be satisfied at all item levels. This information can be used to prepare the invoice for the customer, and the order processor can determine whether the items first have to be purchased or produced before delivery is possible. The upper section of the Explosion form shows the requirement quantity and the desired delivery date. It also shows the reference from which the explosion is derived. The middle section of the Explosion form is described in the following table.
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Tab



Description



Overview



When the explosion is conducted from a sales order, the Principle field is set to Down by default. This means that the sales order is placed at the top of the view and the derived requirements (for example, planned production orders or purchase orders) are at the bottom. The list is sorted in a descending order, from the highest to the lowest level. For example, the sales order is at the top of the view and under this is a planned production order that fulfills the sales order. Under the production order, is the planned purchase order needed to complete the production order.



Gantt



The Gantt chart provides a graphical view of transactions.



Action



Details of Action messages are displayed.



Critical on-hand inventory



The coverage for each item and type that fills the requirement is displayed. Note that the requirement quantity at lower levels does not only have to fulfill the direct requirement derived from the current transaction.



Chapter 6: Sales Orders and BOMs Calculate a BOM from a Sales Order BOM calculations can be conducted directly from the Sales order form. After a calculation is run, the results can be transferred to the sales order line. This is especially useful when cost and sales prices for a particular sales order differ from the original prices. For example, to calculate the cost price of a particular configuration, the user creates a sales order using a configurable BOM, specifies the profit-setting and then transfers the new sales price to the sales order line.



Scenario: Calculating a BOM and Transferring Price to a Sales Order Customer 2012, Pear Conference Center, calls Contoso, Ltd and orders 20 pieces of 1151 Center Channel Speaker Model 1. Susan, the order processor, immediately calculates the price for the customer by running a BOM calculation for this item from the sales order line. At Contoso, Ltd, the standard profit-setting is used for all U.S. customers; therefore, the Standard profit-setting is selected in this case. The sales price is 34.97 U.S. Dollars (USD). The current price on the sales line is 41 USD. Susan informs the customer of the price and transfers the updated price to the sales order.



Demonstration: Calculating a BOM and Transferring Price to a Sales Order Perform the following steps to create a sales order that has a configured BOM, to run a BOM calculation, and to transfer BOM calculation prices and quantities to the sales order: 1. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders and then click All sales orders. 2. Click the Sales order button to open the Create sales order. 3. In the Customer account field, select 2012. 4. Click OK. 5. In the lines section, click the Item number arrow, and then locate and select item 1151. 6. In the Quantity field, enter”20.” 7. In the Configuration field, click the Configuration arrow and select 01. 8. Note the value in the Unit price field. 9. Click Update line and select the Based on BOM option to open the Calculation for a quotation form. 10. The form opens with the details of the item. Click OK. 11. The sales price appears in the Sales price per unit field of the BOM calculation results form, note this amount.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 12. Click Transfer, and then click To order. 13. In the Transfer to order dialog box, leave all the default settings and then click OK. 14. Verify that the Unit price field was updated according to the calculation results.



Transfer to Order Form The user can transfer sales prices from the BOM calculation results form to the sales order by using the Transfer to order dialog box.



FIGURE 6.5 TRANSFER TO ORDER FORM



To specify the information that is transferred to the sales order line, select or clear the check boxes as needed. The check boxes are used under the conditions mentioned in the following table.
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Check box



When selected



Transfer price



The sales price calculated by Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is transferred to the sales order line according to the quantity and the profit-setting specified.



Transfer quantity



The quantity of the sales order, specified in the BOM calculation dialog box, is transferred.



Chapter 6: Sales Orders and BOMs Check box



When selected



Transfer sub-BOM



The BOM number, specified in the BOM calculation dialog box, is transferred.



Transfer sub route



The route number, specified in the BOM calculation dialog box, is transferred.



During the initial calculation run, the Transfer quantity check box is unavailable. Once a calculation has been run for this item, this check box becomes available. This is useful when customers receive larger discounts based on the quantity ordered. Note that if calculations are deleted, the Transfer quantity check box may become unavailable again.



Example of Price and Quantity Transfer to Order A customer wants to order 200 Enclosure front speaker mounts. The order processor informs the customer that there is a discount available, but he or she does not know if it is a quantity discount or an overall price discount. The order processor first runs a calculation for 200 items and then for 250. The results show that there is a rather large discount to the customer if the order is increased by the 50 pieces. The order processor informs the customer of this and they decide to place the order using the larger quantity. The order processor then selects the larger quantity calculation, opens the Transfer to order form, selects the Transfer quantity check box and clicks OK. The sales order is updated with the new quantity and sales price.
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Lab 6.2 - BOM Calculations from a Sales Order Scenario Alicia, the purchasing agent for customer 1201, Sparrow Wholesales, calls Contoso, Ltd to place an order for item 7001, Enclosure sides - ash/12-by-36 inches. However, she tells you that she wants to buy an even number of enclosure sides, and there is a budget of 12,000 USD, net of sales tax and miscellaneous charges. Alicia has worked with this customer many times and she is familiar with the cash discounts given to them. She is familiar with item 7001, Enclosure sides ash/12-by-36 inches; and so, she first runs the calculation for 20 pieces. The sales amount is 9,704.74. She then runs the calculation for 24 pieces. In this case, the sales amount totals 11,646.12. She tells the customer and they agree to the slightly higher price. Based on this agreement, she transfers the 24-piece calculation to the sales order. To verify sales amounts, see the General tab in the BOM calculation results form. Update the cost price of the component items of item 7001 based on the following table: Component Item Cost price of 1 piece 8001



30



8002



25



8007



20



8006



40



8005



35



Challenge Yourself 1. Create a sales order. 2. Run the BOM calculation process. 3. Transfer the changes to the sales order line.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Sales order form, add a line for Enclosure sides - ash/12-by36 inches. 2. Run the first calculation as described in the scenario. 3. Check the sales amount.
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Chapter 6: Sales Orders and BOMs 4. Run the second calculation as described in the scenario. 5. Transfer the appropriate calculation to the sales order.



Step by Step Update and activate prices 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Costing versions. 2. In the Costing version setup form, click to select the standard cost with the name Standard Cost Costing Version. 3. Click Price and then click Item price. 4. In the Item price form, click the Pending prices tab. 5. Click New to create a new line. 6. In the Item number field, select item 8001. 7. In the Price type field, select cost. 8. In the Site field, select 1. 9. In the Price field, enter 30. 10. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. 11. Click New to create a new line. 12. In the Item number field, select item 8002. 13. In the Price type field, select cost. 14. In the Site field, select 1. 15. In the Price field, enter 25. 16. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. 17. Click New to create a new line. 18. In the Item number field, select item 8007. 19. In the Price type field, select cost. 20. In the Site field, select 1. 21. In the Price field, enter 20. 22. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. 23. Click New to create a new line. 24. In the Item number field, select item 8006. 25. In the Price type field, select cost. 26. In the Site field, select 1. 27. In the Price field, enter 40. 28. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. 29. Click New to create a new line. 30. In the Item number field, select item 8005. 31. In the Price type field, select cost. 32. In the Site field, select 1. 33. In the Price field, enter 35. 34. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 35. Verify the cost price of the items with the table in the scenario. 36. Select each of the lines with the updated price and click Activate. 37. Click the Active prices tab to verify the activated price. Create a sales order 1. On the navigation pane, click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders and then click All sales orders. 2. On the action pane, click the Sales order button to open the Create sales order form. 3. In the Customer account field, select 1201. 4. Click OK. 5. Click the Item number arrow, and then locate and select item 7001. 6. In the Quantity field, enter “20.” 7. Click Update line, and then click Based on BOM. 8. In the Calculation for a quotation dialog box, click OK. 9. Click the General tab to review the sales amount for this calculation. 10. Click Calculation. 11. In the Calculation for a quotation dialog box, in the Quantity field, enter “24.” 12. Click OK. 13. Click the General tab to review the sales amount for this calculation. 14. Click the Overview tab and select the line for 24 pieces. 15. Click Transfer, and then click To order. 16. Make sure that all check boxes are selected, and then click OK. 17. Verify that the Quantity and Unit price fields are updated correctly.
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Summary During a sales order process, companies can use BOMs to: •



Specify configurable items on the sales order line



•



View the BOM structure from the sales order



•



Explode the BOM from the sales order



•



Calculate BOMs from the sales order



This information is useful for companies that work with a client-base that work with a client-base that purchases configurable items or BOM items.
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Test Your Knowledge Tset your knowledge with the following questions. 1. Where are parameters set for how components are displayed in the Composed of - tree form?



2. Can new configurations be added to a configurable item during the sales order process? If configurations can be added, what are the rules?



3. What four values can be transferred to a sales order line after the BOM calculation is run?
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Chapter 6: Sales Orders and BOMs 4. What is the purpose of exploding a BOM on a sales order?



5. In the Sales order form, the configuration for a BOM item is specified on the? ( ) Sales order button ( ) Financials button ( ) Inventory button ( ) Products and supply button 6. The information about the BOM explosion can be used for which of the following? (Select all that apply.) (Select all that apply) ( ) To prepare the invoice for a customer ( ) To see the difference between the cost price and the original price for a particular sales order ( ) To modify the BOM and its components ( ) So that the order processor can see whether the items first have to be purchased before delivery is possible
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Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. Where are parameters set for how components are displayed in the Composed of - tree form? MODEL ANSWER: On the Setup tab in the Composed of – tree form 2. Can new configurations be added to a configurable item during the sales order process? If configurations can be added, what are the rules? MODEL ANSWER: Yes, a new configuration can be added during the sales order process, as long as the configuration rules do not prevent the configuration combination. 3. What four values can be transferred to a sales order line after the BOM calculation is run? MODEL ANSWER: Price, Quantity, Sub-BOM, and Sub route 4. What is the purpose of exploding a BOM on a sales order? MODEL ANSWER: To display all BOM components on the sales order and the related documents, such as the packing slip or the invoice, or to verify when orders can be delivered to the client based on the purchasing or production of components.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 5. In the Sales order form, the configuration for a BOM item is specified on the? ( ) Sales order button ( ) Financials button ( ) Inventory button (•) Products and supply button 6. The information about the BOM explosion can be used for which of the following? (Select all that apply.) (Select all that apply) (√) To prepare the invoice for a customer ( ) To see the difference between the cost price and the original price for a particular sales order ( ) To modify the BOM and its components (√) So that the order processor can see whether the items first have to be purchased before delivery is possible
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CHAPTER 7: SCRAP AND MEASUREMENT Objectives The objectives are: •



Set up constant and variable scrap on the Bill of Materials (BOM) line.



•



Run BOM calculations by using scrap.



•



Explain consumption calculation.



•



Describe rounding-up.



•



Explain measurement dimensions.



•



Describe conversion factors.



•



Set up and calculate measurements on a BOM.



Introduction This course, describes scrap and measurement functionality in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012. Scrap is defined as the expected amount of extra material left over, after the manufacturing of a BOM component. Because it is an ongoing company expense, unused material costs are tracked and calculated and the scrap is not used elsewhere. The definition and setup of scrap parameters include: •



Constant and variable scrap on the BOM



•



BOM calculations using scrap



BOM measurements are a type of configuration in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 that relate to BOM consumption and item measurements. The BOM measurement lesson describes how to work with measurements to reduce the number of items and BOMs in the inventory. Measurement configurations involve setting up the following elements: •



Rounding-up



•



Measurement dimensions



•



Measurement conversion factors



•



BOM calculations using measurements
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario The production team at Contoso, Ltd has been monitoring the scrap produced during television production. It seems that as the company's orders have increased, the scrap has increased, but it has not been considered in the cost of the finished goods. It has also been discovered that there are some instances where the number of BOMs will be greatly reduced if measurement configurations are used. The production team has requested a meeting with the design team to set up BOMs with the appropriate scrap and measurement parameters.



BOM Scrap Businesses typically strive to design processes that produce the desired quantity of products with minimal scrap and overhead. Extra scrap and other overhead costs can occur if: •



Wrong machine types or sizes are used



•



Processes are not controlled correctly



•



Wrong kinds of materials are used



The known or expected scrap can be specified in the scrap fields and then attached to each BOM line. Scrap value is used to calculate corrected raw material consumption on BOM lines.



Scrap Types Scrap is specified when the consumption of raw materials that are used in the components of a BOM is calculated. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 the following types of BOM scrap are available:
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Scrap type



Action



Constant scrap



Specify a constant value if it is to be calculated only one time on the BOM line, regardless of how many items are produced.



Variable scrap



Specify a variable scrap value. This is a percentage value and is calculated as a percentage of the quantity on the BOM line.



Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement Set Scrap in the BOM Line Form on the Setup Tab Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 lets users define scrap settings for each item in a BOM. This is done on the Setup tab of the BOM line form.



FIGURE 7.1 BOM LINE FORM, SETUP TAB



Procedure: Set Scrap on the BOM Line Perform the following steps to define scrap settings on a BOM line: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click Released products. 2. On the Released products list page, select an item. 3. In the Released product details form, on the action pane, click Engineer tab. 4. In the BOM group, click Lines to open the BOM lines form. 5. Click the Setup tab. 6. In the Constant scrap and Variable scrap fields, type values as specified in the following table.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scrap type



Action



Example



Constant scrap



Specify a constant value. This is an actual scrap amount in the same unit as specified on the BOM line.



A company produces t-shirts with a logo printed on them. Every time that a new production starts, the first tshirt is used for test, regardless of the number of t-shirts produced. In this case, specify a constant scrap of 1.



Variable scrap



Specify a variable scrap percent. For 10 percent scrap, enter 10.00.



When manufacturing a bike frame, 5 percent of the pipe needed ends up as off cuts that cannot be used elsewhere. In this case, specify a variable scrap of 5 percent.



View Total Cost Price for Each Unit Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 automatically takes the cost of any scrap into account when BOM calculations are made. Scrap can also be defined on the operations of the route of the product. According to the percentage of scrap of the operations, the scrap is calculated throughout the route and it will affect the cost of the BOM. The exact amount of scrap that contributes to the cost price of an item cannot be viewed because there are no fields where it can be specified. For more information about calculation of scrap in routes, refer to Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Discrete Manufacturing Basics manuals. However, note that the cost price of any items with scrap is affected (increased). Perform the following steps to view the Total cost price for each unit: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click Released products. 2. On the Released products list page, select a BOM.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement 3. On the action pane, click Manage costs tab. 4. In the Setup group, click Item price.



FIGURE 7.2 RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



5. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 6. Specify the costing version, site, and quantity. Note that a selected costing version contains a set of cost data. A costing type indicates whether a costing version will contain standard costs or planned costs. This then constrains how cost data will be entered and calculated. 7. Press CTRL+S and then click OK. 8. With the record selected, click Complete. Note the Total cost price for each unit in the Calculate item cost form.



FIGURE 7.3 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 The Costing sheet tab of the Calculate item cost form displays the calculation of the cost price of the specified item.



FIGURE 7.4 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM, COSTING SHEET TAB



Scenario: Running a Scrap Calculation A new process engineer has been hired at Contoso, Ltd. She is responsible for creating BOMs and has specific interest in capturing scrap information when producing enclosure backs. She asks the senior process engineer to explain how scrap is set up and calculated in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. The following demonstration, uses item 7020, Enclosure back - oak/18-by-50 inch, and shows the cost price calculations before and after scrap variants are added to the BOM item and its component items 8002 (constant scrap 3 each), Hardwood veneer - 6ftby various, and 8006, Sealer (variable scrap 10 percent). Note that the results displayed in the tables may vary depending on the sample.



Demonstration: Running a Scrap Calculation for a BOM Perform the following steps to run a scrap calculation: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click Released products. 2. Locate and select item 7020.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement NOTE: Refer to Demonstration Create a Costing Version-Standard Cost Costing Version in Working with BOM calculations chapter for the updated price of the component items of item 7020. 3. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab. 4. In the BOM group, click Lines.



FIGURE 7.5 RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE, ENGINEER TAB



5. For each component item, click the Setup tab and verify that the Constant scrap and Variable scrap fields are empty. Delete any values that appear in these fields.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 These first four steps are included to make sure that scrap parameters have not already been set up.



FIGURE 7.6 BOM LINE FORM, SETUP TAB



1. Save changes and close the BOM line form. 2. In the Released products form, with the BOM item selected, click the Manage costs tab and then click Item price. Note that different cost records for an item may reflect a different costing version, site, effective date, or status.



FIGURE 7.7 ITEM PRICE FORM



3. Click Calculation. 4. In the Calculation for an item dialog box, click the Costing version arrow and select Standard Cost Costing Version. NOTE: Refer to the “Demonstration: Create a Costing Version-Standard Cost Costing Version” lesson in the “Working With BOM Calculations” course for creating the costing version Standard Cost Costing Version.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement 1. Click the Site arrow and select 1. 2. Make sure that the Quantity field displays 1.00.



FIGURE 7.8 CALCULATION FOR AN ITEM DIALOG BOX



3. Click OK. 4. A record is created in the Item price form. Note the cost price.



FIGURE 7.9 ITEM PRICE FORM
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 With the line selected, click Complete to view the total cost price of items 8002 and 8006. Item



Cost price of 1 piece



7020



501.66



8002



156.25



8006



70



FIGURE 7.10 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM, FOR SINGLE QUANTITY



1. Close the Calculate item cost form and then click Calculation. 2. Click the Costing version arrow and select Standard Cost Costing Version. 3. In the Site field, select “1.” 4. In the Quantity field, enter “11.” 5. Click OK. 6. A record is created in the Item price form. Note the Cost price. 7. With the line selected, click Complete to view the total cost price of items 8002 and 8006. Notice that the costs are the same regardless of the quantity calculated. This is because neither the structure nor the unit cost of the components has changed. Note that the results displayed may vary depending on the sample data even though the calculation method is the same.
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Item



Cost price of 1 piece



Cost price of 11 pieces



7020



501.66



501.52



8002



156.25



156.25



8006



70



70



Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement 8. A record is created in the Item price form. Note the Cost price. With the line selected, click Complete to view the total cost price of items 8002 and 8006.



FIGURE 7.11 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM, FOR QUANTITY 11



Notice that the costs are the same regardless of the quantity calculated. This is because neither the structure nor the unit cost of the components has changed. Note that the results displayed may vary depending on the sample data even though the calculation method is the same. Item



Cost price of 1 piece



Cost price of 11 pieces



7020



501.66



501.52



8002



156.25



156.25



8006



70



70



Demonstration: Adding Scrap to Component Items Remember that constant scrap can derive from the setup items that will be used for equipment calibration, for example. 1. Item 8002: Constant scrap = 3 square feet 2. Item 8006: Variable scrap = 10 percent Perform these steps to add the constant and variable scrap to component items: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



Close the Calculate Item cost form and the Item price forms. In the Release products form, click the Engineer tab. In the BOM group, click Lines to open the BOM line form. In the lower pane, select the line for item 8002 and click the Setup tab. In the Constant scrap field, enter”3”. Press CTRL+S to save the settings and then click the Overview tab. Select the line for the item 8006. Click the Setup tab.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 9. In the Variable scrap field, enter”10.00”. 10. Press CTRL+S to save the setting and close the BOM line form. 11. In the Released products form, with the selected record, click Manage costs tab. 12. In the Setup group, click Item price. 13. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 14. In the Calculate item cost form, click the Costing version arrow and select Standard Cost Costing Version. 15. Click the Site arrow and select 1. 16. Make sure that the Quantity field displays 1.00. 17. Click OK. 18. A record is created in the Item price form. Note the Cost price. With the line selected, click Complete to view the total cost price of items 8002 and 8006.



FIGURE 7.12 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM, FOR SINGLE QUANTITY



Item



Cost price of 1 piece



7020



587.76



8002



231.25



8006



77.00 1. Close the Calculate item cost form. 2. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 3. In the Calculation for an item dialog box, click the Costing version arrow and select Standard Cost Costing Version. 4. Click the Site arrow and select “1.” 5. In the Quantity field, enter 11. 6. Press CTRL+S and then click OK.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement A record is created in the Item price form. Note the Cost price. With the line selected, click Complete to view the total cost price of items 8002 and 8006. Item



Cost price of 1 piece



Cost price of 11 pieces



7020



587.76



516.03



8002



231.25



163.07



8006



77.00



77.00



FIGURE 7.13 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM,FOR QUANTITY 11



For item 8002, for every batch produced, regardless of the quantity, three square feet of material are scrapped. Therefore, the number of scrap material is constant for item 8002. When expressed relative to the cost of the item, the cost of scrap for the item decreases as the number of items produced increases. Similarly, the cost of the item decreases as the cost of the scrap is distributed over a larger batch. In contrast, item 8006 requires a 10 percent scrap calculation. This 10 percent remains constant regardless of the batch quantity. However, the cost for each item varies with the size of the batch. Note that the results displayed may vary depending on the sample data even though the calculation method is the same.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012



Lab 7.1 - Add BOM Scrap and Run Calculations Scenario As the process designer, you have just run a calculation for the item 7022, Enclosure back - mahogany/16-by-38 in, for a quantity of 2. Two is the minimum order quantity for this item. You are later informed that scrap is produced during the process run and you must add scrap adjustments to the item. In a BOM, adjust the scrap for the following component items: •



For item 8001, Medium density fiberboard 1ft – 4f-by-8 ft’ sheet, add a constant scrap of 3 square feet.



•



For item 8006, Sealer, add a variable scrap of 10 percent.



As soon as the component items are updated for scrap, run a calculation for the quantity of two again and compare the results. Verify that there are no other values in the Constant scrap and Variable scrap fields before running the calculation. Update the cost price of the component items attached to 7022. Use the following table to update the cost price of the items. Component Item



Cost price of 1 piece



8001



30



8003



25



8005



35



8006



40



8009



20



NOTE: You may see different figures when running BOM calculations. This may occur because of the different item units that are used on the BOM component lines and the inventory. While converting item units, Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 rounds up the values, which cause the difference in costs. Some of the component items of 7022 are also the component items of item 7020. The price of the items that are common have been modified to explain the calculation based on costing version in “Working with BOM calculations” chapter. The latest prices attached to an item are reflected when same costing versions are used. To avoid miscalculation, the cost price of the component items of 7022 must be modified.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement Challenge Yourself 1. 2. 3. 4.



Run a calculation for item 7022. Add the scrap updates. Run the calculation again for item 7022. Compare the results.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Released products form, run the BOM calculation for two pieces of item 7022. 2. Insert the results in the table. 3. In the BOM line form, add the scrap amounts to the component items 8001 and 8006, as described in the scenario. 4. Run the calculation again for two pieces of the item 7022. 5. Insert the results in the table.



Step by Step Update the cost price of the component items attached to 7022 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Costing, and then click Costing versions. 2. In the Costing version setup form, click to select the standard cost with the name Standard Cost Costing Version. 3. Click Price and then click Item price. 4. In the Item price form, click the Pending prices tab. 5. Click New to create a new line. 6. In the Item number field, select item 8001. 7. In the Price type field, select cost. 8. In the Site field, select 1. 9. In the Price field, enter 30. 10. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. 11. Click New to create a new line. 12. In the Item number field, select item 8003. 13. In the Price type field, select cost. 14. In the Site field, select 1. 15. In the Price field, enter 25. 16. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. 17. Click New to create a new line. 18. In the Item number field, select item 8005. 19. In the Price type field, select cost. 20. In the Site field, select 1.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37.



In the Price field, enter 35. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. Click New to create a new line. In the Item number field, select item 8006. In the Price type field, select cost. In the Site field, select 1. In the Price field, enter 40. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. Click New to create a new line. In the Item number field, select item 8009. In the Price type field, select cost. In the Site field, select 1. In the Price field, enter 20. In the Price unit field, enter 1.00. Verify the cost price of the items with the table in the scenario. Select each of the lines with the updated price and click Activate. Click the Active prices tab to verify the activated price.



Calculate the cost price of 7022 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click Released products. 2. In the Released products list page, locate and select item 7022. 3. Click Manage costs tab, and then click Item price. 4. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 5. In the Calculation for an item dialog box, click the Costing version arrow and select Standard Cost Costing Version. 6. Click the Site arrow and select 1. 7. Make sure that the Quantity field displays 2.00. 8. Click OK. 9. A new record is created in the Item price form. With the line selected, click Complete to view the Total cost price of items 8001 and 8006. Note the total cost price for each unit. 10. Close the Calculate item cost and the Item price forms. 11. In the Released products list page, click the Engineer tab. 12. In the BOM group, click Lines. 13. For the item 8001, click the Setup tab. 14. In the Constant scrap field, enter”3.” 15. Click the Overview tab and then click the line for the item 8006. 16. Click the Setup tab. 17. In the Variable scrap field, enter”10.00”. 18. Close the BOM line form.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement 19. In the Released products list page, click Manage costs tab and then click Item price. 20. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 21. In the Calculation for an item dialog box, click the Costing version arrow and select Standard Cost Costing Version. 22. Click the Site arrow and select 1. 23. Make sure that the Quantity field displays 2.00. 24. Click OK. A new record is created in the Item price form. With the line selected, click Complete to view the Total cost price of the items 8001 and 8006. Note the total cost prices. The following table displays the results: Item



Cost price before scrap



Cost price after scrap



7022



395.07



450.72



8001



126.60



171.60



8006



80.00



88.00



NOTE: The results may vary depending on the data.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012



BOM Measurement In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, measurements are a type of configuration. Measurements are used in mathematical formulas for consumption. BOM measurement configurations are about consumption and measurements that relate to BOM items. In standard Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, setup measurements for an item can be specified for: •



Height



•



Width



•



Depth



•



Density



Use measurement configurations to reduce the number of BOM versions. This means that the user only needs to create one BOM version for a group of items that vary in their measurements. For example, if a company manufactures nested tables in sets of three, each table is actually identical in terms of its production process and materials. The tables vary only in their height, width, and depth. When the company uses measurement configurations, they can make these nested tables by using one BOM. Rounding-up is a method used to guide how the measurements and consumption will be applied.



BOM Measurements Defined on BOM Lines All BOM components that are required to make one finished item are shown on the BOM lines. On each BOM line, the planning, calculation, and consumption of the material must specify the following: •



Whether the item has any configurations



•



What the configurations are



Measurements are used for calculating the expected consumption of the component item on the BOM line. The following sections explain the detail how measurements are used for calculating the expected consumption of the component item. Scenario: Setting Up Consumption Calculation Contoso, Ltd offers an enclosure in various sizes, such as 16-by-38 inches, 14by-36 inches, and 18-by-50 inches. This enclosure requires the same components during production, but depending on the selected size of the finished part, the quantity of some components will be different. If the company uses the BOM measurements functionality, only one BOM is created and used for all different sizes. The finished enclosure provides the dimensions required, and each BOM line uses these dimensions to calculate the appropriate quantity of component items that can be used during production.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement Setting up Measurement Configurations Measurement configurations are defined on the Setup tab of the BOM line form. The following parameters must be specified: •



The measurement dimension formula that is used to calculate the consumption of material.



•



Whether the calculation is to be rounded. If it is, specify how and by which factor.



•



The relevant measurement dimensions in the Measurement group.



FIGURE 7.14 BOM LINE FORM, SETUP TAB



When the setup is complete, calculate the consumption by running the BOM calculation or cost estimation in the production order. Cost estimation of the production order is not covered in this course. For more information about how to estimate the costs of production orders, see the Discrete Manufacturing Basics course content.



Procedure: Setting Up Consumption Calculation Perform the following steps to set the consumption calculation on a BOM line: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Select a BOM and then click Lines.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 3. Click the Setup tab. 4. Click the Formula arrow. The selection in this field determines how the raw material consumption on the current BOM line is calculated. The following options for consumption calculation are available: Option



Description



Standard



The consumption is not proportional to any dimension of the finished item, and the value entered in the Quantity field is the number used for the finished item.



Height * Constant



The consumption is proportional to only the height.



Height * Width * Constant



The consumption is proportional to the height and width.



Height * Width * Depth * Constant



The consumption is proportional to the height, width, and depth.



Height * Width * Depth/Density * Constant



The consumption is proportional to the height, width, and depth/density.



1. In the Quantity field, enter the number of items included in one unit, or one series of the BOM item. If measurement calculations are used, the value in the Quantity field is overridden, and therefore, irrelevant. 2. In the Per series field, enter the number of units that the Quantity field is valid. 3. Click the Unit arrow and select the unit the BOM material uses for the specified quantity in the Quantity field. The BOM unit field displays the unit of the component item and is used as the default unit. This is retrieved from the BOM unit field on the Engineer fast tab in the Released products form. Otherwise, the field is left blank. 4. Click the Consumption is arrow and select whether consumption is a variable or constant volume/quantity. Consumption options used for measurement are as follows:
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Options



Description



Variable



The number of units in the finished item is proportional to the number of items produced. Variable consumption is calculated in the following way: Production Quantity x Quantity (in the BOM) = Consumption (variable) The unit consumption is equal to the quantity in the BOM.



Constant



This is a fixed volume/quantity required for the production, regardless of the quantity produced. Constant consumption is calculated in the following way: Quantity = Consumption (constant)



Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement 5. Click the Flushing principle arrow to select the method of registering item consumption against a production order. The options are shown in the following table. Options



Description



Start



Automatic consumption is enabled when the user updates a production order to the start phase.



Finish



Automatic consumption is enabled when the user updates a production order to the report as finished phase.



Manual



Consumption is not registered automatically. It must be entered manually on the picking list



6. If you leave this field blank, the Flushing principle setting on the item is used.



Example of Rounding-up Use rounding-up according to measurements when a raw material comes in specific pre-determined dimensions. This enables quantities of consumption to be rounded up according to the chosen method. For example, to produce an enclosure side, Contoso, Ltd uses hardwood veneer. The veneer is bought and stocked in square feet (144 square inches). Because the enclosure sides offered can be 16-by-38 inches (4.22 sq ft), 14-by-36 inches (3.5 sq ft), and 18-by-50 inches (6.25 square feet), use the measurement rounding-up functionality to avoid restocking of veneer when enclosure sides are produced. In this case, the extra material is considered as scrap and its value is added to the cost of making the enclosure side with 16-by-38 inches.



Procedure: Set Rounding-up Options Perform the following steps to set the rounding-up options on a BOM line: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Select a BOM and then click Lines. 3. Click the Setup tab. 4. Click the Rounding-up arrow and select the options from the following table. Option



Description



No



Rounding-up is not used.



Quantity



When rounding-up according to quantity, the quantity must be a multiple of the given quantity.



Measurement



Rounding-up according to measurements is used when a raw material comes in specific dimensions.
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Description



Consumption



When rounding-up according to consumption, the estimated consumption is rounded up so that it is divisible by the number of units the raw material comes in.



5. In the Multiples field, enter the rounding-up multiple number for the quantity, measurement, or consumption of an item, as defined in step 4. The value in this field can be changed until the production status has been updated to Reported as finished.



Measurement Settings The measurement requirements for items can be determined after the most appropriate consumption calculation formula is selected on the Setup tab of the BOM line form. For BOM calculations, the values from the following fields are used in the consumption calculation formula: •



Height



•



Width



•



Depth



•



Density



•



Constant



Procedure: Setting up Measurement Perform the following steps to set measurements on a BOM line: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Select a BOM and then click Lines. 3. Select a line that requires measurement settings and then click the Setup tab. 4. In the Height field, specify the conversion factor for the height dimension. 5. In the Width field, specify the conversion factor for the width dimension. 6. In the Depth field, specify the conversion factor for the depth dimension. 7. In the Density field, specify the conversion factor for the density dimension. 8. In the Constant field, specify the conversion factor for the sales quantity.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement Measurement Conversion Factors and Examples Conversion factors are mathematical calculations that represent the difference between standard item measurements and BOM component measurements. To calculate the consumption of raw materials, specify conversion factors for the height, width, depth, and density, if these values are proportional to those that are specified. This can be done in the following ways: •



On the BOM line when a calculation is run.



•



In the production order when a cost estimation is run.



Note that the measurement fields on the Setup tab of the BOM line form are conversion factors that are included in the measurement calculation together with the measurement dimensions of the finished item. EXAMPLE: A company stocks metal in 3-by- 1 meter metal sheets. When a lamp is created, the BOM requires 1-by- .75 meters of sheet metal. The conversion factor in this example is .333 for height and .75 for width (1/3 = .3333 and .75/1 = .75). These amounts are added to the BOM component lines. When the consumption is calculated for the item, the standard measurements are multiplied by the conversion factors. This causes BOM component consumption (quantity).



Scenario: Calculating Measurement on a BOM At Contoso, Ltd, the stain - front speaker mount for the enclosure front speaker mount 18-by-50 inches has a standard height dimension of 2. After monitoring the speaker mount, the production team has determined that for BOM 7037-1-1, the front speaker mount has a height dimension of 3. The conversion factor for the BOM component is 1.5 (3/2). In the following demonstration, Oscar, the process engineer, has been asked to update the dimensions discovered by the production team on both the item and the BOM and then run the calculation for 1 and then for 50 items to see the consumption differences.



Demonstration: Setting up and Calculating Measurement on a BOM Perform the following steps to set up and calculate measurements on a BOM: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click Released products. 2. Locate and select item 8010. 3. Click the Edit button on the action pane to open the Released product details form. 4. Click the Engineer fast tab. 5. In the Height field, enter”2”. This is the standard height for one unit.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 6. Click File and then click the Save option. 7. In the Released products list page locate and select item 7037. 8. Click the Engineer tab and in the BOM group click Lines. The BOM is modified to use a measurement calculation for consumption of item 8010. 9. With BOM 7037-1-1 selected, click the component item 8010, and then click the Setup tab. 10. Delete any values in the Constant scrap or Variable scrap fields. 11. Click the Formula arrow and select ‘Height * Constant’. This option is selected because only the height is calculated. 12. In the Quantity field, delete the existing value. Because the measurement calculation overrides this field, this value is irrelevant. 13. In the Height field, enter”3”. 1. In the Constant field, type 1.5. As noted in the scenario, the production of one front speaker mount requires a height dimension of 3. Because item 8010 has a standard height value of 2 for each inventory unit of measure, the conversion factor will be 1.5, which corresponds to 3/2. 2. Save changes and then close the BOM line form. 3. With item 7037 selected, click Manage costs tab and then click Item price. 4. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 5. In the Calculation for an item dialog box, fill the mandatory fields and make sure to change the value in the Quantity field to 1.00 and then click OK. 6. A new record is created in the Item price form. With the line selected, click Complete to view the consumption of item 8010. NOTE: Activate the prices for the items listed out for 7037 in the Item price form for the Costing version Standard Cost Costing Version.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement The Consumption quantity is 4.50. The (Consumption) quantity is calculated as: 3 * 1.5 * 1 = 4.50 (Standard height * Conversion factor * Calculation Quantity = Consumption quantity).



FIGURE 7.15 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM



Close the Calculate item cost form. 1. Click Calculation again. 2. In the Calculation for an item dialog box, in the Quantity field, enter “50.00.” 3. Click OK.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 4. A new record is created in the Item price form. With the line selected, click Complete to view the consumption of item 8010. 5. The Consumption quantity is 225.00. The (Consumption) quantity is calculated as: 3 * 1.5 * 50 = 225.00



FIGURE 7.16 CALCULATE ITEM COST FORM



(Standard height * Conversion factor * Calculation Quantity = Consumption quantity). Note that the results displayed may vary depending on the sample data even though the calculation method is the same.
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Lab 7.2 - Set Up and Calculate BOM Measurement Scenario The design department of Contoso, Ltd has determined that the fiberboard required in the production of one enclosure is a height dimension of 3.2 and a width dimension of 1.32. Because the fiberboard has standard measurements of 8 for height and 4 for width for each square foot, the BOM must be changed to use this calculation factor, and therefore, minimize excessive cuts from the roll for each production order. As the process engineer, you are responsible for the following: •



Updating item 8001 with the standard unit of measures,



•



Adjusting the measurements on item 7014 with conversion factors,



•



Running calculations for one unit of 7014 and 50 units of 7014 to compare consumption quantities.



HINT: The Item standard unit of measure is defined on the Engineer fast tab. Remember to update the costs of the component lines of item 7014 for the specified costing version.



Challenge Yourself 1. Run a calculation for item 7014 to evaluate quantity of fiberboard required for production of one enclosure at a time. 2. Run the calculation again for item 7014 to evaluate the quantity of fiberboard required for production of 50 enclosures at the same time.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Released products form, assign the standard height and width values for each inventory unit of measure (square foot) for the fiberboard (item 8001). 2. Modify BOM-7014-1-1 for item 7014 to use measurement calculation for consumption of fiberboard. 3. Run the calculation for one piece of item 7014. 4. Write down the required quantity (Consumption) of fiberboard. 5. Run the calculation again for 50 pieces of item 7014. 6. Write down the required quantity (Consumption) of fiberboard.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, Products, and then click Released products. 2. Locate item 8001. 3. Double-click it to open the Released products details form. 4. Click the Engineer fast tab. 5. On the action pane, click Product tab and then click Edit in the Maintain group to enter the values in the form. 6. In the Height field, enter”8,” and in the Width field, enter”4.” 7. Press CTRL+S and close the form to return to the Release products list page. 8. Locate and select item 7014. 9. Click the Engineer tab and in the BOM group, click Lines. 10. With BOM-7014-1-1 selected, click the component item 8001, and then click the Setup tab. 11. Click the Formula arrow and select ‘Height * Width * Constant’. 12. In the Quantity field, delete the existing value. 13. Click the Consumption arrow and select ‘Constant’. 14. In the Height field, enter “0.40.” The production of one enclosure requires the height of 3.2, according to designer request. Because the item 8001 has a standard height value of 8 for each unit, the conversion factor will be 0.4, which corresponds to 3.2/8. 15. In the Width field, enter “0.33.” The production of one enclosure requires a width of 1.32, according to designer request. Because the item 8001 has a standard width value of 4 for each unit, the conversion factor will be 0.33, which corresponds to 1.32/4. 16. In the Constant field, enter “0.32.” 17. Close the BOM line form. 18. With the item 7014 selected, click Manage costs tab and then click Item price. 19. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 20. Click the Costing version arrow and select Standard Cost Costing Version. 21. Click the Site arrow and select 1. 22. Make sure that the Quantity field displays 1.00 and then click OK. 23. A new record is created in the Item price form. With the line selected, click Complete to view the consumption of item 8001. 24. Close the Calculate item cost form. 25. Click Calculation.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement 26. In the Calculation for an item dialog box, click the Costing version arrow and select Standard Cost Costing Version. 27. Click the Site arrow and select “1.” 28. In the Quantity field, enter “50.00.” 29. Click OK. 30. A new record is created in the Item price form. With the line selected, click Complete to view the consumption of item 8001.
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Summary When companies work with BOMs, knowledge of using scrap and measurements can greatly enhance their processes. With Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, companies can perform the following functions when using the scrap and measurement features: •



Set up scrap using either constant or variable scrap.



•



Run calculations to review the cost price changes.



•



Use the consumption calculations, rounding-up parameters, BOM line measurements, and measurement calculation factors.



Correct accounting of scrap and reusing BOMs based on different measurements enable companies to optimize their BOM processes.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement



Test Your Knowledge Test your knowledge with the following questions. 1. List the four rounding-up options.



2. When is scrap specified?



3. When is measurement configurations used?
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 4. What consumption formula is used when consumption is not proportional to any measurements of the finished item?



5. Where can a user view how the cost price of an item with scrap has increased after calculation?



6. What is the difference between constant and variable scrap?
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement 7. What are conversion factors and what do they represent?



8. Which selection is used to indicate that the quantity of a component required for the finished item is proportional to the number of items produced? ( ) Constant consumption ( ) Variable scrap ( ) Variable consumption ( ) Constant scrap
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Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Chapter 7: Scrap and Measurement



Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. List the four rounding-up options. MODEL ANSWER: No., Quantity, Measurement, and Consumption 2. When is scrap specified? MODEL ANSWER: When the expected consumption of the component items in the BOM is defined. 3. When is measurement configurations used? MODEL ANSWER: Measurement configurations are used when you are calculating the consumption of the raw materials on each BOM line. 4. What consumption formula is used when consumption is not proportional to any measurements of the finished item? MODEL ANSWER: Standard formula. 5. Where can a user view how the cost price of an item with scrap has increased after calculation? MODEL ANSWER: In the Total cost price per unit field in the Calculate item cost form. 6. What is the difference between constant and variable scrap? MODEL ANSWER: Constant scrap occurs only one time for the BOM line, regardless of how many items are produced. Variable scrap is a percentage value and is calculated as a percentage of the BOM line.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 7. What are conversion factors and what do they represent? MODEL ANSWER: Conversion factors are mathematical calculations that represent the difference between standard item measurements and BOM component measurements. 8. Which selection is used to indicate that the quantity of a component required for the finished item is proportional to the number of items produced? ( ) Constant consumption ( ) Variable scrap (•) Variable consumption ( ) Constant scrap
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CHAPTER 8: REPORT A BOM AS FINISHED Objectives The objectives are: •



Explain the purpose of reporting a Bill of Materials (BOM) as finished.



•



Review the Max. report as finished form.



•



Describe the Report as finished process from the Released products list page.



•



Describe the Report as finished process from the BOM journal.



Introduction The Report as finished process is typically used for produced items that do not require a production order. That is, these items do not require routes, operations, or a scheduling run. When a BOM without a production order is reported as finished, Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 automatically creates item issues for the BOM lines. These issues consist of the BOM item and an item receipt for the BOM item. The Max. report as finished form is used to inquire how much of a selected BOM can be completed, based on the availability of the on-hand inventory. After reviewing this information, the user can select the relevant BOM and run the Report as finished process in the Report as finished form.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario Contoso, Ltd offers its customers a series of “do-it-yourself” satellite speaker models. All the required components are shipped in a box with assembly instructions. Because Contoso, Ltd does not want to stock ready-to-ship boxes of these speakers, they decide to create a BOM that does not contain routing and operations. When a do-it-yourself speaker is ordered, this BOM serves as the list of components that must be picked from inventory. This process enables the company to keep inventory for each component until the demand for a do-it-yourself speaker occurs. When John, the warehouse worker, finishes assembling an order for a do-ityourself speaker, he can use the Report as finished functionality to deduct the selected components from inventory in only one-step. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 then automatically generates inventory transactions that remove the components from the record of physical inventory that is maintained in the system. If it is required, the Report as finished functionality can also be used to add a finished product to the record of physical inventory, in this case, one box that contains a do-it-yourself speaker.



Reporting a BOM as Finished The purpose of reporting a BOM as finished is to reduce the on-hand quantity of component items and to increase the on-hand quantity of the parent item based on the BOM setup. A BOM can be reported as finished when no further changes are needed and the user wants to post inventory transactions. The Report as finished form simplifies this process by letting the users to maintain appropriate inventory levels for BOM items and its components. The user can report a BOM as finished from the Released products list page and from the Periodic folder. A BOM journal is then generated that will have item issues and receipts. The user can then continue to work with the journal before they post it.



View the Max. Report as Finished Form Use the Max. report as finished form to review information about the BOM before reporting the BOM as finished. Note that this form is for information only. The user cannot report BOMs as finished in the Max. report as finished form. The Max. report as finished form includes the following information:
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•



Items that have BOM components and on-hand inventory



•



BOM items that can be reported as finished without the inventory becoming negative



Chapter 8: Report a BOM as Finished The form displays all active BOM versions, regardless of the quantity range. To navigate to the Max. report as finished form, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. Click the Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Max. report as finished button.



FIGURE 8.1 MAX. REPORT AS FINISHED FORM



Explosion of Sub-BOMs If a BOM consists of sub-BOMs, the Explosion field in the Max. report as finished form can be used to specify if these must be exploded and when. The following table describes the available options in the Explosion field: Options



Description



Never



Sub-BOMs are not exploded when there is a material shortage.



Always



Sub-BOMs are fully exploded. Any free on-hand inventory for semi-finished component items is not used.



Shortage



Sub-BOMs are only exploded if the quantity of the material that is needed is not fully available. Note that if the semifinished item is partially available, only the remaining items are exploded to the underlying levels.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Report as Finished Process At a minimum, users must specify the following information before reporting a BOM as finished: •



Date for reporting-as-finished



•



Item number and any existing configuration



•



BOM number



•



Quantity to be reported as finished



Access the Report as finished form from the following three locations in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012: •



Periodic folders (go to Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, and then click Report as finished.)



•



Released products list page (go to Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab and then click the Report as finished button.)



•



BOM journal (go to Inventory and warehouse management, Journals, Item transactions, and then click Bills of materials. In the Bills of materials form, click the Lines button. In the Journal lines, inventory form, click the BOM button, and then click the Report as finished option.)



The user can select all BOM items or define a filter that selects items that comply with specific criteria, such as BOMs with certain item numbers or item groups. Notice that some of the fields in this form are automatically populated with relevant data from the Released products list page. The Report as finished function generates a BOM journal that will have item issues and receipts. Users can set up this journal to post issues and receipts automatically after completing the Report as finished function or to remain open to make adjustments and verifications at a later point in time.



Procedure: Running Report as Finished Periodic Jobs The Report as finished periodic activity is typically run when multiple BOMs must be reported as finished at the same time. Perform the following steps to run the Report as finished periodic job: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, and then click Report as finished. 2. Click Select to open the Select items for report as finished query.
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Chapter 8: Report a BOM as Finished 3. Add search criteria or click OK to populate the Report as finished form with all BOM items.



FIGURE 8.2 REPORT AS FINISHED PERIODIC JOB



4. The BOM journal is set up to post the records automatically. To change this setting, clear the Post now check box. 5. Click the items to report as finished and then click OK. Note that a message in the Infolog appears when the transaction is completed. 6. To view the BOM journal, click Inventory and warehouse management, Journals, Item transactions, and then click Bills of materials. NOTE: If an error is found during the Report as finished process, such as there is no on-hand inventory, the BOM journal will not be posted, even though the Post now check box has been selected.



Procedure: Reporting a BOM as Finished from the Released Products List Page When you report a single item as finished, run the process from the Released products list page. When this is done, the BOM journal is automatically populated with the relevant information. Perform the following steps to report a BOM item as finished from the Released products list page: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. 2. In the Released products list page, locate and select the BOM item to report it as finished. 3. On the action pane click the Engineer tab, and then click the Report as finished button.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 4. Update the fields, if it is necessary.



FIGURE 8.3 REPORT AS FINISHED FORM, OPENED FROM THE RELEASED PRODUCTS LIST PAGE



5. The BOM journal is set up to automatically post the record. To change this setting, clear the Post now check box. 6. Click OK. Note that a message in the Infolog appears when the transaction is completed. 7. To view the BOM journal, click Inventory and warehouse management, Journals, Item transactions, and then click Bills of materials.



Procedure: Reporting a BOM as Finished from the BOM Journal Although the user can typically apply the BOM journal to review and edit the lines that are generated from the Report as finished periodic job or the Released products list page, he or she can also use it to report BOMs as finished. Perform the following steps to report a BOM item as finished from the BOM journal: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Journals, Item transactions, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Click the New button to create a new journal line in the Bill of materials journal form. 3. In the Name field, select a journal name. 4. Click the Lines button to open the Journal lines, inventory form. 5. Click the BOM button and then click the Report as finished option. 6. In the Report as finished form, click Select to open the Select items for report as finished query. 7. In the Table field, select Items. In the Field field, select Item number to use in the query. 8. Click the Criteria arrow and select the BOM item to be finished. 9. Click OK in the Select items for report as finished query to populate the Report as finished form.
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Chapter 8: Report a BOM as Finished 10. In the Report as finished form, update any fields, if it is necessary. Press F1 for more information about the fields in the form. 11. Clear the Post now check box so that the line is transferred to an open journal where you can edit the line before it is posted in the usual manner. 12. Click OK in the Report as finished form to populate the Journal lines, inventory form with all BOM component items. 13. Note that a message in the Infolog is displayed when the transaction is completed.



FIGURE 8.4 INFOLOG



14. Close the Journal lines, inventory form. 15. Select the relevant journal in the Bill of materials journal form and then click Post. 16. In the Post journal dialog box, click OK to post the journal.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Reviewing and Posting Reported as Finished BOM Items Perform the following steps to review and post reported as finished items in the BOM journal: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Journals, Item transactions, and then click Bills of materials. 2. Select the batch line and then click the Lines button to review the component lines. You can make adjustments in the Journal lines, inventory form.



FIGURE 8.5 JOURNAL LINES, INVENTORY FORM



3. Before posting, click the Validate button to validate the journal. This process generates an Infolog showing any errors in the journal line. 4. Click Post to post the journal. 5. In the Post journal dialog box, click OK. 6. Close the Infolog and the Journal lines, inventory form.
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Chapter 8: Report a BOM as Finished



Lab 8.1 - Report a BOM as Finished Scenario A customer has ordered ten speakers (item 1109, High End Speaker mahogany/16 inches). After the speakers are produced, because it is not required to record route or hour consumption for the item, the assembler notifies the warehouse manager that the ten items are finished. As the warehouse manager, you are responsible to report the BOM item 1109 as finished. First, verify that there is enough on-hand inventory and then create the BOM journal without specifying automatic posting. In the BOM journal, review the component lines and then validate the journal before posting. NOTE: If there is not enough on-hand inventory for the BOM-component items, create and invoice a purchase order for the required number of quantity before you create a BOM journal. The steps to create and post the purchase order are included in the Step by Step section.



Challenge Yourself 1. Verify on-hand quantity. 2. Report item 1109 as finished. 3. Review, validate, and post the BOM journal.



Need a Little Help? 1. From the Released products list page, open the Max. report as finished form and verify that there is enough on-hand quantity to finish the BOM. 2. Report item 1109 as finished. 3. Confirm that the journal will not be posted automatically. 4. Open the BOM journal and then open the Journal lines, inventory form to review the component lines for the BOM item. 5. Validate and then post the BOM journal.



Step by Step Perform the following steps to complete the lab: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. 2. In the Released products list page, locate and select item “1109.” 3. On the action pane click the Engineer tab, and then click the Max. report as finished button Verify that all items of the BOM have onhand quantities.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 NOTE: If the On-hand field in the Max. report as finished form is blank for the component-item, purchase the item by invoicing a purchase order. See the steps under “Perform the following steps to purchase the required quantity of the BOM-component items” in this section for more information. 4. Close the Max. report as finished form. 5. When still on item 1109, click the Engineer tab and then click the Report as finished button. 6. In the Quantity field, type “10.” 7. Clear the Post now check box. 8. Click OK to close the Report as finished form. 9. An Infolog is displayed. It states that the Report as finished is updated in a BOM journal. 10. Close the Infolog. 11. Click Inventory and warehouse management, Journals, Item transactions, and then click Bills of materials. 12. Select the journal number that is stated in the Infolog (that is mentioned in step 9) for which the Report as finished is updated. 13. Click Lines to review the component lines and the BOM line. 14. Close the Journal lines, inventory form. 15. Click Validate. 16. Click OK in the Check Journal dialog box. 17. Review the Infolog that states the journal is ok, and then click Close. 18. Click the Post button to post the BOM journal. 19. Click OK in the Post journal dialog box. 20. Review the Infolog that states that the journal has been posted, and then click Close. 21. Close the Bills of materials journal form. Perform the following steps to purchase the required quantity of the BOMcomponent items: HINT: Perform these steps only if the On-hand field in the Max. report as finished form is blank, for a BOM component item.



NOTE: Because purchasing the quantity is not the purpose of this lab, constant values are not used in the steps. 1. Click Accounts Payable, Common, Purchase orders, and then click All purchase orders. 2. On the action pane click the Purchase order tab and then click the Purchase order button to create a new purchase order. 3. In the Vendor account field, select a vendor.
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Chapter 8: Report a BOM as Finished 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17.



Click Yes to transfer vendor information. Click OK in the Create Purchase Order form. In the Purchase order form, click the Purchase order lines fast tab. In the Item number field, select the BOM item component to purchase, for which there is no on-hand quantity. In the Site field, enter the identification of the site for the BOM item component. In the Warehouse field, enter the identification of the warehouse for the BOM item component. In the Quantity field, type the quantity to purchase. Enter the other required details. On the action pane, click the Purchase tab and then click the Confirm button to confirm the purchase order. Click the Invoice tab and then click the Invoice button to open the Vendor invoice form. In the Vendor invoice form, in the Default quantity for lines field select Ordered Quantity. On the Vendor invoice header fast tab, in the Number field, enter the invoice number. Enter the other required details and post the invoice. Close the forms.
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Summary The Report as finished process includes procedures on reporting BOM items as finished from the following locations in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012: •



Periodic folders (go to Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, and then click Report as finished.)



•



Released products list page (go to click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab and then click the Report as finished button.)



•



BOM journal (go to click Inventory and warehouse management, Journals, Item transactions, and then click Bills of materials. In the Bills of materials form, click the Lines button. Click the BOM button, and then click the Report as finished option in the Journal lines, inventory form.)



The BOM journal helps users review and validate the journal before posting, and the Max. report as finished form lets users check the maximum quantity that can be reported as finished before on-hand inventory starts to show as negative. The Report as finished process assists users in maintaining appropriate inventory levels for BOM items and its components.
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Chapter 8: Report a BOM as Finished



Test Your Knowledge Test your knowledge with the following questions. 1. At a minimum, what information must be specified to report a BOM as finished?



2. Explain the purpose of the Max. report as finished form.



3. What is the difference between running the Report as finished periodic job process and the Report as finished process from the Released products list page?
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 4. What is the purpose of reporting a BOM as finished?



5. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, from which of these following options the Report as finished form cannot be accessed? ( ) Periodic folder ( ) BOM journal ( ) BOM line form ( ) Released products list page
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Chapter 8: Report a BOM as Finished



Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. At a minimum, what information must be specified to report a BOM as finished? MODEL ANSWER: Date for reporting as finished, Item number and any existing configuration, BOM number, Quantity to be reported as finished. 2. Explain the purpose of the Max. report as finished form. MODEL ANSWER: This form is used to inquire how much of a BOM can be completed based on the available on-hand inventory. 3. What is the difference between running the Report as finished periodic job process and the Report as finished process from the Released products list page? MODEL ANSWER: The periodic job is used to report multiple BOMs as finished. Only an individual item can be reported as finished from the Released products list page. 4. What is the purpose of reporting a BOM as finished? MODEL ANSWER: To reduce the on-hand quantity for component items and increase on-hand quantity for the parent item based on the BOM setup. 5. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, from which of these following options the Report as finished form cannot be accessed? ( ) Periodic folder ( ) BOM journal (•) BOM line form ( ) Released products list page
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CHAPTER 9: REPORTS AND OTHER BOM FUNCTIONALITY Objectives The objectives are: •



Explain how to use and generate the Lines report.



•



Describe the Where-used report and how to run the Where-used inquiries.



•



Explain how to use and generate the Calculation report.



•



Describe how to change Bills of Materials (BOMs) in a batch job.



•



Explain how to check BOMs automatically or manually.



•



Demonstrate how to sort BOM lines.



Introduction This course explains how to generate and work with standard BOM reports in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012. It also describes features that are available to help the users when they work with BOM functionality. The Standard BOM Reports lesson describes the Lines, Where-used, and Calculation reports. In addition, the “Other BOM Functionality” lesson describes the features that help users when they work with BOMs, both during and after the BOM creation process. The features include the following: •



Using a batch job to change BOMs



•



Checking BOMs for errors and inconsistencies



•



Sorting BOM lines
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario Various employees of Contoso, Ltd use BOM reports to provide printed data that is related to BOM structures, where the items are used, and BOM calculation results. The employees who create and modify BOMs use batch jobs and automated functions that prevent errors that can occur when manual changes are made to BOMs. For example, when users change the BOM components, a batch job can be applied to control mass updates when they change the BOM components. The employees also run BOM validation checks to verify that there are no errors in the BOM structures.



Standard BOM Reports Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 provides the following standard BOM reports: •



Lines



•



Where-used



•



Calculation



To run each report as a batch job and to locate the BOM reports, click Inventory and warehouse management, Reports, and then click Bills of materials.



Lines Report Use the Lines report to print information about either the BOM lines or the BOM versions that consist of BOM items. The Lines report takes into consideration all items. For each BOM item, all active BOM versions are printed. Select the BOM lines option in the Show field in the Lines report-dialog box (Go to Inventory and warehouse management, Reports, Bills of materials, and then click Lines), to print all the BOM lines. HINT: For a BOM item, the value in the Default order type field is displayed as Production in the Default order settings form To navigate to this, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. Click the Manage inventory tab on the action pane, and then click the Default order settings button. If a BOM consists of other BOM items, these will be expanded immediately after they are printed. This is indicated by the indention of the line in the report. The number of BOM levels that you want to print can be limited by specifying a value in the Max. levels field in the Lines report-dialog box.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality In the Display principle field, select one of the following options to print the Lines report: Display principle



Description



Active



Search for active versions only.



Selected/Active



Search for selected and active versions.



Selected



Search for selected versions only.



All



Search for all versions.



Demonstration: Generating the Lines Report Scenario: Ellen, the warehouse manager at Contoso, Ltd occasionally prints a report for items of the “HTS” item group and their related BOM components so that it can be used by the production supervisor on the warehouse floor. She only prints active versions and includes all available views in the report. Perform the following steps to generate a Lines report: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Reports, Bills of materials, and then click Lines.



FIGURE 9.1 LINES REPORT-DIALOG BOX



2. In the Show field, select the BOM lines option to display BOM lines in the report 3. In the Display principle field, select Active. 4. In the Max. levels field, type “1” to print only one BOM level. 5. Under the View field group, select the Configuration, Size, Color, Site, and Warehouse check boxes, if it is required, to display in the report.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 6. Click the Select button to open the query. 7. In the Criteria field, select “HTS” for the value, Item group, in the Field field. 8. Click OK to close the query form. 9. Click OK to run the report.



FIGURE 9.2 LINES REPORT



Where-used Report The Where-used report helps users locate components and related BOM information when, for example, a BOM component is defective or needs to be changed. Filter the Where-used report to show either BOM lines or BOM versions:
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•



When the BOM lines option is selected in the Show field in the Where-used repot-dialog box (go to Inventory and warehouse management, Reports, Bills of materials, and then click Whereused), the item number is displayed with the related BOM lines. This option includes the BOM line information such as quantities, units, line types, and configuration groups.



•



When the Versions option is selected, version-related information such as version validity dates, and whether the version is approved and active is included in the report. The report also shows the subsequent levels up to the finished item.



Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality Demonstration: Generating the Where-used Report Scenario: Ellen, the warehouse manager at Contoso, Ltd has been informed that item 5017 may be defective. When the service department investigates, Ellen uses the Where-used function to see which BOMs and inventory items will be affected. Perform the following steps to generate a Where-used report: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Reports, Bills of materials, and then click Whereused.



FIGURE 9.3 WHERE-USED REPORT DIALOG BOX



2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



In the Show field, select Versions. In the Display principle field, select Active. Click the Select button to open the query. In the Table field, select Items. In the Field field, select Item number to use in the query. Click the Criteria arrow, and then locate and select item “5017.”
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 8. Click OK to close the query. 9. Click OK to run the report.



FIGURE 9.4 WHERE-USED REPORT



Notice that the Where-used feature is also available from the Released products list page and the BOM line form.



Where-used Inquiry from the Released Products List Page The Where-used inquiry, when made directly from the Released products list page, quickly displays all the BOMs that contain the component item. To open the Where-used form, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. Click the Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Where-used button.



Demonstration: Running the Where-used Inquiry from the Released Products List Page Scenario: Ellen, the warehouse manager, decides to view all the BOMs that contain item 8001 from the Released products list page. She uses the Whereused functionality on the Released products list page.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality Perform the following steps to run the Where-used report from the Released products list page: 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. 2. Locate and select item 8001. 3. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab and then click the Where-used button in the BOM group. 4. In the Where-used inquiry, note which BOMs have item 8001as a component item.



FIGURE 9.5 WHERE-USED INQUIRY



The Where-used inquiry for item 8001is divided into two sections: •



The upper section of the form shows the list of BOMs that include the item as a component. It also shows related information about configurations, validity dates, and the quantity the selected item contributes to the BOM.



•



The lower section of the form displays the BOM versions that are associated with the BOMs listed in the upper section, and thereby the item that uses item 8001.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Where-used Inquiry from the BOM Line Form Access the Where-used inquiry from the BOM line form by using one of the following: •



Click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, Bills of materials, and then click the Lines button; or



•



Click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. Click the Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Lines button.



The Where-used inquiry from the BOM line form is almost identical to the one accessed from the Released products list page. The only difference is that in the Where-used inquiry that is accessed from the BOM line form, the Show only interval check box is available for both the BOMs in the upper section and the BOM versions in the lower section of the form.



Calculation Report The Calculation report for BOM shows the results of previous BOM calculations with cost and sales prices for the BOM and the component items and operations. Each BOM calculation is uniquely identified by a system-assigned calculation number. A calculation number may reflect a BOM calculation that generates an item's cost record in a costing version or an order-specific BOM calculation. For each calculation number, the report displays a summary line and a detailed breakout of the components, routing operations, and indirect costs that are used in the calculation. The BOM calculation report can also display information that is based on selection criteria, such as the calculation number, item number, BOM version, or route version.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality Demonstration: Generating a Calculation Report Scenario: Emil, the product designer at Contoso, Ltd wants to create a new BOM. He uses the existing BOM calculation to examine resource centers and operations, and to review prices for the component items. Perform the following steps to generate a Calculation report: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Reports, Bills of materials, and then click Calculation.



FIGURE 9.6 CALCULATION REPORT DIALOG BOX



2. Under the View field group, select the Configuration, Size, Color, Site, and Warehouse check boxes. 3. Click Select to open the calculation query. 4. In the Criteria field, select “7011” for the value, Item number, in the Field field.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 5. Click OK to close the query. 6. Click OK to run the report.



FIGURE 9.7 CALCULATION REPORT



The Calculation report can also be accessed from the following paths: •



Click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. Click the Manage costs tab on the action pane, and then click the Item price button. Click the Print button in the Item price form).



•



Click Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, and then click Costing versions.



•



Click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders, All sales order. On the action pane, click the Sales order button to create a new sales order or click the Edit button to open an existing sales order. On the Sales order lines fast tab, select an item line, click the Update line button, and then click Based on BOM to open the BOM calculation results form. Click the Print button.



NOTE: For more information about BOM calculations, see Chapter 5, “Working with BOM Calculations.”
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality Procedure: Generating a Calculation Report from the Released Products List Page Perform the following steps to run the calculation report for a BOM from the Released Products list page: 1. Click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. 2. Select a BOM item. 3. Click the Manage costs tab on the action pane, and then click the Item price button.



FIGURE 9.8 ITEM PRICE FORM



4. In the Item price form, click Calculation. 5. In the Calculation for an item form, specify the costing version and site. NOTE: A costing version can contain content about item-purchase price records. The primary purpose of having purchase price content is to define purchase price records for component items. It can then be used to calculate the costs of manufactured items. To support this purpose, the user must define a BOM calculation group that contains a cost price model of item purchase price, assign the BOM calculation group to purchased items, and then use a cost price model of BOM calculation group when performing BOM calculations with planned costs to calculate the sales price of manufactured items. 6. In the Quantity field, type the quantity of items to be calculated. 7. Click OK. 8. In the Item price form, select the created record and then click Print. 9. Click OK to print the Calculation report.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Generating a Calculation Report from the Periodic Folder Users can also run the Calculation report for a BOM from the Costing version maintenance form in the Periodic folder of the Inventory and warehouse management module. You can only print the report for one item at a time. Perform the following steps to run the report: 1. Click Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, and then click Costing versions. In the Costing version maintenance form, click Calculation to open the Calculation for a costing version form.



FIGURE 9.9 COSTING VERSION MAINTENANCE FORM



2. In the Site field, select the appropriate site. 3. Click OK to perform the calculation. 4. In the Costing version maintenance form, select the updated record, click the Price button, and then click Item price. 5. Select the record for the required item number and then click Print. 6. Under the View field group, select the check boxes if it is required. 7. Click OK to run the calculation report.



Procedure: Generating a Calculation Report from a Sales Order Users can perform an order-specific calculation for a BOM on a sales order-line. Perform the following steps to run the Calculation report from the Sales order form: 1. Click Sales and marketing, Common, Sales orders, and then click All sales order. 2. On the action pane, click the Sales order button to create a new sales order and enter the customer details. 3. Click OK. 4. In the Sales order form, click the Sales order lines fast tab and select a BOM item in the Item number field.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality HINT: For a BOM item, the value in the Planned order type field is displayed as Production in the Net requirements form. To navigate to this, click the Sales order lines fast tab, Product and supply button, and then click the Net requirements option to open the Net requirements form. 5. Click the Update line button, and then select the Based on BOM option. 6. In the Calculation for a quotation form, in the Quantity field, type the quantity of items that is required and click OK. 7. In the BOM calculation results form, select the created record and then click Print. 8. Under the View field group, select the check boxes if it is required. 9. Click OK to print the Calculation report.



FIGURE 9.10 CALCULATION REPORT FROM THE SALES ORDER FORM



Other BOM Functionality Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 provides helpful features that can be used after a BOM is created. The features include: •



Exchange of items in BOMs



•



Checking process that verifies that BOMs do not contain errors or inconsistencies



•



Sorting capabilities that are available when BOM lines are reviewed
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Changing BOMs Use the Change BOM item periodic job to exchange an item with a different item in specific BOMs or in all BOMs. The exchange of an item can be made by using one of the two approaches: •



Overwrite - Substitutes an item in a BOM



•



Append - Substitutes an item in a BOM from a certain date.



Demonstration: Changing a BOM by Using the Change BOM Item Job Scenario: Ellen, the warehouse manager at Contoso, Ltd is notified that item 6009, the corrugated box of the size 20-by-24-by-24-inches, has been discontinued. She has been instructed to remove this item from all related BOMs and to replace it with item 6008, the corrugated box of the size 30-by-24-by-24inches. Ellen runs the Where-used inquiry for item 6009 and then runs the Change BOM item batch job for the affected BOMs. Perform the following steps to change a BOM using the Change BOM item job: 1. On the navigation pane, Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. 2. Locate and select item 6009. 3. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab and then click the Where-used button in the BOM group. 4. Note the BOM numbers and close the open forms. 5. Click Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, and then click Change BOM item.



FIGURE 9.11 CHANGE BOM ITEM DIALOG BOX



6. In the To item number field, select item 6008. This item will replace the discontinued item.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality 7. In the Update lines field, retain the Overwrite option as the change must not be tracked in the BOM lines, and must not take place immediately. 8. Click Select to open the inquiry and indicate the discontinued item. 9. For the Item number line, click the Criteria arrow, and then locate and select item 6009. 10. Click OK. 11. In the Change BOM item dialog box, click the Edit BOM line to review the BOMs that will be affected by this change. 12. Verify that the BOMs noted in step 4 are displayed. Click OK to close the BOM line form. 13. Click OK to run the Change BOM item periodic job. 14. Click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. 15. Verify the changes by running the Where-used inquiry on item 6009. Note that no BOMs that are noted in step 4 are displayed. 16. Run the Where-used inquiry on item 6008. Verify that the BOMs that are noted in step 4 are displayed for this item. NOTE: In the BOM line form, BOMs can be removed from the periodic job and the lines can be updated. For example, if the replacement component has criteria such as validity dates, scrap, or measurement, these values can be specified and transferred to the BOM lines during this process.



Checking BOMs Check BOMs for errors and inconsistencies, either automatically or manually, by using the Check BOM function. Also, users can run checks on the BOM or on the BOM lines. A user can check BOMs to make sure that they only contain a certain number of levels or to make sure that they do not contain circular structures. A circular structure or a circular bill of material reflects an item that is defined as a component of itself, whether it is a first-level component or a lower-level component. A circular BOM is not supported in the system. When a circular BOM exists, cost roll up calculations and planning calculations will identify the error and the calculations are not completed. In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, a BOM can only have a circular structure in the base data, but not when the BOM is in production. By running a validation check for a level of circularity before a production order is started, users can avoid starting production with a BOM that has a circular structure.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Scenario: Checking BOMs Automatically When constructing a BOM for a new satellite speaker (BOM item 5017), Oscar, the process engineer, accidentally includes the BOM item 5017 as a component item in the BOM structure. This creates a circularity error. He runs the BOM check function and finds the circularity error on the new BOM.



Procedure: Checking BOMs Automatically Users can automatically check BOMs for circularity errors. This function can be set up in the Inventory parameters form. Perform the following steps to enable automatic BOM checks: 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, and then click Inventory and warehouse management parameters, 2. In the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form, click the Bills of materials tab. 3. In the Level of circularity field, select one of the following options from the table to check for BOM circularity.
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Option



Description



Never



Do not prevent adding a BOM line that would cause BOM circularity. Circular BOM structures are not checked automatically. However, a circular structure error is reported when the BOM is processed, if there is one. If you select this option, use the Check BOM function to run the check manually.



BOM



Do not prevent adding a BOM line that would cause BOM circularity. Circular BOM structures are checked when you exit the BOM after creation. When this option is selected, you cannot exit the BOM line form without correcting the error.



Line



Prevent adding a BOM line when the component item would cause BOM circularity. Circular BOM structures are checked every time an individual BOM line is created or edited. A warning message is generated when a user exits the BOM line that contains a circular structure.



Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality 1. In the Max. BOM level field define the maximum number of levels that can compose a BOM. This field works together with the Level of circularity field. o If you select either BOM or Lines in the Level of circularity field, and if the number of levels in the BOM exceeds the number that is specified in the Max. BOM level field, a message is generated and you must correct the error. o If you select the Never option in the Level of circularity field, a warning message is not generated. Therefore, it renders the maximum levels check as ineffective.



Procedure: Checking BOMs Manually Manually check BOMs by using the Check BOM function. This function can be run from the Bills of materials form or the BOM line form. Perform the following steps to run a BOM check: 1. Access the BOM line form by one of the following: o Click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, Bills of materials to open the Bills of materials form, and then click the Lines button. o Click Product Information management, Common, Released products list page, Engineer tab on the action pane, and then click the Lines button. 2. Select the relevant BOM. Click the Functions button and then click Check to open the Check BOM dialog box.



FIGURE 9.12 CHECK BOM DIALOG BOX



3. Select the Check circularity check box to check for repeated BOM lines.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 4. In the Display principle field, select how to search for versions from the following options: o Active o Selected/Active o Selected o All 5. In the BOM number field, select the BOM to be checked. 6. Select the Search interval only check box to only check versions and BOM lines where the period of validity overlaps with the interval that is specified in the From date and To date fields. 7. Select the Search interval with lines only check box to only check BOM lines where the period of validity overlaps with the interval that is specified in the From date and To date fields. 8. In the From date and To date fields, enter the starting and ending dates for the interval that contains the versions and BOM lines that must be checked. 9. Click OK. 10. An Infolog is displayed if any errors are found. NOTE: Depending on the setup, warning messages can be made unavailable during the BOM creation process. However, if a BOM is in production and contains a circular structure, an Error message is received and production cannot continue until the circular structure is corrected. Therefore, it is recommended that circularity errors be corrected during the BOM creation process or as soon as warning messages are received.



Sorting BOM Lines BOM lines can be sorted in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 by the following ways:
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•



From the BOM line form, by clicking the Functions button: This is a permanent sorting, which is saved to the database, and it applies to all users.



•



With the standard sorting function in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012: this is a temporary sorting and only applies to the open form.



Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality Procedure: Sorting BOM Lines by Using the Sorting Function Perform the following steps to do a permanent reordering of BOM lines by using the Sorting function: 1. Open the BOM line form from the following: o The Released products list page by clicking the Engineer tab on the action pane and then clicking the Lines button; o The Bills of materials form by clicking Inventory and warehouse management, Common, Bills of materials to open the Bills of materials form, and then clicking the Lines button. 2. In the BOM line form, click Functions and then click Sorting to open the Sort BOM dialog box.



FIGURE 9.13 SORT BOM DIALOG BOX



3. In the Sort by field, select from the following options: o o o o o



Line type Item number Configuration group Position (Used in a production order) Oper. No. (Operation number, that is used in a production order)



NOTE: These selections can only be sorted in an ascending order. 4. Click OK to sort the lines based on the selection made in step 3.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 Procedure: Sorting BOM Lines by Using the Standard Sorting Function Perform the following steps to do a temporary sorting of BOM lines by using the standard sorting function: 1. Open the BOM line form from the Released products list page or the Bills of materials form. 2. In the column that must be sorted, perform one of the following sorting methods: o Click the column header to sort in the descending order. Click again to sort in the ascending order. o Right-click in the field of the column and then click Sort Ascending, or Sort Descending. NOTE: The BOM lines cannot be sorted by line type, position, or operation number with the second method because these fields are on the General tab where there are no columns.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality



Lab 9.1: Change a BOM Scenario The enclosures have been slightly restructured and now require 9 inch hardwood veneer. As the warehouse manager, you receive this notice and are instructed to remove the 6 inch hardwood veneer item from all related BOMs and replace it with 9 inch hardwood veneer. First, run the Where-used inquiry for item 8002 to find the enclosure BOMs 7015 and 7016, and then note the BOM numbers. Then, run the Change BOM item periodic job for the enclosure BOMs. Note that the Change BOM process must be run for hardwood veneer items only. Verify the changes to both items 8002 and 8004 after the Change BOM item batch job is run.



Challenge Yourself 1. Run the Where-used inquiry on item 8002. 2. Change item 8002 for all enclosures to item 8004. 3. Verify the changes.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Released products list page, for item 8002, run the Whereused inquiry. 2. Review each BOM to find the BOMs related to enclosures, 7015 and 7016. 3. Run the Change BOM item batch job from item 8002 to item 8004.Remember to remove any BOMs that are not related to the enclosures. 4. Verify that BOMs for enclosures do not appear for item 8002. 5. Verify that BOMs for enclosures do appear for item 8004.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. 2. Locate and select item 8002. 3. On the action pane, click the Engineer tab and then click the Where-used button in the BOM group. 4. Select BOM-7015-1-1. Note the item number 7015 under the Version section.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 5. Select BOM-7016-1-1. Note the item number 7016 under the Version section. 6. Close the forms. 7. Click Inventory and warehouse management, Periodic, Bills of materials, and then click Change BOM item. 8. In the To item number field, select item 8004. 9. Retain the Overwrite option in the Update lines field. 10. Click Select. 11. For the Item number line, click the Criteria arrow, and then locate and select item 8002. 12. Click OK. 13. Click the Edit BOM line button to open the Edit BOM line form. 14. Select all the BOMs that are not related to enclosures, except BOM7015-1-1 and BOM-7016-1-1. 15. Press Alt+F9 to delete the selected BOMs. 16. Click Yes to confirm deletion. 17. Click OK to close the BOM line form. 18. Click OK to run the Change BOM item batch job. 19. In the Released products list page, verify the changes by running the Where-used inquiry on item 8002. Note that BOM-7015-1-1 and BOM-7016-1-1 are not displayed. 20. Run the Where-used inquiry on item 8004. Verify that BOM-7015-11 and BOM-7016-1-1 are displayed for this item.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality



Lab 9.2 - Run a Manual BOM Check Scenario As the assistant to the product designer, you accidentally open the wrong BOM and add the BOM item to itself. The BOM is BOM-1102-1-1 and the BOM item that is added as a component is 1102, with a quantity of one. After running the BOM check on this BOM, you are informed of the circularity error. You remove the component item 1102 from the BOM and run the function again to verify that the error has been corrected appropriately. HINT: Before you start this lab, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, Inventory and warehouse management parameters, and then click the Bills of materials tab. In the Level of circularity field, select the Never option.



Challenge Yourself 1. Add item 1102 to BOM-1102-1-1. 2. Run the Check BOM function. 3. Correct the error and run the function again.



Need a Little Help? 1. From the Bills of materials form (go to Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials), for BOM-1102-1-1, open the BOM line form. 2. Add item 1102, with a quantity of one, as a component. 3. In the BOM line form, run the Check BOM function. Remember to verify the BOM for circularity. 4. For BOM-1102-1-1, remove item 1102 from the component list. 5. Run the Check BOM function again.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 2. For BOM-1102-1-1, click Lines. 3. Press CTRL+N to create a BOM line. 4. In the Item number field, select item 1102. 5. In the Quantity field, retain the value 1. 6. Click Functions and then click Check. 7. Make sure that the Check circularity check box is selected, and then click OK.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 8. Read the Infolog message. It states, “Item 1102 is included circularly in the bill of materials.” 9. Click Close. 10. Select the line for item 1102. Click File and then click the Delete Record option to delete the component item. 11. Click Yes to confirm deletion. 12. Close the BOM line form. 13. In the Bills of materials form, for BOM-1102-1-1, click Functions and then click Check. 14. Verify that the Check circularity check box is still selected and then click OK. 15. Read the Infolog. It states, “The bill of materials BOM-1102-1-1 was checked, and no errors were found.” 16. Close the Infolog.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality



Lab 9.3 - Set Up and Run an Automatic BOM Check Scenario As the product designer, you have been informed that some of the BOMs in production have circularity errors. You decide to set the automatic BOM check on the BOM level so that the check is run when users exit the BOM after creating it. After setting up the automatic BOM check, you test the BOM creation process to verify that the message is received and that you cannot leave the form until the changes are made. The BOM is BOM-1107-1-1, and the BOM item that is added as a component is 1107, with a quantity of one.



Challenge Yourself 1. Set up the automatic checking. 2. Add item 1107 to BOM-1107-1-1 and close the form. 3. Correct the error and exit the form.



Need a Little Help? 1. In the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form, set up the automatic checking function. 2. From the Bills of materials form, for BOM-1107-1-1, open the BOM line form. 3. Add item 1107 as a component, with a quantity of one. 4. Try to close the open forms. 5. Remove item 1107 from the component list. 6. Try to close the open forms.



Step by Step 1. On the navigation pane, click Inventory and warehouse management, Setup, and then click Inventory and warehouse management parameters. 2. Click the Bills of materials tab. 3. In the Level of circularity field, select BOM. 4. Close the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form. 5. Click Inventory and warehouse management, Common, and then click Bills of materials. 6. For BOM-1107-1-1, click Lines. 7. Click File and then click New to create a BOM line. 8. In the Item number field, select item 1107.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 9. Retain the value “1” in the Quantity field. 10. Try to close the BOM line form. You get an error message in a dialog box that states, “BOM circulation detected, do you want to continue?” 11. In the dialog box, click No. 12. You get the message “Item 1107 is included circularly in the bill of materials” in the Infolog. Close the Infolog. 13. Select item 1107.Click File and then click Delete Record to delete it from the component list. 14. Click Yes to confirm deletion. 15. Close the open forms.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality



Summary This course provides information about the following standard BOM reports available in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012: •



Lines



•



Where-used



•



Calculation



Among the other BOM functionality of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, the following functions were explained and demonstrated: •



Changing BOMs



•



Checking BOMs



•



Sorting BOM lines



Learning this additional functionality gives users more options during and after the BOM creation process.
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012



Test Your Knowledge Test your knowledge with the following questions. 1. Other than the Reports folder, from where can the BOM calculation report be run?



2. Does circularity have to be a part of the BOM check process? How is this kind of check set up?



3. What does the Append option in the Update lines field indicate in the Change BOM item form, and what is required when this option is selected?
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality 4. Which of the following is not included in the BOM line sorting option? ( ) Line type ( ) Position ( ) Item name ( ) Operation number 5. Which of the following reports is used to display a list of items and specifies their usage in BOMs? ( ) Calculation ( ) Where-used ( ) Lines ( ) Versions 6. Which of the following reports is used to display the BOM lines for items’ BOMs? ( ) Calculation ( ) Where-used ( ) Lines ( ) Versions
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012



Quick Interaction: Lessons Learned Take a moment and write down three key points you have learned from this chapter 1.



2.



3.
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Chapter 9: Reports and Other BOM Functionality



Solutions Test Your Knowledge 1. Other than the Reports folder, from where can the BOM calculation report be run? MODEL ANSWER: The BOM calculation report can also be run from the Item price form, by clicking Print (Click Product information management, Common, and then click Released products to open the Released products list page. Click the Manage costs tab on the action pane, and then click the Item price button. Click the Print button in the Item price form). 2. Does circularity have to be a part of the BOM check process? How is this kind of check set up? MODEL ANSWER: No, Circularity does not have to be part of the BOM check process. This check is automatically set up in the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form or when the Check circularity check box is selected in the Check BOM dialog box. 3. What does the Append option in the Update lines field indicate in the Change BOM item form, and what is required when this option is selected? MODEL ANSWER: The item is replaced on a specific date and the change is tracked, and both the date fields must be filled in when the Append option is selected. 4. Which of the following is not included in the BOM line sorting option? ( ) Line type ( ) Position (•) Item name ( ) Operation number
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Bill of Material in Microsoft Dynamics® AX 2012 5. Which of the following reports is used to display a list of items and specifies their usage in BOMs? ( ) Calculation (•) Where-used ( ) Lines ( ) Versions 6. Which of the following reports is used to display the BOM lines for items’ BOMs? ( ) Calculation ( ) Where-used (•) Lines ( ) Versions
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Mar 16, 2013 - C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C18, C21, C22Kemet. C0603C104K3RACTU. CAPC1608X08N. 399-1281-1-ND. CAP .1UF ...
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bill of lading - 

Oct 5, 2016 - SHIP FROM. Name: Herko Automotive Group. Bill of Lading Number: 2907. Address: 12975 SW 132ND ST. Pickup Number: 30032601. City/State/Zip: MIAMI, FL 33186. SID#:. FOB: SHIP TO. CARRIER NAME: SAIA Inc. Trailer number: Name: AD AUTOPARTS.
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bill of lading - 

Jun 27, 2017 - freight and all other lawful charges. the shipper, on request. The shipper hereby certifies that he/she is familiar with all the terms and conditions ...
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Bill of materials shredder - Thingiverse 

3mm sheet steel cutted. 1x. Scrapyard/Hardware store optional stainless steel. 30. 5mm sheet steel cutted. 1x. Scrapyard/Hardware store optional stainless steel.
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Bill of materials shredder - Thingiverse 

Details. Quantity. Where to get it. Remarks. Price. Machine parts. 3mm sheet steel cutted. 1x. Scrapyard/Hardware store optional stainless steel. 30. 5mm sheet.
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Bill of Rights.pdf 

this body the students reserve the right to petition the University for any. grievances suffered. II. The students of Stetson University have the right to congregate and associate. freely; as well as to speak or otherwise express themselves freely, s
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Bill of Entry.pdf 

Shot Put 15-16G Rings 1 & 2. Shot Put 11B Rings 3 & 4. Discus 14B. FINAL SCHEDULE AS OF 07/24/17. Page 3 of 107. Main menu. Displaying Bill of Entry.pdf.
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bill of materials.pdf 

Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. bill of materials.pdf. bill of materials.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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Supplemental Material - University of Melbourne 

... and Python with MPI [1]) for the model is available from https://sites.google. ... Figures S1, S2 and S3 show the fractions of cooperators, average number of ...
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Supplemental Material - University of Melbourne 

... and Python with MPI [1]) for the model is available from https://sites.google. ... Figures S1, S2 and S3 show the fractions of cooperators, average number of ...
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Consumer Health Information Bill of Rights - Ahima 

Look at your health information and/or get a paper or electronic copy of it. 2. ... Be informed about privacy and security breaches of your health information. 8.
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Bill Jones_Status of Optical Telescope.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Bill Jones_Status of Optical Telescope.pdf. Bill Jones_Status of Optical Telescope.pdf. Open. Extract. Open 
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Supplementary Material 

Jan Heufer âˆ—. *TU Dortmund University, Department of Economics and Social Science, 44221 Dortmund,. Germany. .... 3 More Details on the Data Analysis.
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Flexible material 

Jul 13, 2000 - one side of the separate elements and the substrate or to weld the elements to the substrate. The separate elements are preferably bonded to ...
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Flexible material 

Jul 13, 2000 - (75) Inventor: David Stirling Taylor, Accrington (GB) ... 156/299; 156/300;156/301; 156/512; 156/560;. 156/308.2; 428/141; ... Sarna Xiro GmbH, EC Safety Data Sheet, Jan. 16, 2001, 5 ..... 3 is a plan vieW ofa cutter grid. FIGS.
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Flexible material 

Dec 18, 2009 - 1, 1993), 1 page. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary ...... stery and can be particularly useful When used With Wheel.
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Parents Bill of Rights.pdf 

Page 1 of 60. Parents' Bill of Rights. The Common Core Implementation Reform Act enacted in 2014 requires school. districts to publish a â€œParents' Bill of Rights for Data Privacy and Securityâ€� on. their websites. At South Seneca: A student's pers
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Life of Bill Whyatt.pdf 

emerging until the new machine had been fitted and the old one taken away. Page 3 of 5. Life of Bill Whyatt.pdf. Life of Bill Whyatt.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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voter-bill-of-rights.pdf 

Akhir September, Skema Pajak Toko Online Selesai. Page 2 of 4. Whoops! There was a problem loading this page. Retrying... voter-bill-of-rights.pdf.
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Bill Jones_Status of Optical Telescope.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item.
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VUSD Athlete's Bill of Rights.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. VUSD Athlete's Bill of Rights.pdf. VUSD Athlete's Bill of Rights.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Mai
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